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Abstract
Anonby, E. & Asadi, A., 2014. Bakhtiari Studies. Phonology, Text, Lexicon. Acta Universitatis 
Upsaliensis. Studia Iranica Upsaliensia 24. 222 pp. Uppsala. ISBN 978-91-554-9094-2.

Bakhtiari, a Southwestern Iranian language in the Luri language continuum, is spoken by over a 
million people in the Zagros Mountains of Iran. Almost a century after Lorimer’s (1922) publication 
on the phonology of Bakhtiari, the present study re-examines this topic in the light of contemporary 
linguistics, the study of lexicon and texts and, crucially, native speaker intuition. This new research 
clarifies some of the important questions left by Lorimer and in doing so, leads to surprising insights 
into the basic structure of the system, which shows some fundamental divergences from Middle and 
New Persian, and even from the other Luri languages.

The first part of the book situates the language within its larger geographic and genetic context, 
defines the language and its varieties, and provides a summary of research on the language. The second 
section, which constitutes the core of the study, is devoted to an in-depth analysis of the phonological 
system, including segmental phonology (inventory, contrast, allophonic processes and distribution), 
syllable structure and an array of morphophonological processes, as well as stress and intonation. The 
final three sections of the book comprise an interlinearized Bakhtiari folktale, tables of verb paradigms, 
and a semantically organized lexicon containing 1500 items. Together, these documents constitute the 
basis of the data analyzed in the phonological description and provide an integrated picture of related 
aspects of the language. Along with discussions of the typological contribution of the data and obser-
vations on their distinctness from Persian, the final chapters are important resources for the further 
study of the morphology, syntax, discourse structure and lexicon of Bakhtiari.
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Abbreviations  

[ ] phonetic transcription (International Phonetic Alphabet) 

 

bold phonological transcription (consonant inventory is shown 

on  p. 24; vowel inventory is shown on p. 50) 

 

Ø null morpheme 

1 first person 

2 second person 

3 third person 

adj. adjective 

ADJZR adjectivizer 

Ar. Arabic 

AUX auxiliary 

B. Bakhtiari 

C consonant 

CLF numeral classifier 

CMP comparative/superlative 

COMP complementizer 

CvB. Chahār Mahāl va Bakhtiāri Province 

DEF definite 

DEM demonstrative 

DIST distal 

E. Esfahān Province 

ENP Early New Persian 

EZ ezafe (associative marker) 

G glide 

impv./IMPV imperative 

INDF indefinite 

INF infinitive 

intr. intransitive 

K. Kumzari 

Kh. Khuzestān Province 
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L. Lorestān Province 

lit. literally 

n. noun 

NEG negative 

NOM nominalizer 

NPST nonpast 

OBJ object 

P. Persian 

PC pronominal clitic 

PST past/preterite 

PRF perfect or perfect participle 

POSS possessive 

pl./PL plural 

pres./PRS present 

prog. progressive 

PROX proximal 

sg. singular 

SBJV subjunctive  

tr. transitive 

v. verb 

V vowel 

V̄ long vowel 

voc./VOC vocative 

ʔ glottal stop (Persian transcriptions) 

' stress 

‘  ’ gloss (meaning) 

... unspecified but obligatory element (lexicon) 

. syllable boundary 

?? unknown or unattested word 

- morpheme boundary 

= clitic attachment (main interlinearized text only) 

~ varies between 

> changes to 

* incorrect or hypothetical form 

  

 



1 Introduction 

Iran is a land of great diversity, and the Bakhtiari people of Iran are one of 

the iconic images of this heritage. The Bakhtiari are well-known as nomads 

of the Zagros Mountains, a region alternating between rocks and pastures, 

scattered with oak trees and, in the higher areas, blanketed with snow for 

several months of the year. Their social structure is hierarchical and highly 

organized. In contrast to many nomadic groups, their traditional political 

system is also highly organized; and until the middle of the 20
th
 century, it 

was centralized in the form of a tribal confederation (Digard 1988). 

Bakhtiari nomadic lifestyle, insofar as it still persists, revolves around the 

twice-yearly movement of camps and herds between summer and winter 

pastures. Weaving is one of the colourful activities encouraged by such a 

way of life, with products ranging from spacious black goat-hair tents to the 

čuqā – a characteristic indigo-and-white-striped woolen vest worn by men – 

and, of course, the world-renowned Bakhtiari carpet (Digard 1992, Ittig 

1988). 

While many facets of Bakhtiari culture have receded in the face of forced 

sedentarization, the dismantling of the traditional social and political struc-

tures, and other aspects of “modernization”, the Bakhtiari language has lived 

on, until now, as one of their great cultural treasures. But with the universal-

ization of schooling in Persian and the omnipresence of Persian media, the 

language of the current generations of speakers is being increasingly affected 

by the structural hybridization of Bakhtiari with Persian. In certain formal 

domains, Persian is replacing Bakhtiari and, particularly in urban centres, 

Persian is being adopted as the first language of children of Bakhtiari herit-

age (Anonby 2012). 

At the same time, paradoxically, there is a growing awareness of the val-

ue of the language by many members of the community, and this is reflected 

in the emergence of Bakhtiari cultural associations both within Iran and 

among the expatriate community. Audio and video recordings of Bakhtiari 

poetry, often accompanied by music and dance, were the first electronic 

media to appear and remain the most popular. Other types of oral literature 

include recorded folktales, comedy sketches, Bakhtiari-language radio and 
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films dubbed into the language. Written texts have also been produced 

through local initiatives: dictionaries and lexicons (farhang), collections of 

folktales and proverbs, and books of poetry and lyrics constitute the founda-

tion of Bakhtiari as a written language (examples include Forutan 1996, 

Ra’isi 1996, Madadi 1996, Kiyāni Haft Lang 2000 and Shirin Bayān 2007). 

Recent publications have extended the Bakhtiari language to new domains 

and genres, and include a collection of writings on language and culture 

(Be’vār 2000), a Bakhtiari adaptation of the Shahnameh (Khosraviniyā 

2010), and a tribal history (Khosraviniyā 2011) as well as numerous web-

sites. On one of these, Madadi (2012) has put forward ideas for the devel-

opment of a Bakhtiari orthography. As evidenced by this convergence of 

factors and events, there is a growing desire for the standardization of 

Bakhtiari as a written language.  

The present study has been inspired by these aspirations, and it contrib-

utes to their realization by providing a linguistic foundation for key aspects 

in the systematization of an orthography: phonology, text structure, verb 

morphology and lexicon.  

Currently, we are also preparing a companion volume in which the or-

thography itself is presented and explained. 

1.1 The Bakhtiari language 

Bakhtiari (autonym: baxtiyāri; ISO 693-3 language code [bqi]) is an Iranian 

language spoken by over a million people in the central section of Iran’s 

Zagros Mountains and on the adjacent edges of the Mesopotamian plain to 

the southwest (Anonby 2012). Speakers of the language are found in a con-

tiguous area which, for political purposes, has been split up among eastern 

Khuzestān (Kh.), western Chahār Mahāl va Bakhtiāri (CvB.), eastern 

Lorestān (L.) Province, and small sections of western Esfahān (E.) Province 

and southern Markazi (M.) Province. The two largest population centres 

with a significant proportion of Bakhtiari speakers are Masjed Soleymān in 

Khuzestān and Shahr-e Kord, the capital of Chahār Mahāl va Bakhtiāri (see 

Figure 1 below). 

As Gernot Windfuhr (1988) has demonstrated, Bakhtiari belongs to the 

Southwestern division of West Iranian languages. Situated in the middle of 

the Luri language continuum between Persian and Kurdish, Bakhtiari is geo-

graphically and linguistically intermediate between Southern Luri of Boy-

erahmad va Kohgiluyeh and north-west Fārs Provinces, and Northern Luri of 

Luristān Province and surrounding districts (Anonby 2003b). Along with 

speakers of Southern Luri, members of the historical Bakhtiari tribal confed-

eracy constitute a larger ethnopolitical unity known as Lor-e Bozorg ‘Great 
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Lor’, and their common language grouping has been labelled Lori-ye Khāva-

ri (Amānollāhi 1991:52). In line with this ethnically-based classification, 

Bakhtiari and Southern Luri are indeed structurally more similar to one an-

other than to Northern Luri, and speakers report a higher level of interintelli-

gibility between the two (Anonby 2003b, Windfuhr 1988, MacKinnon 

2011). 

 

Speakers of Bakhtiari generally categorize the dialects of their language 

according to ethnic lineages or to specific localities. According to speakers, a 

number of general, geographically defined dialect areas can be distinguished. 

Three large dialect areas are centred in Masjed Soleymān (Kh.), Shahr-e 

Kord (CvB.) and Aligudarz/Dorud (L.); smaller but linguistically divergent 

dialects are found in and around Ize (Kh.), Haftgel (Kh.), and Chelgerd 

(CvB.) (Anonby 2012) (see Figure 1). A comprehensive, empirical study of 

Bakhtiari dialectology has yet to be conducted. 

The first published study of Bakhtiari was that of Oskar Mann (1910), 

who included general remarks on Bakhtiari as well as some Bakhtiari texts, 

translated into German, as part of a larger work on the Luri language area. 

A major publication on the Bakhtiari language was undertaken several 

years later by David L.R. Lorimer and published in 1922. This work, which 

remains the most significant work on the language until today, contains a 

Figure 1: The Bakhtiari language area. Language distribution and dialect centres 
(based on Amānollāhi 1991:107, 145; Anonby 2003b:23; Anonby 2012) 
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ten-page introduction to the culture of the Bakhtiari, a phonological sketch 

of the language which is almost 90 pages long, and a lexicon of 25 pages 

containing almost 1500 Bakhtiari words. Since it deals primarily with pho-

nology, which is the main topic of the present study, Lorimer’s work is dis-

cussed further in the introduction to the phonological study in Part 2 of this 

book. 

A further important study of Bakhtiari was conducted by the Russian ori-

entalist Valentin Zhukovskij and published posthumously in 1923 (Abdul-

laeva 2009). For a long period after this, no publications on the language 

appeared. 

Gernot Windfuhr’s (1988) article on Bakhtiari, which appears to rely 

primarily on Lorimer’s data, systematizes key aspects of Bakhtiari historical 

and synchronic phonology. It also provides a broader approach to the lan-

guage by identifying selected aspects of morphology and syntax that ap-

peared in other sources, including a number of Bakhtiari texts. 

Work by Bakhtiari linguists, which has appeared in more recent years, in-

cludes grammatical remarks, a wordlist and short texts by Abdol’ali Khosra-

vi (1996) and Zohrāb Madadi’s (1996) lexicon of the language.  

Currently, important work on Bakhtiari is underway by Sima Zolfaghari 

(forthcoming), who is writing a grammar of the language which concentrates 

on Bakhtiari morphology and the place of Bakhtiari words in comparative 

Indo-European perspective. Zolfaghari’s work also treats ethnoscience of 

animals and plants, which is closely associated with the nomadic heritage of 

the Bakhtiari but which is under threat from urbanization and displacement 

of traditional scientific knowledge through education in Persian. 

1.2 Contribution and structure of this book 

This book documents four intricately related aspects of the Bakhtiari lan-

guage: phonology, texts, verb morphology and lexicon.  

In this first part of the book (Part 1), we situate the language within its 

larger geographic and genetic context, define the language and its varieties, 

and give an overview of the research context.  

The second section (Part 2), which constitutes the core of the study, is 

devoted to an in-depth analysis of the phonological system: segmental pho-

nology (inventory, contrast, allophonic processes and distribution), syllable 

structure, an array of morphophonological processes, and stress and intona-

tion. Here, a picture emerges of a phonological system with some important, 

and at times surprising, differences with Persian, especially in terms of the 

phonological inventory and the patterning of vowel-consonant sequences. 

Many of the questions that remained unanswered in Lorimer’s (1922) de-
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scription are re-examined and resolved in the present research through a 

combination of contemporary linguistic analysis, which gives attention to the 

phonological status of each element, and native speaker intuition. 

The final three sections of the book (Parts 3, 4 and 5) contain an interlin-

earized Bakhtiari folktale, tables of verb paradigms, and a semantically or-

ganized lexicon. Together, these documents constitute the basis of the data 

analyzed in the phonological description. In addition, they are important 

resources for the further study of the morphology, syntax, discourse structure 

and lexicon of Bakhtiari. For each of the three sections, an introductory dis-

cussion highlights structural elements of areal and typological significance, 

and offers numerous observations on similarities to and divergences from 

Persian and other Southwestern Iranian languages. 

The text (Part 3) is a Bakhtiari folktale which, in its interlinearized form, 

is over 30 pages long. In the preface to the text, samples of the extensive 

noun morphology in Bakhtiari and effects of the interaction between mor-

phological, syntactic and semantic constraints are provided. An analysis of 

this text shows many morphophonological processes in action, including an 

important alternation in the verb stem which functions at the level of dis-

course.  

The verb paradigms (Part 4) provide insight into the complex and, in 

many ways, irregular nature of Bakhtiari verb morphology, and open a win-

dow into the language which ties together phonology, text and lexicon. A 

large proportion of the morphophonological alternations presented in the 

phonological analysis (Part 2) were identified within the context of verb 

morphology. 

The final section, which explores the Bakhtiari lexicon (Part 5), compris-

es a semantically organized lexicon of 1650 items. It builds on the snapshot 

of the lexicon provided by the verb paradigms, and reasons for the compara-

tively high incidence of full verbs in the lexicon is given special attention in 

the introductory discussion. The word list is, of course, central to the phono-

logical analysis itself, since its scope and length have ensured that key pho-

nological issues have been identified and addressed and that a wide range of 

combinatorial possibilities have been taken into account. 

The primary intention of this book is to serve as a synchronic description 

of key aspects of the linguistic system of Bakhtiari in its own right. This 

being said, there are many instances where the historical and comparative 

context of the language helps provide a fuller understanding of the issue at 

hand. In such cases, we often refer to older stages of Persian, and to related 

contemporary languages such as Modern Persian, Northern Luri, and South-

ern Luri. 
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1.3 The research team 

Erik Anonby (Carleton University) has been working on Iranian languages 

since the year 2000, when he accompanied Christina van der Wal Anonby to 

the Southern Luri language area in Fars Province, Iran. His publications on 

the Luri language continuum include a phonology of Southern Luri (2003a), 

an article (2003b) and an encyclopedia entry (2012) on the sociolinguistic 

status of the Luri and Bakhtiari languages, a comparative article on the Laki 

language of Luristan Province (2004/5) and a study of bird classification 

among speakers of Southern Luri (2006). 

Ashraf Asadi is a native speaker of Bakhtiari and a Bakhtiari-Persian-

English translator. She has a particular interest in the growing body of 

Bakhtiari written literature, and the present book represents some of the lin-

guistic groundwork relevant to its systematic codification as a written lan-

guage.  

1.4 The data corpus 

The Bakhtiari variety investigated here is that of Asadi, who speaks a Haft 

Lang dialect from the area surrounding Masjed Solaymān in Khuzestān 

Province, Iran. It is the same dialect as that which Lorimer (1922) investi-

gated in his study of the phonology of the language. The data corpus we use 

is based on Asadi’s ongoing research, including a lexicon which she has 

been developing for several years. While this lexicon is her own work, her 

knowledge of Bakhtiari has been enriched through interactions and discus-

sions with many other speakers, and through her reading of Bakhtiari mate-

rials, both linguistic and popular in nature, as summarized in this section 

above. The folktale that we present and analyze in Part 3 of this study is one 

which is well-known to many Bakhtiari speakers, and to Asadi in particular; 

her grandmother often recounted it to her as a child. In our work on the lan-

guage, we are therefore indebted to her grandmother, and to all those who 

have shared their ideas and their words. 
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2 The phonology of Bakhtiari 

Although an initial overview of the Bakhtiari language appeared in Oskar 

Mann’s (1910) book on Luri, the phonology of Bakhtiari was essentially 

treated first by the British officer David L. R. Lorimer shortly after, and pub-

lished in 1922. One of Lorimer’s many works on a wide range of topics in 

South-western Asia, this study was undertaken as a contribution to British-

Persian relations during the first World War, although it was not completed 

until several years after the war ended. 

As a first study on Bakhtiari phonology, Lorimer’s research has made an 

foundational contribution to scholarly understanding of the language and to 

its place within the Iranian language family. At the time, Lorimer’s 100-page 

study, which is based on his own field research, was the most extensive pho-

nological investigation of any Iranian language other than Persian. Later 

writings on Bakhtiari phonology, most important of which is Windfuhr’s 

(1988) article, have relied on this work. A practical study destined for mem-

bers of a potential expatriate English-speaking public who might have to 

learn Bakhtiari, it is also engaging, readable and at times even lively. 

However, it shows several major limitations. First, as made clear by Lor-

imer himself (pp. ix–xi), practical objectives and personal interest rather than 

scholarly preoccupations governed the focus and implementation of the 

analysis. While long, it is not deep, and perhaps not as systematic as might 

be wished. 

Secondly, and importantly, the study was undertaken before the advent of 

modern linguistics. Because of this, Lorimer does not distinguish between 

the basic phonemic inventory and the many allophones that represent them. 

A host of variants are faithfully recorded, but they are not systematized ac-

cording to their underlying identity, or with due consideration for the role of 

the linguistic context or external factors such as register, dialect variation 

and varying degrees of contact with Persian. 

Thirdly, although Lorimer recognized the value of analyzing Bakhtiari 

morphology along with the phonology (p. x), and did some work in this area, 

he did not bring this work to completion. Because of this, a number of issues 
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of phonological identity that could have been understood by looking at mor-

phophonological alternations were left unresolved. 

Finally, Lorimer viewed Bakhtiari as a dialect of standard Persian (p. ix), 

and his study of Bakhtiari phonology relies on Persian as a basis of compari-

son throughout. Indeed, he saw the two varieties as differentiated primarily 

by “more or less regular” sound substitutions, with few differences in other 

areas of the language. Because of this, distinctive aspects of the Bakhtiari 

phonology were overlooked, and the language has generated little attention 

among linguists in the period since Lorimer’s publication. 

The present study is not intended to replace Lorimer’s work, which in ad-

dition to its description of the phonology contains an important body of his-

torical and comparative data, his account of the cultural context of Bakhtiari 

one century ago, and a record of the language as it was spoken at that time. 

We do, however, seek to complement his work on Bakhtiari phonology in 

several respects: the collection of a corpus of new data; the conducting of a 

broad-based, synchronic study of the language as a system in its own right; 

the application of insights from contemporary linguistics to problems of 

phonological identity; incorporation of findings from the analysis of mor-

phological alternations; and, centrally, the involvement of native speakers in 

analysis of the language. 

2.1 Organization of the phonological description 

Our analysis of Bakhtiari phonology is structured in five parts: consonants 

( 2.2), vowels ( 2.3), syllables ( 2.4), prosodic phenomena ( 2.5) and morpho-

phonemic processes ( 2.6).  

In our overview of consonants, we first present the consonant inventory 

and highlight its distinctive elements ( 2.2.1); several systemic differences 

from Persian are treated in greater depth ( 2.2.2). We then describe the distri-

bution of each consonant and use this data to demonstrate contrast between 

all consonants ( 2.2.3). Phonetic realizations of each consonant are shown in 

various word positions ( 2.2.4). 

Our overview of Bakhtiari vowels is structured similarly, beginning with 

a presentation of the vowel inventory ( 2.3.1), distribution of vowels and 

contrasts between them in various syllable and word positions ( 2.3.2), and a 

discussion of vowel sequences ( 2.3.3). However, given that our analysis of 

the vowel system is very different from that of Lorimer (1922), we devote 

sections to the interpretation of his purported majhul (long mid) vowels ē 

and ō ( 2.3.4) as well as other possible diphthongs and vowel-glide sequences 

( 2.3.5), often depending on evidence from distribution and morphophonemic 

processes. A consideration of the status of length and other vowel modifica-
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tions ( 2.3.6) is followed with an overview of phonetic realizations of vowels 

in various contexts ( 2.3.7). 

A short section on syllable structure and distribution ( 2.4) is followed by 

descriptions of two important prosodic phenomena: stress ( 2.5.1) and intona-

tion ( 2.5.2). 

Our analysis of Bakhtiari phonology concludes with an investigation of 

morphophonemic processes in the language. We set the stage with a listing 

of all productive affixes in Bakhtiari and the word classes each one associ-

ates with ( 2.6.1). Morphophonemic processes arising from affixation are 

organized into four main types: assimilation ( 2.6.2), dissimilation ( 2.6.3), 

deletion ( 2.6.4) and insertion ( 2.6.5). Several further morphophonological 

processes which do not fall neatly into these four types are described in 

 2.6.6. 
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2.2 Consonants 

2.2.1 Consonant inventory 

The phonemic consonants of Bakhtiari may be charted as follows: 

Table 1: Consonants of Bakhtiari
1
 

         

                         PLACE                     

 

     MANNER 
la

b
ia

l 

al
v
eo

la
r 

p
al

at
o

-a
lv

eo
la

r 
/ 

p
al

at
al

 

v
el

ar
 

u
v
u
la

r 

g
lo

tt
al

 

voiceless stops/affricates p t č k q  

voiced stops/affricates b d j g ğ  

voiceless fricatives f s š  x (h) 

voiced fricatives (ʋ) z ž    

nasals m n     

rhotics  r     

laterals  l     

glides ʋ 

(v~w) 

 y   h 

  

There are a number of important features of the Bakhtiari consonant invento-

ry that deserve special mention: 

 The voiced alveolar stop d has both an alveolar stop [d] and a dental 

approximant [ð̞] as major allophones (see the discussion in  2.2.3.5 

regarding possible contrast between the two segments).  

 As in Middle and Early New Persian, but in contrast to Modern Per-

sian, there is contrast in Bakhtiari between the uvular consonants q 

and ğ, although the phonological correspondence for these pho-

                               
1 The parentheses around h and ʋ indicate sounds which fall under the stated phonetic label, 
but belong elsewhere in the table for phonological reasons. The parentheses around v~w are 
used to highlight the range of allophones and possible phonological symbols that are typically 
proposed for the phoneme ʋ in Iranian languages generally. Both of these issues are discussed 
immediately below the table. 
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nemes between Bakhtiari and Middle / Early New Persian is irregu-

lar (see  2.2.2.2). Related to this, the phoneme written with the sym-

bol ğ is classified as a stop (not a fricative), since it is pronounced as 

a voiced uvular stop [ɢ] in most positions ( 2.2.3.5).  

 The phoneme written with the symbol ğ is classified as a stop (not a 

fricative), since it is pronounced as a voiced uvular stop [ɢ] in most 

positions ( 2.2.3.5).  

 In contrast to many Southwestern Iranian languages, including 

Bakhtiari’s closest relative, Southern Luri (Anonby 2003a), ž is a 

fully integrated phoneme in Bakhtiari and is attested in various word 

positions ( 2.2.3). In this respect, Bakhtiari patterns with Northern 

Luri and northern dialects of Persian. 

 In harmony with most spoken dialects of Persian, but in contrast to 

Modern Standard Persian, there is no phonemic glottal stop in the 

system (see  2.2.2.1). 

 The sounds [v], [ʋ] and [w] are allophones of a single phoneme 

( 2.2.4; cf. Lorimer 1922: 16–17, 65–68) which will be written with 

the symbol ʋ throughout this paper. 

 The phonemes ʋ, y and h are grouped together phonologically as 

glides, since they often pattern differently from other consonants, 

and in similar ways (for examples, see  2.3.4,  2.6.4.6,  2.6.4.7,  2.6.4.9 

and  2.6.5.1 below). As discussed immediately below ( 2.2.2.1), the 

glottal stop, which behaves like a glide in many languages (Walker 

2014), is not phonemic in Bakhtiari. 

 In coda position, the phoneme symbolized as h is realized not as a 

phonetic consonant, but as a lengthening of the preceding vowel 

( 2.2.4,  2.3.4). 

 Similarly, n is realized as nasalization of the preceding vowel in cer-

tain coda contexts ( 2.2.4). 

Allophonic variations for these and all other consonants are discussed in 

 2.2.4. 

2.2.2 Some general differences with Persian consonants 

There are numerous differences in the distribution of consonants in Bakhtiari 

and Persian, reflecting historical changes in both languages, and Lorimer 

(1922) discusses many of these throughout his work. While some are sys-

tematic, others have applied sporadically. Four pervasive phonemic differ-
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ences between the two languages, which we highlight here because of their 

potential implications for Bakhtiari orthography, are as follows:  

 the absence of a phonemic glottal stop in Bakhtiari ( 2.2.2.1); 

 an irregular correspondence between Early New Persian and 

Bakhtiari q and ğ ( 2.2.2.2); 

 the partial correspondence of Persian x to Bakhtiari h ( 2.2.2.2);  

 the partial correspondence of Persian b to Bakhtiari ʋ ( 2.2.2.4). 

2.2.2.1 Absence of glottal stop in Bakhtiari 

First of all, in contrast to formal registers of Standard Persian (Jahani 2005), 

the glottal stop ʔ is not a phoneme in Bakhtiari (although in formal contexts, 

it may be retained in words borrowed from Persian). In some words bor-

rowed from Arabic via Persian, it is replaced with the glide h. 

 Persian Bakhtiari 

 baʔd  > bahd  ‘after’ 

 raʔis  > rahis  ‘boss’ 

 sāʔat > sāhat  ‘time’ 

 tabʔ  > tahʋ  ‘temper, nature’ 

 taʔrif  > tahreyf  ‘reporting, praise’ 

In other words borrowed from Arabic via Persian, it is deleted: 

 jamʔ  > jam  ‘gathering’ 

 jomʔe  > jome ‘Friday’ 

 moʔāmele  > māmele ‘trading’ 

 qāʔede  > qāde ‘norm, social rule’ 

 qorʔān > qoroʋn ‘Qur’an’ 

This includes the distribution of the glottal stop between vowels: where for-

mal Persian separates vowels with the glottal stop, Bakhtiari allows a vowel 

sequence (see  2.3.3).  In the following example words (one of which is not 

borrowed from Arabic originally), intervocalic glottal stops found in formal 

Persian are absent in Bakhtiari: 

 Ar./P. doʔā  doā ‘spontaneous prayer’ 

 Ar./P. jamāʔat  jamāat ‘crowd’ 

 P. pāʔiz ~ pāyiz  pāiz ‘fall, autumn’ 

 Ar./P. zerāʔat  zarāat ‘planting’ 

 Ar./P. zaʔif  zaif ‘weak’ 
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2.2.2.2 Irregular correspondence between q and ğ  

Secondly, the correspondence between Bakhtiari and Early New Persian q 

and ğ is irregular. In some cases, the same phoneme is used in the analogous 

context, but in other cases, the two phonemes are mismatched.  

Early New  

Persian  Bakhtiari 

 q āqel q āqel ‘wise’ 

  qalb  qalb ‘heart’ 

  qasam  qasom ‘oath’ 

 q aql ğ alğ ‘wisdom’ 

  qārč  ğārč ‘mushroom’ 

  qāšoq  ğāšoğ ‘spoon’ 

 ğ ğaš ğ ğaš ‘fainting’ 

  ğose  ğose ‘sorrow’ 

  raʋğan  ruğen ‘oil’ 

 ğ bāleğ q bāloq ‘mature’ 

  ğazab  qazaʋ ‘wrath’ 

  ğosl  qols ‘ritual washing’ 

This irregular correspondence can likely be attributed to interference from 

dialects of Modern Persian that have undergone a historical merger of q and 

ğ; in these dialects, the resulting phoneme ğ has both voiced and voiceless 

allophones, as well as both stop and fricative allophones (Windfuhr & Perry 

2009:427). In more recent cases of borrowing from spoken Persian, 

Bakhtiari words often reflect the phonetic value of Modern Persian ğ in a 

particular word position rather than the historical or written equivalents; in a 

few cases, they may also represent a conventionalized hypercorrection away 

from the phonetic value. 

2.2.2.3 Partial correspondence between Persian x and Bakhtiari h 

Thirdly, there is a partial correspondence between Persian x and Bakhtiari h. 

Some words exhibit x in both languages:   

 nāxon nexoʋn ‘fingernail’ 

 mix meyx ‘nail (metal)’ 

 saxt saxt ‘difficult’  

xāb xaʋ ‘sleep (n.)’ 

 xedmat xezmat ‘service’ 
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However, in many other words, Persian x corresponds to Bakhtiari h.  

Persian Bakhtiari 

 lab-xande laʋ-hande ‘smile (n.)’ 

  sorx sohr ‘red’  

xāk hāk ‘soil’ 

xāne hoʋne ‘house’ 

 zaxm zahm ‘wound (n.)’ 

2.2.2.4 Partial correspondence between Persian b and Bakhtiari ʋ 

Finally, there is a partial correspondence between Persian b and Bakhtiari ʋ. 

In some positions – particularly at the beginning of a morpheme, or in a con-

sonant cluster – Persian b corresponds to b in Bakhtiari. 

Persian Bakhtiari 

 ambār ambār ‘storage’ 

 bače bače ‘child’ 

 bidār biyār ‘awake’ 

 ğalb qalb ‘heart’ 

 sarbāz sarbāz ‘soldier’ 

But between vowels, Persian b almost always corresponds to Bakhtiari ʋ.  

 biyābān biyāʋoʋn ‘wilderness’ 

 kabudi kaʋu ‘bruise (n.)’ 

ğaribe ğariʋe ‘stranger’  

 rubāh ruʋā ‘fox’ 

 xabar xaʋar ‘news’ 

This is also the case between a vowel and the end of a word. 

 hesāb hesāʋ ‘counting’ 

 sib seyʋ ‘apple’ 

 tabib taʋiʋ ‘traditional doctor’  

 xāb xaʋ ‘sleep (n.)’ 

xub xoʋ ‘good’ 

This reflects a more general tendency in Bakhtiari whereby b is disfavoured 

in these latter two positions (see  2.2.3.2 and  2.2.3.3). 
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2.2.3 Consonant distribution and contrast 

In this section, the distribution of Bakhtiari consonants is described in word-

initial position ( 2.2.3.1), between vowels ( 2.2.3.2), and in word-final posi-

tion ( 2.2.3.3). Each of these three lists, which shows the consonants in anal-

ogous environments, demonstrates contrasts between all of the consonants. 

Distribution and combinatory possibilities for consonant clusters are then 

provided ( 2.2.3.4). The section includes with a discussion of the status and 

distribution of geminate consonants ( 2.2.3.5). 

2.2.3.1 Word-initial 

All of the consonants in Bakhtiari can be found in word-initial position, 

where they clearly contrast with one another:  

 p  pal ‘braided hair’ 

 b  bard  ‘stone’ 

 t tar ‘wet’ 

 d dar ‘door’ 

 č čap ‘left’ 

 j jar ‘argument’ 

 k kar ‘deaf’ 

 g gap ‘big, great’ 

 q qalb ‘heart’ 

 ğ ğayʋ ‘vanishing’ 

 f farx  ‘difference’ 

 s sar ‘head’ 

 z zahm ‘wound’ 

 š šaʋ ‘night’ 

 ž žāž ‘cheap’ 

 x xayf ‘good’ 

 m mal ‘overflowing’ 

 n nak ‘fine powder’ 

 r raz ‘vine’ 

 l laʋ ‘lip’ 

 ʋ ʋar  ‘width’ 

 y yal ‘big and brave’ 

 h har ‘donkey’ 
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2.2.3.2 Between vowels 

All of the consonants can be also found between vowels, that is, in word-

internal onsets (in conformity with the maximal onset principle): 

 p  ša.pā.le ‘applause’ 

 b  ho.bā.ne ‘water pot’ 

 t še.tāʋ ‘velocity’ 

 d da.du ‘sister’ 

 č ka.čal ‘bald’ 

 j ʋo.jāq ‘offspring’ 

 k še.kāl ‘prey’ 

 g da.gā.hešt ‘shaking’ 

 q ta.qās ‘revenge’ 

 ğ la.ğah ‘kick’ 

 f ha.fā.rešt ‘steam’ 

 s he.sāʋ ‘account’ 

 z če.zār ‘person who longs for something’ 

 š gā.šād ‘perhaps’ 

 ž lu.že ‘evade’ 

 x po.xār ‘vapour’ 

 m ko.māč ‘saucepan’ 

 n ge.nās ‘stingy’ 

 r tā.rāz ‘name of a mount’ 

 l ʋo.lāt ‘land’ 

 ʋ xa.ʋar ‘news’ 

 y ha.yār ‘helper’  

 h jā.hāz ‘trousseau’ 

2.2.3.3 Word-final 

And all of the consonants are found word-finally as well:  

 p  go.lop ‘cheek’ 

 b  to.rob ‘radish’ 

 t hay.ʋat ‘appearance’ 

 d se.yād ‘hunter’ 

 č ko.māč ‘saucepan’ 

 j xa.rāj ‘tax’ 

 k to.nok ‘thin’ 

 g ba.hig ‘bride’ 

 q bu.rāq ‘old (person)’ 

 ğ ma.rağ ‘sap’ 
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 f ta.nāf ‘rope’ 

 s ta.qās ‘revenge’ 

 z me.lāz ‘palate’ 

 š ma.qāš ‘pair of tongs’ 

 ž žāž ‘cheap’ 

 x meyx ‘nail’ 

 m ka.lom ‘word’ 

 n hal.ken ‘ring’ 

 r doʋ.dar ‘girl, daughter’ 

 l ku.tāl ‘short’ 

 ʋ qa.sāʋ ‘butcher’ 

 y say ‘dog’ 

 h la.ğah ‘kick (n.)’ 

Even though all consonants are attested in each of the three major positions 

shown here, some are disfavoured in certain positions. For example, the con-

sonant b is uncommon between vowels (exceptions include ābiden ‘to be-

come’, hobāne ‘water pot’ and kabude ‘poplar tree’), and rare after vowels 

at the end of a word; a single exception to this latter tendency is torob ‘rad-

ish’, which is already given in the list above.  

In Bakhtiari words that correspond to Persian words containing b in these 

positions, a corresponding ʋ is almost always found in Bakhtiari ( 2.2.2.4). 

One synchronic example of this distributional constraint within words is an 

alternation in which b becomes ʋ in b-initial verbs when the imperative pre-

fix be- is added (see  2.6.2.3). 

2.2.3.4 Consonant clusters 

In Bakhtiari, as in Persian, word-initial consonant clusters do not exist. 

However, an array of different consonant clusters is found between vowels 

( 2.2.3.4.1) and in syllable-final (including word-final) position ( 2.2.3.4.2). 

Geminates, which are uncommon and subject to specific distributional 

considerations, are treated separately in the following section ( 2.2.3.5). 

2.2.3.4.1 Between vowels 

A great diversity of consonant clusters is found between vowels, and there-

fore across syllable boundaries (marked here with a period). This is evident 

from the long, but undoubtedly incomplete, list of examples below. For 

some of the items, there may be a morpheme boundary between the two 

consonants, at least historically; in such cases, we have put the examples in 

parentheses. 
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 (pn qāp.ni.den ‘grab’) 

 bd ab.de ‘Abde (male proper name)’ 

 (bg leb.gešt ‘breeze’) 

 (bğ ğab.ğab ‘double chin’) 

 bl kab.lā.ke ‘yawn (n.)’ 

 tr qat.re ‘dropping’ 

 tm hat.ma.ni ‘definitely’  

 tn xat.ne ‘circumcision’ 

 (čn tič.ni.den ‘scare off’) 

 kb nek.bat ‘bad luck’ 

 (kd yek.di ‘each other’) 

 (ks sek.se.ke ‘hiccough (n.)’) 

 km hok.man ‘surely’ 

 (kn pok.ni.den ‘explode’) 

 ğd teğ.dār ‘order’ 

 (ğj jeğ.je.ğe ‘rattle’) 

 ğm soğ.me ‘goiter’ 

 ğn zağ.na.but ‘poison’  

 ğr mağ.reʋ ‘west’ 

 ğl ta.ʋağ.lā ‘open wound’ 

 ft af.taʋ ‘sun’ 

 (ftg ge.roft.gār ‘tied up’) 

 fd haf.dad ‘seventy’ 

 fk ref.ke.ni.den ‘scratch’ 

 (fg tif.gešt ‘light rain’) 

 (fq zaf.qay.loʋn ‘breakfast’) 

 fš af.šā ‘revealing’ 

 (fn kof.ni.den ‘cough’) 

 fl mof.les-no.me ‘declaration of bankruptcy’ 

 (db bād.be.zan ‘fan’) 

 (dg bad.gel ‘ugly’) 

 sb es.beyd ‘white’  

 sp es.pār.den ‘entrust’ 

 st pes.toʋn ‘breast’  

 (sk pas.kāl ‘planted after season’) 
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 (sg mes.gar ‘coppersmith’) 

 (sğ dās.ğāle ‘small sickle’)  

 sx tas.xeyr ‘fault’ 

 sn gos.ne ‘hungry’ 

 sm ʋas.me ‘type of hair dye’ 

 sl as.lā ‘not at all’ 

 sʋ nes.ʋat ‘relation’ 

 sh es.hāl ‘diarrhoea’ 

 zb taz.be ‘rosary’ 

 (zd nuz.din ‘colt’) 

 (zč boz.čārn ‘goat herder’) 

 zg maz.ge ‘seed’ 

 zğ mez.ğoʋn ‘instrument’ 

 (zx āš.paz.xoʋ.ne ‘kitchen’) 

 zm xez.mat ‘service’ 

 (zn niz.ni.den ‘groan’) 

 (šp āš.paz ‘cook’) 

 št hā.keš.tar ‘ash’ 

 šd haš.dād ‘eighty’ 

 šk eš.kam ‘abdomen’ 

 šg daš.gen ‘thread’ 

 šq poš.qāʋ ‘plate’ 

 šx ʋaš.xe ‘sneeze’ 

 šm čaš.me ‘spring’ 

 šn teš.ne ‘thirsty’ 

 šr maš.reğ ‘east’ 

 (šʋ peyš.ʋāz ‘greeting’) 

 žd sož.de ‘bowing down’ 

 žg mož.ge.ni.den  ‘wringing out’ 

 žm  maž.me ‘tray’ 

 (žn peyž.ni.den ‘twist’) 

 xt pex.tār ‘prune’ 

 (x(t)g ʋax(t).go.za.ru.ni ‘spending time’) 

 (xč box.če ‘bundling cloth’) 

 xm dax.me ‘crypt’ 

 (mp hom.pā ‘company’) 

 mb jom.bā.lu ‘untidy person’ 
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 md am.dād ‘help’ 

 (mč kam.če ‘ladle’) 

 (mj jom.jo.māx ‘skull’) 

 (ms hom.sā ‘neighbour’) 

 (mz nom.zad ‘fiancé’) 

 mš šom.šeyr ‘sword’ 

 mn am.ni.ye ‘police’ 

 (mr am.ru ‘today’) 

 mh zam.ha.lil ‘very cold place’ 

 nt en.te.xāʋ ‘choice’ 

 nd den.doʋn ‘tooth’ 

 (n(d)g gon(d).gaz ‘tarantula’) 

 nč xon.če ‘bud’ 

 nj mon.jez ‘miracle’ 

 nk an.ke ‘supposedly’ 

 ng tan.ge ‘palm of hand’ 

 (ns poʋn.sad ‘five hundred’) 

 (nr so.xan.rān ‘speaker’) 

 ny don.yā ‘world’ 

 (rp sar.pa.nāh ‘shelter’) 

 rb tor.be ‘travel bag’ 

 rt per.tak ‘butterfly’ 

 rd gar.den ‘neck’ 

 rč par.čal ‘dirty’ 

 rj dar.jen ‘dozen’ 

 rk tar.ke ‘switch (whip)’ 

 rg bā.zer.goʋn ‘merchant’ 

 rğ dor.ğoʋn ‘bridal chamber’ 

 rf nor.fin ‘curse’ 

 rs kar.si ‘lack’ 

 rz mer.zeng ‘eyelash’ 

 rš ar.šo.fi ‘type of gold coin’ 

 rx čar.xak ‘spool’ 

 rm fer.moʋn ‘command’ 

 rn tor.ne ‘tuft of hair’ 

 rʋ par.ʋār ‘fattened’ 

 ry jor.yat ‘courage’ 

 (rh nar.hayl ‘giant’) 
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 (lp mil.pā ‘bangle’) 

 lb al.bat ‘certainly’ 

 lt el.te.zām ‘commitment’ 

 (lč beyl.če ‘hoe’) 

 lk hal.ken ‘ring’ 

 lg bal.ge ‘page’ 

 lq hol.qom ‘throat’ 

 lğ al.ğoz ‘bachelor’ 

 lf xal.fat ‘quiet-place’ 

 lm ol.mās ‘diamond’ 

 (ln pāl.ni.de ‘drained (adj.)’) 

 lʋ ğal.ʋe ‘a lot’ 

 lh al.hof ‘panting’ 

 ʋb taʋ.bah ‘repenting’ 

 ʋt daʋ.ta.laʋ ‘volunteer’ 

 (ʋd aʋ.dār ‘juicy’) 

 ʋj aʋ.jār ‘tool’ 

 ʋk taʋ.ke ‘type of animal paralysis’ 

 ʋg čaʋ.goʋn ‘storm’ 

 ʋğ aʋ.qāt ‘mood’ 

 ʋf xaʋ.fič ‘cold sore’ 

 ʋs aʋ.sār ‘bridle’ 

 ʋz saʋ.ze ‘dark-skinned’ 

 ʋš aʋ.šoʋn ‘freely flowing (hair)’ 

 (ʋx laʋ.xand ‘smile’) 

 ʋn hoʋ.ne ‘house’ 

 (ʋnzd poʋnz.da ‘fifteen’)  

 ʋr daʋ.ri ‘plate’  

 ʋl šaʋ.lār ‘trousers’  

 (ʋy aʋ.yāri ‘watering’) 

 ʋh gaʋ.har ‘jewel’ 

 (yč pey.čak ‘tendril’) 

 (yzn beyz.ni.den ‘to sift’) 

 (yžn peyž.ni.den ‘to twist’) 

 (yğ pay.ğom ‘message’) 

 ym day.mi ‘crop produced by dry farming’ 

 yn tay.nā ‘alone’ 

 (yr pay.raʋ ‘follower’) 

 yl qay.loʋn ‘shisheh, water-pipe’  
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 ht boh.toʋn ‘accusation’ 

 hd bah.de ‘male goat’ 

 (hg kah.gel ‘mud with chaff’) 

 hz eh.zār ‘summoning’ 

 hš goh.šes.ten ‘open (v.)’ 

 hm joh.mešt ‘movement’ 

 hn zeh.nār ‘throbbing’ 

 hr moh.re ‘bead’ 

 hl zah.le ‘courage’ 

 hʋ jah.ʋe ‘box’ 

Four patterns are evident for intervocalic clusters. First, most of the exam-

ples in which a stop or fricative is the first member of a consonant cluster 

between vowels are complex words (at least historically), or have come orig-

inally from Arabic via Persian. Secondly, however, there are many intervo-

calic clusters in monomorphemic words in which sonorants (nasals, liquids 

and approximants) are the first member of the cluster. Thirdly, most three- 

and four-unit sequences contain y or ʋ as their first element and depend on 

the interpretation of ey and oʋ as VC sequences ( 2.3.4). Finally – and sur-

prisingly – a voicing contrast seems to be available for stops in intervocalic 

clusters following voiceless fricatives. The data that show this, repeated 

from above, are as follows: 

 ft af.taʋ ‘sun’ 

 fd haf.dad ‘seventy’ 

 sp es.pār.den ‘entrust’ 

sb es.beyd ‘white’  

 (sk pas.kāl) ‘planted after season’) 

 (sg mes.gar ‘coppersmith’) 

 št hā.keš.tar ‘ash’ 

 šd haš.dād ‘eighty’ 

 šk eš.kam ‘abdomen’ 

 šg daš.gen ‘thread’ 

While Persian orthography and analogous structures in related words (e.g., 

P. haftād ‘seventy’, sepārdan ‘entrust’, šekam ‘abdomen’) may be interfer-

ing with phonological conceptualizations of the clusters, Bakhtiari speakers 

maintain that there is in fact a difference in the identity and pronunciation of 

each cluster in the cluster pairs above. 
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2.2.3.4.2 Syllable-final / word-final 

A large number of consonant clusters are also found syllable-finally, al-

though, as discussed at the end of this list, there are some additional limita-

tions. Most of the examples here are found at the end of words, since this is 

the main subset of syllable-final clusters. 

 pt(/bt) xapt/xabt ‘wrongdoing’ 

 ft noft ‘nose’ 

 sp(/sb) časp/časb ‘glue’ 

 st most ‘fist’ 

 sx rasx ‘dance’  

 sm rasm ‘custom’ 

 sn ʋo.rāsn ‘drink (impv.)’ 

 zg mazg ‘brain’ 

 zn ga.ʋazn ‘antelope’ 

 št ben.gešt ‘sparrow’ 

 šk mošk ‘mouse’ 

 šx našx ‘image’ 

 (šn pāpušn ‘trousers’)  

 (žn ʋorğeližn  ‘swallow (impv.)’)  

 xt jaxt ‘only, just’ 

 xf saxf ‘roof’ 

 xš toxš ‘untamed’ 

 xm toxm ‘egg’ 

 mb somb ‘hoof’ 

 mt samt ‘side’ 

 (mn pāromn ‘tired’) 

 mr bamr ‘leopard’ 

 nd band ‘cord’ 

 nj gonj ‘bee’ 

 ng mer.zeng ‘eyelash’ 

 rb zarb ‘imitation’ 

 rt mart ‘skin’ 

 rd bard ‘stone’ 

 rč berč ‘shining’ 
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 rj xarj ‘expenses’ 

 rk merk ‘elbow’ 

 rg borg ‘eyebrow’ 

 rğ barğ ‘shining’ 

 rf darf ‘dish’ 

 rs hars ‘tear (from eyes)’ 

 rz gorz ‘club’ 

 rm garm ‘warm’ 

 rn eškam-čārn ‘gluttonous’ 

 lb qalb ‘heart’  

 lt xelt ‘mucus’ 

 ld jald ‘quick’ 

 lq halq ‘throat, mouth’ 

 lğ xolğ ‘mood’ 

 lf tolf ‘child’ 

 ls als ‘authentic’ 

 lx dalx ‘income’ 

 ln pāteln ‘stepped over’ 

 lʋ salʋ ‘cypress tree’ 

 hp gahp2 ‘big, great’ 

 hd lohd ‘naked’ 

 hš pahš ‘scattered’ 

 hm zahm ‘wound’ 

 hn pahn ‘wide’ 

 hr sohr ‘red’ 

 hl tahl ‘bitter’ 

 hʋ sohʋ ‘morning’ 

 ʋj maʋj ‘blanket’ 

 ʋg kaʋg ‘partridge’ 

 ʋq zaʋq ‘happiness’ 

 ʋf xaʋf ‘fear’ 

 ʋš kaʋš ‘shoe’ 

 ʋz saʋz ‘green’ 

 (ʋnz poʋnz-dah) ‘fifteen’ 

 ʋr maʋr ‘green land’ 

                               
2 This word is usually pronounced gap, but when it is emphasized, or when it is used in 
fixed phrases like gahp u kučir, ‘big and small’, an h is found. This is an idiosyncratic phe-
nomenon, and there are no other examples of an hp cluster word-finally. 
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 ʋl čaʋl ‘paralysed’ 

 yt bayt ‘poem’ 

 yk kayk ‘bedbug’ (cf. P. ‘flea’) 

yd sayd ‘prey’ 

 yz qayz ‘anger’ 

 (yzn be-veyzn ‘sift (impv.)’) 

 (yžn pā-peyžn ‘cloth wrapped around lower leg’) 

 ym hoym ‘command’ 

yn bayn ‘between’ 

 (ynš paynš-tā ‘five (count)’) 

 yr xayr ‘blessing’ 

 yl kayl ‘measurement’ 

yʋ ğayʋ ‘disappeared’ 

(yʋn be-šeyʋn ‘stir (impv.)’) 

Many clusters are permitted in this position, but there are five systematic 

limitations that show up in the inventory of possible consonant clusters at the 

end of words.  

First, whenever there are two obstruents (stops or fricatives) in a word-

final cluster, they share voicing: either both of them are voiced, or both are 

voiceless. A possible exception is the second interpretation of each of the 

pt(/bt) and sp(/sb) pairs above, for which the members of the pair do not 

appear to contrast; these are perceived by native speakers as containing b, 

but this may be attributable to the influence of Persian orthography on per-

ception (see the preceding section,  2.2.3.4.1, for consideration of voicing 

possibilities for similar intervocalic clusters).  

Second, as is the case for intervocalic clusters above, there are many 

more examples of word-final clusters where a sonorant (nasal, liquid or ap-

proximant) is the first member of the cluster than examples of clusters with 

an obstruent as the first member.  

A third type of constraint is related to sonority. Assuming the basic so-

nority scale vowel > glide > liquid > nasal > fricative > stop, the first mem-

ber of the consonant cluster is usually more sonorant than the second mem-

ber. 

Fourth, a nasal within a word-final cluster is almost always followed by a 

voiced, homorganic (i.e., at the same place of articulation) consonant.  

Finally, all of the (rare) three-unit syllable final clusters contain y and ʋ 

as their first item, and depend on the interpretation of ey and oʋ as VC se-

quences ( 2.3.4).  
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Because of such limitations on consonant clusters – and especially the 

third limitation listed here, which is related to sonority – Bakhtiari has in 

many cases historically metathesized (switched the order of) consonants in 

syllable-final clusters, as compared to Persian words, and in particular those 

which Persian words which are borrowed from Arabic. 

  Arabic/Persian Bakhtiari  

 bh – hʋ Ar./P. sobh  sohʋ  ‘morning’  

 tl – lt Ar./P. satl  salt ‘bucket’  

 kr – rg Ar./P. fekr  ferg  ‘thinking’  

 kl – lg Ar./P. šekl  šelg ‘shape’  

 qs – sx Ar./P. raqš  rasx ‘dancing’  

 qš – šx Ar./P. naqš  našx  ‘image’  

 ql – lğ Ar./P. aql  alğ  ‘wisdom’  

 ğz – zg P. mağz  mazg  ‘brain’  

 ğl – lğ Ar./P. šoğl  šolğ ‘occupation’ 

 fl – lf Ar./P. qofl  qolf  ‘lock’  

 fr – rf Ar./P. kofr  korf ‘blasphemy’ 

 sr – rs Ar./P. kasr  kars  ‘deficiency’ 

 sl – ls Ar./P. ğosl  qols  ‘ritual washing’  

 xš – šx P. baxš  bašx  ‘portion’ 

 xl – lx Ar./P. daxl  dalx ‘income’  

There are many other historical changes which have taken place in word-

final consonant clusters, likewise differenting Bakhtiari and Persian. As in 

the preceding list, most of the changes in Bakhtiari conform to the pattern of 

decreasing sonority (highlighted in the third point above) more closely than 

their Persian counterparts. Some of the correspondences are as follows: 

  Arabic/Persian Bakhtiari  

 bk – ʋg P. kabk  kaʋg ‘chukar quail’ 

 bz – ʋz P. sabz  saʋz ‘green’ 

 br – mr P. babr  bamr ‘leopard’ 

 br – ʋr P. zebr  zeʋr ‘rough surface’ 

 km – ym Ar./P. hokm  hoym ‘order’ 

 qt – xt Ar./P. ʋaqt  ʋaxt  ‘time’  

 qm – xm Ar./P. loqm  loxm ‘boneless meat’ 

 qf – xf Ar./P. saqf  saxf ‘ceiling’  

 fš – ʋš P. kafš  kaʋš ‘shoe’  

  P. darafš  deraʋš ‘a tool’  

  P. banafš  banaʋš ‘purple’  
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 št – st P. mošt  most ‘fist’  

  P. angošt  angost ‘finger’  

 xt – hd P. duxt  dohd ‘sewed’  

  P. loxt  lohd ‘naked’  

  P. poxt  pohd ‘cooked’  

  P. rixt  rehd ‘poured’  

  P. paxš  pahš ‘scattered’ 

 xm – hm P. toxm  tohm ‘seed’  

  P. zaxm  zahm ‘wound’ 

 rʋ – lʋ P. sarʋ  salʋ ‘cypress tree’ 

 ld – lt P. sejeld  sejelt ‘birth certificate’  

2.2.3.5 Geminate consonants 

Geminate (i.e., doubled or strengthened) consonants are uncommon in 

Bakhtiari. However, in a few cases, they do contrast with simple consonants, 

as shown by the following words: 

bb takabbor ‘arrogance’  (cf. qobe ‘strength’) 

rr garr ‘person with ringworm’ (cf. gar ‘calf’) 

  karre ‘unripe fig’ (cf. kare ‘butter’) 

  ğarre ‘arrogant’ (cf. qarā ‘dairy product sp.’) 

 šarrāk ‘wicked’  (cf. šaraʋ ‘wine’) 

In almost all cases where a Persian cognate contains a geminated consonant, 

it corresponds to a simple consonant in Bakhtiari. 

 Arabic/Persian Bakhtiari  

P. darre  dare ‘valley’ 

Ar./P. ammā  amā ‘but’ 

P. kalle  kale  ‘head’ 

P. tappe  tape  ‘hill’ 

In a parallel situation, the phoneme d is almost always softened to [ð̞] be-

tween vowels within a morpheme or after a vowel or glide at the end of a 

morpheme ( 2.2.4); however, in a handful of words (all of which appear to be 

borrowed from Persian), it is pronounced as a voiced alveolar stop [d].  

 Arabic/Persian Bakhtiari  

P. ğodde  [ɢode] ‘tumour’ 

Ar./P. jadd  [d͡ʒad] ‘ancestor’ 
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Ar./P. sadd  [sad] ‘dam’ 

Ar./P. šadde  [ʃade] P. ‘emphasis’ / B. ‘scarf type’ 

These words could simply be set aside as non-integrated borrowings. It is 

also possible, though, that a phonemic contrast between [ð̞] and [d] is emerg-

ing as a result of pressure on the system from Persian borrowings.  

One way of dealing with this problem, which is technically correct if the 

phonology is viewed as a single system, is to see the contrast as a reconfigu-

ration of the system as a whole, with the Bakhtiari phoneme d splitting into 

two phonemes, đ and d. But this has the disadvantages of applying to a tiny 

group of words, and of setting aside the overwhelmingly dominant pattern of 

complementarity between [ð̞] and [d]. Since influence from Persian is perva-

sive and direct across the language area, it is also possible that this and other 

contact-affected aspects of the phonological system (in this or any Bakhtiari 

dialect) may not represent the language as a whole; in other dialects, and at 

various levels of formality, this contrast may be more or less clear or wide-

spread.  

Since the borrowed words already contain geminate d in Persian and 

since, in line with the marginal nature of the contrast in Bakhtiari, gemina-

tion is itself a peripheral aspect of the phonological system, it is appropriate, 

within the context of the phonological system as a whole, that [d] in these 

positions should be treated as a geminate.  

 Arabic/Persian Bakhtiari  

P. ğodde  ğodde [ɢode] ‘tumour’ 

Ar./P. jadd  jadd [d͡ʒad] ‘ancestor’ 

Ar./P. sadd  sadd [sad] ‘dam’ 

Ar./P. šadde  šadde [ʃade] P. ‘emphasis’ / B. ‘scarf type’ 
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2.2.4 Phonetic realizations of consonants 

The following table shows the phonetic realizations of consonants in various 

environments. 

Table 2: Phonetic realizations of consonants in Bakhtiari 

con-

so-

nant 

phonet-

ic real-

ization 

word-initial between 

vowels 

word-final other realizations 

p 

[pʰ] 
[pʰ]ar  

‘leaf’ 

ka[pʰ]ar  

‘shelter’ 

ga[pʰ] 

‘big, great’ 
— 

[p]  — — — 

word-finally after 

an obstruent:  

as[p] 

‘horse’,  

before a consonant: 

qā[p]niden 

‘to grab’ 

b [b] 
[b]alg 

‘page’ 

ho[b]āne 

‘water pot’ 

toro[b] 

‘radish’ 

som[b] 

‘hoof’, 

taz[b]e 

‘rosary’ 

t 

[tʰ] 
[tʰ]ohm 

‘seed’ 

ke[tʰ]aʋ 

‘book’ 

hayʋa[tʰ] 

‘appear-

ance’ 

— 

[t] — — — 

word-finally after 

an obstruent: 

das[t] 

‘hand’, 

before a consonant: 

xa[t]ne 

‘circumcision’ 

d [d] 
[d]ar 

‘door’ 

geminate 

(see 

 2.2.3.5): 

ğo[d]e 

‘tumour’ 

after a non-

glide con-

sonant: 

dar[d] 

‘pain’ 

after a consonant 

and before a vowel: 

gar[d]en 

‘neck’  
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[ð̞] — 
ga[ð̞]e 

‘stomach’ 

after a 

vowel or 

glide: 

ka[ð̞] 

‘waist’, 

loh[ð̞] 

‘naked’ 

after a vowel and 

before a consonant: 

ba[ð̞]gel 

‘ugly’ 

č 

[t͡ ʃʰ] 
[t͡ ʃʰ]aʋl 

‘paralysed’ 

ka[t͡ ʃʰ]e 

‘chin’ 

koma[t͡ ʃʰ] 

‘saucepan’ 

after a consonant: 

ber[t͡ ʃʰ] 

‘shine’,  

kam[t͡ ʃʰ]e 

 ‘serving spoon’ 

[t͡ ʃ] — — — 

before a consonant: 

ti[t͡ ʃ]niden 

‘to scare off’ 

j [d͡ʒ] 
[d͡ʒ]ar 

‘argument’ 

 ʋo[d͡ʒ]āq 

‘offspring’ 

xarā[d͡ʒ] 

‘tax’ 

gon[d͡ʒ] 

 ‘bee’ 

k 

[kʰ] 

before a 

back vowel: 

 [kʰ]ār 

‘work’ 

before a 

back vowel: 

ma[kʰ]āl 

‘barren 

(land)’ 

— — 

[kʲʰ] 

before a 

front vow-

el: [kʲʰ]ar 

‘deaf’ 

before a 

front vow-

el: 

nu[kʲʰ]ar 

‘slave’ 

mer[kʲʰ]  

‘elbow’,  

hā[kʲʰ]  

‘dirt’ 

— 

[kʲ] — — — 

word-finally after 

an obstruent: 

moš[kʲ] 

‘mouse’,  

before a consonant: 

ne[kʲ]bat 

‘bad luck’ 
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g 

[ɡ] 

before a 

back vowel: 

[ɡ]orde 

‘back’ 

before a 

back vowel: 

an[ɡ]ost 

‘finger’ 

— — 

[ɡʲ] 

before a 

front vow-

el: [ɡʲ]ap 

‘big, great’ 

before a 

front vow-

el: ya[ɡʲ]eri 

‘assem-

bling’ 

ti[ɡʲ] 

 ‘forehead’, 

len[ɡʲ] 

‘leg’ 

— 

q 

[qʰ] 
[qʰ]aʋl 

‘promise’ 

   ta[qʰ]ās   

‘revenge’ 

ʋojā[qʰ] 

‘offspring’ 

after a sonorant: 

hal[qʰ] 

‘throat’ 

[q] — — — 

after an obstruent: 

poš[q]āʋ 

‘plate’ 

ğ 

[ɢ] 
[ɢ]al 

‘hug (n.)’ 
— 

jenā[ɢ] 

‘game sp.’ 
after a consonant: 

nor[ɢ]e ~ 

 nor[ʁ]e 

 ‘silver’ [ʁ] — 
la[ʁ]ah 

‘stomp (n.)’ 
— 

f [f] 
[f]arx 

‘difference’ 

ha[f]ārešt 

‘steam’ 

tana[f] 

‘rope’ 

dar[f] 

‘dish’,  

nor[f]i 

‘curse’ 

s [s] 
[s]ar 

‘head’ 

he[s]āʋ 

‘account’ 

taqā[s] 

‘revenge’ 

har[s] 

‘tear from eyes’,  

kar[s]i 

 ‘deficiency’ 

z [z] 
[z]ahm 

‘wound’ 

ma[z]ār 

‘grave’ 

melāz 

‘palate’ 

nom[z]ad 

‘fiance’, 

gor[z] 

‘wooden club’ 

š [ʃ] 
[ʃ]aʋ 

‘night’ 

gā[ʃ]ād 

‘perhaps’ 

maqā[ʃ] 

‘pair of 

tongs’ 

[ʃ]om[ʃ]eyr 

‘sword’,  

tox[ʃ] 

‘untamed’ 
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ž [ʒ] 
[ʒ]ā[ʒ] 

‘cheap’ 

lu[ʒ]e 

‘gloss’ 

[ʒ]ā[ʒ] 

‘cheap’ 

ma[ʒ]me 

‘tray’, 

ʋorğeli[ʒ]n 

‘swallow (impv.)’ 

x [χ] 
[χ]ayf 

‘good’ 

po[χ]ār 

‘vapour’ 

mey[χ] 

‘nail’ 

tas[χ]eyr 

‘guilt’,  

naš[χ] 

‘image’ 

m [m] 
[m]al 

‘overflow’ 

ko[m]āč 

‘saucepan’ 

kalo[m] 

‘word’ 

tox[m] 

‘egg’, 

ʋas[m]e 

‘type of hair dye’ 

n 

[n] 

[n]ak 

‘fine pow-

der’ 

ge[n]ās 

‘stingy’ 

halke[n] 

‘ring’ 

gaʋaz[n] 

‘antelope’, gos[n]e 

‘hungry’ 

[ŋ] — — — 

before velars: 

merze[ŋ]g 

‘eyelash’ 

[ɴ] — — — 

before uvulars: 

ma[ɴ]ğal 

‘brazier’ 

[˜]  

(nasali-

zation 

on 

preced-

ing oʋ 

se-

quence) 

— — 

after oʋ: 

 r[õː
u
] 

‘thigh’ 

before a consonant 

and after oʋ: 

p[õː
u
]zdah 

‘fifteen’ 

r [ɾ] 
[ɾ]eyz 

‘sand’ 

tā[ɾ]āz 

‘mountain 

name’ 

doʋda[ɾ] 

‘girl, 

daughter’ 

bam[ɾ] 

‘leopard’,  

mağ[ɾ]eʋ 

‘west’ 
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l [l] 
[l]aʋ 

‘lip’ 

ʋo[l]āt 

‘land’ 

kutā[l] 

‘short’ 

tah[l] 

‘bitter’,  

taʋaq[l]ā 

‘open wound’ 

ʋ 

[v] 
[v]ar 

‘side’ 

after front 

vowels: 

eyle[v]ār 

‘jaw’ 

after most 

vowels:  

hesā[v] 

‘counting’ 

after consonants: 

sal[v] 

‘cypress tree’ 

[ʋ] — 

after o:  

ko[ʋ]ār 

‘skeleton’ 

— — 

[w] — 

after u : 

nu[w]ar 

‘calf’ 

after o and 

a:  

xo[w] 

(=x[oː
u
]) 

‘good’, 

ta[w] 

‘fever’ 

— 

y [j] 

[j]al 

‘big and 

brave’ 

ha[j]ār 

‘helper’ 

sa[j] 

‘dog’ 

jor[j]at 

‘courage’ 

h 

[h] 
[h]ast 

‘bone’ 
— — — 

[ː] 

(length 

on the 

previ-

ous 

vowel) 

— — 
ka[ː] 

‘chaff’ 

before a consonant: 

so[ː]r 

‘red’, 

za[ː]le 

‘gall bladder’ 

 

Some important patterns in the table above are as follows: 

Voiceless stops p t č k q are aspirated in most positions, but are not aspi-

rated when they follow another obstruent or precede another consonant. 

Velar stops k and g are fronted to [kʲ] and [ɡʲ] before front vowels (as 

noted in Lorimer 1922:12, 16, 37–40) and word-finally. (For a description of 

this phenomenon in Persian, see Jahani & Paul 2008.) 
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The voiced alveolar stop d has both an alveolar stop [d] and dental frica-

tive/approximant [ð̞] as major allophones. Lorimer (1922:12, 53–59) uses 

separate symbols for [d] {d} and [ð̞] {δ} in his semi-phonological orthogra-

phy, but treats them together (and often interchangeably) in a single section 

of his phonological sketch; ultimately, he does not show that they contrast. 

The best evidence we have gathered for a possible contrast is found in a 

small set of words given in  2.2.3.5 above; however, the principal relationship 

between the [d] and [ð̞] is one of complementary distribution, and the pho-

netic contrast that shows up in the set of words above can be perhaps more 

simply attributed to gemination of d. 

One remarkable allophonic alternation is the realization of n as nasaliza-

tion on preceding vowel-glide sequences (but not other VC sequences) when 

the three units are found together within a coda. For oʋ sequences, which are 

common in this position, the alternation always takes place. Other than this, 

it occurs only with the sequence ay, and only when this latter sequence is 

followed by n and another consonant within the coda. 

 zoʋn z[õː
u
] ‘tongue’ 

 šoʋnz-dah š[õː
u
]z-dah ‘sixteen’  

 paynš-tā p[æ̃ː
i
]š-tā ‘five (count)’ 

cf. šoʋne š[oː
u
n]e ‘comb (n.)’ 

 nayn n[æ
i
n] ‘flute’ 

 gun g[uːn] ‘udder’ 

The labial glide ʋ is represented by the allophones [v], [ʋ] and [w] in various 

positions ( cf. Lorimer 1922: 16–17, 65–68). 

A final, important alternation involving consonants is the realization of h 

in codas as length on the preceding vowel. This is discussed along with 

vowel interpretation in  2.3.5 below. 

2.3 Vowels 

The vowel system of Bakhtiari, with six contrastive members, is presented in 

 2.3.1. We then examine distribution of vowels and contrasts between them in 

various syllable and word positions ( 2.3.2), and the patterning of vowel se-

quences ( 2.3.3). The following three sections, which bring together facts of 

vowel distribution and the behaviour of ambiguous segments in morphologi-

cal alternations, are devoted to questions of vowel interpretation and identity 

( 2.3.4– 2.3.6). A summary of phonetic realizations of vowels in various con-

texts concludes this section ( 2.3.7). 

The constitution of the Bakhtiari vowel inventory, as we show here, is the 

same as that of Modern Persian: an economical system of six vowels primar-
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ily differentiated by vowel quality. However, patterns of vowel distribution 

and phonetic realizations of vowels show some major differences, and these 

have not been satisfactorily accounted for in previous descriptions of the 

phonology. Examples of important differences, which appear throughout this 

section, are as follows: 

 Word-final occurrences of the “short” vowels a and (especially) o 

are less restricted in Bakhtiari than in Persian ( 2.3.2).  

 Vowel sequences are much more widely attested and varied than 

those of Persian ( 2.3.3).   

 In contrast to Middle and Early New Persian (and differing from 

Lorimer’s assessment of this issue), the Bakhtiari dialect under in-

vestigation has not retained the majhul (long mid) vowels ē and ō. 

Whereas these vowels have been lost through merging with i and u 

in Modern Standard Persian and many other Southwestern varieties, 

they have shifted to the vowel-glide sequences ey and oʋ in 

Bakhtiari ( 2.3.4). 

 As a consequence of this sound shift, Bakhtiari now exhibits contrast 

between ay and ey, and between aʋ and oʋ ( 2.3.5). Contrast between 

these segments in neutralized in Modern Persian, which contains on-

ly ay (often written as ey or ei) and aʋ (often written as ow or ou). 

 Bakhtiari “short” vowels e, a and o are phonetically lengthened by a 

following h within a coda; the h in turn loses its consonantal pro-

nunciation ( 2.2.4,  2.3.5). This phenomenon is not found in Modern 

Standard Persian, although it is attested from many other spoken dia-

lects of the language such as Tehrani Persian. 

 Nasalized vowels are salient in Bakhtiari, although they are underly-

ingly vowel-n sequences ( 2.2.4,  2.3.6.2). 
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2.3.1 Vowel chart 

The six contrastive vowels of Bakhtiari may be charted as follows: 

Table 3: Vowels of Bakhtiari 

 

 

In his semi-phonological orthography, Lorimer (1922:12ff.) posits several 

additional vowels, but either does not establish contrast for them (å ă à è) or 

does not choose the simplest explanation for their phonological status (ē ō). 

We have found that all of the vowels he has proposed can be accounted for 

using the six-vowel system shown above. 

There are also a number of vowel-like articulations within syllables (in-

cluding Lorimer’s a ̄̆  ē ō ai ei oi au) which could be interpreted as vowels, 

diphthongs or vowel-consonant (VC) sequences. We have interpreted all of 

these articulations as VC sequences, and evidence for these interpretations is 

given in  2.3.4 and  2.3.5. 

An additional difference between the vowels appearing in our analysis, 

and that of Lorimer, is the identity and transcription of word-final schwa (see 

 2.3.6.1) and ezafe (a genitive and possessive suffix; see  2.6.4.9). While Lor-

imer generally transcribes the word-final schwa as a, we have analyzed it as 

e based on its pronunciation in the dialect under investigation; we do, how-

ever, acknowledge that Lorimer’s interpretation is representative of some 

Bakhtiari dialects. And where Lorimer states that ezafe varies between his 

vowels è, short i, a and e, we have likewise been able to conclude that the 

phonological value for this vowel in the data we have analyzed for this study 

is consistently e. 

Characteristic phonetic realizations for each of the six phonological vow-

els is given in  2.3.7 below. 

               BACKNESS                     

 

  HEIGHT 

fr
o

n
t 

b
ac

k
 

high i u 

mid e o 

low a ā 
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2.3.2 Vowel distribution and contrast 

The six vowels found in open syllables (i.e., syllables with no coda) non 

word-finally are as follows: 

 i bi.ʋe ‘widow, widower’ 

 e be.ğal ‘arms, bosom’ 

 a ba.če ‘child’ 

 ā bā.de ‘pot’ 

 o bo.tey ‘maternal aunt’ 

 u bu.rāq ‘old person’ 

The vowels found in word-final open syllables are as follows: 

 i mi ‘hair’ 

 e se ‘three’ 

 a na ‘no’ 

 ā pā ‘foot’ 

 o to ‘you (sg.)’ 

 u tu ‘room’ 

 i daʋ.ri ‘plate’ 

 e ka.če ‘chin’ 

 a ti.ya ‘wow!’ 

 ā ʋor.zā ‘ox’ 

 o ko.lo ‘locust’  

 u hā.lu ‘maternal uncle’  

Each of these distribution lists, which shows the vowels in analogous envi-

ronments, demonstrates contrasts between the six vowels. 

There are important distributional limitations on short vowels in word-

final open syllables, related to word shape and class. The short vowel a, for 

example, is only found in this position in a handful of words, most of which 

are particles.  

 lağa ‘kick (n.)’ 

 na ‘not’ 

 pa ‘so’ 

 pā-leğa ‘kick (n.)’ 

 ya ‘a, an’ 

In addition, the short vowel e is not found in any open-syllable monosyllabic 

stems for items from major word classes (nouns, verb adjectives). It is, how-
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ever, found in three open-syllable monosyllabic stems from minor word 

classes (prepositions, conjunctions and numbers).  

 be ‘to’ 

 ke ‘that (relative clause conjunction)’ 

 se ‘three’ 

Further, the short vowel o is not commonly found word-finally in nouns 

(e.g., jo ‘barley’, alo ‘flame’, kolo ‘locust’) and verbs (third person singular 

forms only: e.g., go ‘he/she said’, ego ‘he/she says’, foro ‘he/she sold’, epo 

‘he/she was cooking’, etc.), and never found at the end of adjectives or ad-

verbs. It is, however, not infrequently found in this position in the minor 

word classes of pronouns, numbers, conjunctions and demonstratives. 

 do ‘two’ 

 hamo ‘that/those very one(s)’ 

 ho ‘he/she/it / him/her/its ; that one’ 

 hono/ono ‘they/them (distant), those ones’ 

 ino ‘they/them (near), these ones’ 

 ko ‘which?’ (in: ko yeki ‘which one?’) 

 mo ‘I/me’ 

 oso ‘then’ 

 to ‘you (sg.)’ 

 ʋo ‘and’ 

 xo ‘self’  

 yo ‘this one’ 

(We recognize that while the items in these three lists above constitute 

grammatical words, it is possible that they are particles which do not consti-

tute phonological words but rather attach to a stress-bearing host word.) 

Examples of all six vowels found in syllables closed with a single conso-

nant are as follows: 

 i šir ‘milk’ 

 e šer ‘a short while’ 

 a šaš ‘six’ 

 ā šād ‘happy’ 

 o šom ‘dinner’ 

 u šur ‘narrow, shallow valley’ 

Examples of all six vowels found in syllables closed with a consonant cluster 

are as follows: 
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 i hird ‘small, crushed’ 

 e seft ‘hard’ 

 a band ‘cord’ 

 ā kārd ‘knife’ 

 o noft ‘nose’ 

 u pust ‘skin’ 

Other than the distributional restrictions listed here, there do not appear to be 

any patterns of morpheme-internal vowel harmony or other restrictions on 

which vowels may be found together within a monomorphemic word. There 

are, however, cases of long-distance vowel assimilation at morpheme 

boundaries (see  2.6.2.1.2,  2.6.2.2). 

2.3.3 Vowel sequences 

In Bakhtiari, sequences of two (but never more than two) vowels are found 

within morphemes ( 2.3.3.1) as well as at morpheme boundaries ( 2.3.3.2). 

The interpretation of vowel sequences is explained in  2.3.3.3. 

2.3.3.1 Within morphemes 

Within morphemes, sequences of two vowels are found, although they are 

not common. Many, but not all, words containing sequences correspond to 

Persian words containing glides between vowels ( 2.2.2.1). 

 a - i baig ‘bride’ 

  rais (/ rahis) ‘chief’ (cf. P raʔis / rayis) 

  zaif ‘weak’ (cf. P zaʔif / zayif) 

 ā - i bāi ‘upper arm’  

  māi ‘fish’ (cf. P māhi) 

  pāiz ‘fall (autumn)’  (cf. P pāʔiz / pāyiz) 

 ā - a jamāat ‘group’ (cf. P jamāʔat) 

  šakāyat ‘grumbling’ (cf. P šekāyat) 

  zarāat ‘planting’ (cf. P zarāʔat)  

 ā - u mazāu ‘barren woman’   

 o - ā doā ‘spontaneous prayer’ (cf. P doʔā) 

High vowels i u are never followed directly by another vowel within a mor-

pheme. In cases where these sounds would otherwise be followed by a vow-

el, a glide is always found (jiyar ‘liver’, piyā ‘man’, nasiyat ‘advising’, 
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niyašten ‘to watch’; guʋar ‘heifer’, nuʋar ‘calf’, ruʋā ‘fox’, zuʋāle ‘ford-

ing (water)’. 

2.3.3.2 Across morpheme boundaries 

More commonly, and with a greater variety of combinatory possibilities, 

sequences of two vowels are found across morpheme boundaries. 

 e - i tešne-i ‘you are thirsty’  

  thirsty-be.2sg 

 e - e be-ezmā ‘test!’ 

IMPV-test.NPST.2sg 

 e - a be-ašn ‘hear!’ 

IMPV-hear.NPST.2sg 

 e - ā be-āfer ‘create!’ 

IMPV-create.NPST.2sg 

 a - a na-ašnid-om ‘I didn’t hear’ 

NEG-hear.PST-1sg 

 a - ā na-āferid-om ‘I didn’t create’ 

NEG-create.PST-1sg 

 ā - i e-pā-i ‘you (sg.) guard’ 

IPFV-guard.NPST-2sg 

 ā - e e-pā-e ‘he/she guards’ 

IPFV-guard.NPST-3sg 

 ā - a dā-ay ‘hey, mother!’ 

mother-VOC 

 ā - o e-pā-om ‘I guard’ 

IPFV-guard.NPST-1sg 

 o - e ya doro-ey ‘a lie’  

  INDF lie-INDF 

When the first element of a vowel sequence across a morpheme boundary is 

a high vowel, however, a glide is inserted between the two vowels ( 2.6.5.2). 
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2.3.3.3 Interpretation of sequences 

By definition, vowel sequences take up two syllables. In Bakhtiari, when 

stress ( 2.5.1) is found on a morpheme-final vowel sequence, it is restricted to 

the second part of the sequence. This shows that these segment sequences 

contain two vowels, and are not VC; with VC sequences, in contrast, stress 

can only be found on the first segment in a pair (see  2.3.5 for examples of 

such sequences in diphthong-like articulations). 

In natural Bakhtiari speech, as illustrated above, vowels are often found 

together without a glide being inserted between them. In the clearest instanc-

es of Bakhtiari vowel sequences, such as those given above, the first vowel 

is always a non-high vowel, but there are no constraints on the identity of the 

second vowel. If, however, the first vowel in a possible sequence is a high 

vowel i or u, Bakhtiari does requires a respective glide y or ʋ ([v], [ʋ] or [w] 

depending on the sequence; see  2.3.7). 

 i - e bāmiye ‘okra’ 

yek-diye ‘each other’   

 i - a diyari ‘other (people)’ 

jiyar ‘liver’   

 i - ā piyā ‘man’ 

biyāʋoʋn ‘wilderness’   

 u - a guʋar ‘heifer’ 

nuʋar ‘calf’   

 u - ā ruʋā ‘fox’ 

duʋāz-dah ‘twelve’   

However, in formal or emphatic Bakhtiari speech, even the clearest exam-

ples of apparent vowel sequences are often broken up by the glide h (pro-

nounced [ɦ] or [h]), for example, pāiz ~ pāhiz ‘fall (autumn). Don Stilo and 

Sima Zolfaghari (pers.comm. 2014) have therefore raised the possibility of 

an underlying voiced h between the vowels in this position rather than a true 

vowel sequence. The voiced pronunciation of h elsewhere in the language, 

where in codas it is realized as lengthening on preceding vowels ( 2.2.4), 

supports the possibility of a phonological connection between the two struc-

tures, but the status of this connection is unclear to us. This is a complex 

phonological situation, and we leave it open for further investigation. 
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2.3.4 Interpretation of “long mid vowels” ē and ō 

One of the more difficult questions of vowel interpretation is the identity of 

two vowel-like articulations, realized as [eː
i
] and [oː

u
] respectively, as shown 

in the following words:  

 t[eː
i
] ‘eye’ 

 z[eː
i
]r ‘under’ 

 zed[eː
i
] ‘sap’ 

 x[oː
u
] ‘good’ 

 š[oː
u
]ne ‘comb (n.)’ 

 qāl[oː
u
] ‘mould (pottery)’ 

Middle Persian exhibited five long vowels: ī, ē, ā, ō and ū, with three short 

counterparts i, a and u. The long mid vowels ē and ō, which disappeared 

from New Persian of Iran when they merged with ī and ū (see Perry 1996), 

were subsequently referred to by Persian scholars as majhul (lit. ‘hidden’) 

vowels. This change has affected many other varieties of Persian and some 

Iranian languages. However, other varieties of New Persian (such as Dari 

and Tajik) and many other New Iranian languages, including Balochi, Kurd-

ish and Kumzari, have retained the majhul vowels, or at least some traces of 

the distinctions that they were associated with. 

Lorimer, who acknowledges the “diphthongal” quality of [eː
i
] and [oː

u
]  

in Bakhtiari, represents them as the majhul vowels ē and ō (1922:23, 32), 

although he is not consistent; and this general interpretation is accepted by 

Windfuhr (1988), who applies it systematically. In their use of the majhul 

vowels, Lorimer and Windfuhr presumably seek to maintain historical and 

structural continuity with Middle and Early New Persian. 

However, our analysis of the phonological system as a whole does not, at 

least in the dialect under investigation here, support the positing of ē and ō as 

separate phonemes. Importantly, there is no contrast in Bakhtiari between 

these hypothetical unitary mid vowels ē and ō and corresponding VC (vow-

el–consonant) sequences ey and oʋ, so it is necessary to choose a single in-

terpretation for the set. Based on synchronic evidence from several quarters, 

we have chosen to interpret these articulations as the VC sequences ey and 

oʋ.  

First, though in itself insufficient as evidence, the phonetic diphthongal 

quality introduces the idea that these articulations may be phonologically 

complex, with a semivowel component, rather than unitary. 

More importantly, the inventory of unambiguously attested consonants 

( 2.2.1) and vowels ( 2.3.1) is already sufficient to account for an interpreta-
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tion of these articulations as VC sequences ey and oʋ. Since the additional 

vowels ē and ō do not contrast with ey and oʋ, numerous ambiguities would 

arise with their inclusion: for example, how would one choose between ē, ey 

and ēy, or ō, oʋ and ōʋ for a given word? It is this latter problem that has 

constrained us to see an alternate explanation. Perhaps an understandable 

desire to equate Bakhtiari with other Iranian languages which have main-

tained the majhul vowels has obscured the distinctive nature of the Bakhtiari 

system in previous studies.  

An interpretation of these articulations as ey and oʋ would also help ex-

plain why the Bakhtiari articulations ay [æ
i
] and aʋ [a

u
] (see  2.3.5) have not 

been raised and shifted phonetically to [eː
i
] and [oː

u
], as in Modern Standard 

Persian (e.g., P. xayr [χeː
i
ɾ] ‘good’, jelaʋ [d͡ʒɛloː

u
] ‘front’). 

A further consideration in support of a VC solution concerns the behav-

iour of [oː
u
] in particular. When a vowel-initial suffix is added to [oː

u
]-final 

words, it is realized as [ɔv]: the vowel length and quality in the affixed form 

is that of the short vowel o ([ɔ]; see  2.3.7) and the high portion of the pho-

netic diphthong, which is resyllabified as part of the following syllable, 

emerges as the fricative realization of ʋ (i.e., [v];  2.2.4), which is typical in 

onset position before front vowels.  

 ya  qāl[oː
u
] +  -ey >  ya qāl[ɔv]ey ‘a mould (pottery)’ 

 INDF  ‘mould (pottery)’ INDF 

An underlying form of qāloʋ (oʋ rather than ō) is most logical here. It not 

only alleviates the need to posit a morphophonemic alternation where ʋ is 

inserted between ō and ey in such constructions (which by itself is not prob-

lematic, since this happens elsewhere with u; see  2.6.5.2); more importantly, 

it also accounts for the shortening and lowering of [oː
u
] to [ɔ]. A parallel 

explanation for [eː
i
] also works, but because y has no fricative counterpart, 

the phonetic difference between the word-final and pre-suffixed forms of 

[eː
i
] is less phonetically salient. Still, a similar pattern can be seen in the 

unaffixed and affixed realizations of botey ‘maternal aunt’: 

 ya bot[eː
i
] +  -ey >  ya bot[ɛj]ey ‘a maternal aunt’ 

 INDF ‘maternal aunt’ INDF 

While most of the evidence points in favour of a VC interpretation, there is 

one minor systemic factor that detracts from the elegance of such a solution. 

Specifically, in a limited number of cases, CCC codas – which are not attest-

ed elsewhere in the language – must be posited. This situation arises in two 

cases which, at least historically, show evidence of morphological complexi-
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ty. First, it arises in imperative/subjunctive forms of a handful of verbs with 

otherwise Cn-final stems:  

 be-peyžn ‘wrap!’ (from peyžniden ‘to wrap’)  

 be-šeyʋn ‘stir!’ (from šeyʋniden ‘to stir’)  

 be-ʋereyzn ‘roast!’ (from bereyzniden ‘to roast’) 

 be-ʋeyzn ‘sift!’ (from beyzniden ‘to sift’) 

The n component in these words appears to have originated in a transitiviz-

ing affix -n (perhaps analogous to Persian -ān), but has been fully lexicalized 

and does not alternate productively with non-transitive forms. 

Second, it appears in three multimorphemic words containing a vowel-

glide sequence followed by two consonants: paynš-tā ‘five (count)’, poʋnz-

dah ‘fifteen’, šoʋnz-dah ‘sixteen’. Note that the phonological complexity 

associated with the underlying form of the syllables in question is alleviated 

by their phonetic realizations, since (whatever one’s interpretation of the 

vowel articulation) the n in such coda sequences is invariably realized as 

nasalization on the preceding vowel: p[æ̃ːi]š-tā ‘five (count)’, p[õː
u
]z-dah, 

š[õː
u
]z-dah; see  2.2.4). 

In light of all these factors, we have chosen to interpret [eː
i
] and [oː

u
] as 

the VC sequences ey and oʋ. Although this position necessitates the postula-

tion of a CCC coda in a handful of ambiguous and historically complex 

items, it reflects the phonetic quality of the articulations well, results in a 

more efficient description of the phonological inventory as a whole, and 

accounts for the behaviour of these articulations in multimorphemic con-

texts. 

2.3.5 Other diphthongs and vowel-glide sequences 

There are two sets of phonetically ambiguous articulations that could be 

considered either vowel sequences, diphthongs, or vowel-glide sequences. 

The first set, with examples, as follows: 

 ey [eː
i
] bey ‘without’ 

 aʋ [a
u
] taʋ ‘fever’ 

 ay [æ
i
] say ‘dog’ 

 āy [ɑː
i
] pāy ‘all’ 

 oʋ [oː
u
] xoʋ ‘good’ 

 oy [ɔ
i
] hoym ‘command’ 
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(The interpretation of ey and oʋ, which belong to this first set but for which 

additional complexities need to be addressed, has been treated more fully in 

the previous section.) 

This list of ambiguous articulations is limited because uy is not found 

within a syllable; nor are there iy sequences in this position that contrast with 

i, or uʋ articulations that contrast with u. In addition, the articulations iʋ, eʋ, 

and āʋ are not phonologically ambiguous, because the ʋ in these sequences 

is realized as a fricative [v] rather than a vocoid [w]/[u]: 

 iʋ [iːv] taʋiʋ ‘traditional doctor’ 

 eʋ [ɛv] mağreʋ ‘west’ 

 āʋ [ɑːv] šarāʋ ‘wine’ 

Because each of the six ambiguous sequences given in the first set above 

takes up only one syllable, and because in each pair of sounds the second 

segment cannot carry stress on its own, they cannot be analyzed as vowel 

sequences (see  2.3.3). While they could also be viewed as diphthongs, this 

would add six phonemes to the vowel system unnecessarily, and leave dis-

tributional gaps: all other consonants can follow vowels within a syllable, so 

why not ʋ and y? In light of these facts, we have chosen to interpret these 

pairs of sounds as vowel-glide sequences. 

The second set, with examples, is as follows: 

 ih [iː] šabih ‘thing that resembles’ 

 eh [ɛː] peh ‘fat (n.)’ 

 ah [aː] kah ‘chaff’ 

 āh [ɑː] māh ‘month’ 

 oh [ɔː] koh ‘mountain’ 

 uh [uː] goruh ‘group’ 

This set of articulations is more unusual, but some of the same principles 

apply to its interpretation. In this case, the phonetic data might suggest that 

there are three additional phonemic vowels: ɛː, aː and ɔː. However, in con-

structions where these articulations are found at the end of a word, and a 

vowel-initial suffix is added, an underlying h surfaces phonetically and the 

preceding vowel is not lengthened compared to its usual articulation ( 2.3.7). 

 ya pehey  (ya p[ɛ̆h]ey) ‘a fat’ 

 ya mahey  (ya m[ăh]ey) ‘a moon’ 

 ya kohey  (ya k[ɔ̆h]ey) ‘a mountain’ 

This contrasts with other words ending with underlying short vowels, but 

without an underlying h: for these words, h does not appear at the morpheme 
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boundary when a suffix is added. Rather, a sequence of two vowels is 

formed. 

 ya hoʋneey  (ya hoʋn[ɛ]ey)  ‘a house’ (cf. hoʋne ‘house’) 

 ya doroey  (ya dor[ɔ]ey)  ‘a lie’ (cf. doro ‘lie (n.)’) 

 ya moey  (ya m[ɔ]ey)  ‘a vine’ (cf. daraxt-e mo ‘vine’) 

For the peripheral articulations consisting of a long vowel ( 2.3.6.1) plus h 

(ih, āh, and uh: these sequences are found in words borrowed from Persian), 

the situation is even more oblique. The presumed underlying h never surfac-

es phonetically; rather, its presence is suggested by the blocking of the oth-

erwise automatic insertion of other semivowels in this context ( 2.6.5.2). 

 ya māh(+)ey  (ya m[ɑː]ey)  ‘a month’ (cf. māh ‘month’) 

 ya ruh(+)ey  (ya r[uː]ey)  ‘a spirit’ (cf. ruh ‘spirit’) 

cf. ya pāey ~ pāyey (ya p[ɑː]ey ~ p[ɑːj]ey) ‘a foot’ (cf. pā ‘foot’) 

 ya tuʋey  (ya t[uːʋ]ey)  ‘a room’ (cf. tu ‘room’) 

Still, Vh sequences do sometimes behave as if they end with a vowel rather 

than a consonant; for an example, see  2.6.4.7. For this reason, among others, 

h has been placed with glides rather than fricatives in the consonant invento-

ry ( 2.2.1). 

2.3.6 Vowel modifications 

Length ( 2.3.6.1) and nasalization ( 2.3.6.2) are two types of vowel modifica-

tion in Bakhtiari. However, in light of the phonological system as a whole, it 

is apparent that these modifications are neither primary nor contrastive. 

2.3.6.1 Length 

The Bakhtiari vowel system shows a phonetic distinction of long vs. short 

vowels ( 2.3.7), but each of the length distinctions can equally be analyzed as 

a difference of quality rather than length. 

An analysis of the vowel system in terms of long vs. short vowels, in 

keeping with analyses of languages such as Middle Persian and Classical 

Arabic, is elegant and could be charted as follows: 

 i: / i(=e)      u: / u(=o) 

   a / aː  

“Short” and “long” vowels contrast with each other in most environments in 

Bakhtiari, but they do have differing distributions in some places: “long” 
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vowels are commonly found at the end of roots in major word classes such 

as nouns and adjectives; regarding short vowels, however, e seems to be a 

kind of “schwa” and by far the most common vowel at the end of words in 

these classes, but o and a are rare ( 2.3.2). In addition, some morphophone-

mic processes are sensitive to vowel length (for example, see  2.6.4.9). 

In contrast to Standard Persian, the minimal word in Bakhtiari may con-

tain a rhyme (nucleus plus optional coda) with only a short vowel (see the 

examples and discussion in  2.3.2 and  2.4). Such words are uncommon, but 

possible; this shows that the patterning of the minimal word is influenced – 

perhaps reflecting historical constraints – but not defined, by length. 

There are few synchronic processes which suggest that the short / long 

pairs above are in fact the same underlying vowel with short and long forms 

(one possible example is found in  2.6.4.2).  

In addition, as in Persian, the phonetic facts regarding length are not 

straightforward. While we have not conducted phonetic analysis of length in 

Bakhtiari, we have observed that the phonetic length of so-called “long vow-

els” is “stable” (i.e., consistently long), and that of so-called “short” vowels 

is “unstable”, being shortened in non-final open syllables. As Gilbert Lazard 

(1970) notes, this pattern was first described for Persian by V.S. Sokolova 

and others in the 1950s. 

Incidentally, in his comments on the vowel system, Lorimer (1922:20) al-

so notes that the “length” symbol (macron) that he uses over certain vowels 

primarily marks a distinction of quality, rather than actual length. 

For these reasons, and in order to maintain orthographic simplicity, we 

have chosen in this paper to retain the symbols i and u (rather than ī and ū) 

for the long high vowels [iː] and [uː]. The phonological orthography for the 

vowel pair a / ā should be viewed as conventional in nature, reflecting the 

way in which these vowels are commonly transcribed in Iranian studies, 

rather than reflecting a primary length distinction between the two ( 2.3.1, 

 2.3.7). 

In some contexts, the short vowels e, a and o are phonetically lengthened 

without a change in vowel quality (as opposed to the other long vowels, 

which do differ from their short counterparts in quality; see  2.3.7). However, 

there are distributional and morphophonemic indicators that these apparent 

long vowels are in fact Vh sequences ( 2.3.4). 

2.3.6.2 Other modifications 

Vowels are strongly nasalized in some syllable codas. In these cases, howev-

er, nasalization is most simply interpreted as a phonetic realization of n 

( 2.2.4) rather than as an underlying vowel feature. 
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2.3.7 Phonetic realizations of vowels 

The vowel chart given above ( 2.3.1) is reproduced here with characteristic 

phonetic realization of each of the vowels: 

Table 4: Characteristic phonetic realizations of vowels in Bakhtiari  

 

 

The phonetic realizations of Bakhtiari vowels are remarkably stable, and 

there is little variation of vowel quality due to vowel positions in syllables or 

words. Lorimer (1922:13–14) has noted that the vowel ā is rounded [ɒ] in 

some positions, especially in certain dialects, but this is not the case in the 

dialect we are investigating here.  

The three short vowels e, a and o are slightly shorter in non word-final 

open, unstressed syllables, but their phonetic quality does not change. 

 e  [ɛ] d[ɛ]l ‘heart’ 

   [ɛ̆] b[ɛ̆].ğal ‘arms, bosom’ 

 a  [a] s[a]r ‘head’ 

   [ă] g[ă].de ‘stomach’ 

 o  [ɔ] p[ɔ]f ‘lung’ 

   [ɔ̆] b[ɔ̆].land ‘tall’ 

All of the other important allophonic variations have to do with vowel-

consonant interaction: 

 the vowel a, which is usually pronounced [a], is raised to [æ] before 

y ( 2.3.5); 

 short vowels are lengthened when they occur before h within a syl-

lable ( 2.3.5); and 

               BACKNESS                     

 

  HEIGHT 

fr
o
n
t 

b
ac

k
 

high i [i:] u [u:] 

mid e [ɛ] o [ɔ] 

low a [a] ā [ɑ:] 
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 vowels in some vowel-glide sequences are realized as nasalized 

vowels when they are followed by n within a syllable ( 2.2.4, 

 2.3.6.2). 

2.4 Syllables 

The following syllables shapes occur in Bakhtiari: 

 syllable example  

 V i ‘this’ (as in i dast-o ‘this hand’) 

 VC āš ‘stew’ 

 VCC asp ‘horse’ 

 CV jo ‘barley’ 

 CVC tar ‘wet’ 

 CVCC tang ‘narrow’ 

 CVCCC be.peyžn ‘twist, wrap (impv.)’ 

The first six syllable types are found in the monomorphemic data. CVCCC 

syllables, however, are only attested in multimorphemic items. In addition, 

because the first coda element in CVCCC syllables is always a semivowel, 

the determination of the structure of such syllables is dependent on phono-

logical interpretation (see  2.3.4). 

2.4.1 Syllable distribution 

As is evident from the list immediately above, all of the attested syllable 

shapes except for the final one, CVCCC, may constitute a word.  

The following syllable shapes may be found as the first syllable in mon-

omorphemic words with more than one syllable: 

 V a.re ‘saw (n.)’ 

 VC ar.zoʋn ‘cheap’ 

 VCC — — 

 CV ga.ʋu ‘brother’ 

 CVC tan.ge ‘palm’ 

 CVCC — — 

The following syllable shapes may be found in the middle of monomor-

phemic words with more than one syllable: 

 V mo.a.lam ‘teacher’ 

 VC — — 

 VCC — — 
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 CV ey.le.ʋār ‘jaw’ 

 CVC ta.ʋag.lā ‘open wound’ 

 CVCC — — 

The following syllable shapes may be found as the final syllable in words 

with more than one syllable (all items but the last are monomorphemic): 

 V mā.i ‘fish’ 

 VC ba.ig ‘bride’ 

 VCC — — 

 CV ru.ʋā ‘fox’ 

 CVC ka.lāk ‘cane’ 

 CVCC ben.gešt ‘sparrow’ 

 CVCCC be.peyžn ‘twist, wrap (impv.)’ 

One pattern consistent in all monomorphemic contexts is the restriction of 

CC-final syllables to the end of the word (see also  2.2.3.4.2).  

2.4.2 Number of syllables in words 

Monomorphemic (morphologically simple) words may have up to four syl-

lables.  Examples of monomorphemic words with one, two, three and four 

syllables are as follows: 

 1 tar ‘wet’ 

 2 ta.nāf ‘rope’ 

 3 ey.le.ʋār ‘jaw’ 

 4 za.lā.la.ti3 ‘distress’ 

2.5 Prosodic phenomena 

The two prosodic phenomena briefly considered in this study are stress 

( 2.5.1) and intonation ( 2.5.2). 

2.5.1 Stress 

Phonetically, stress is signalled in Bakhtiari by the phonetic lengthening of 

vowels, increased loudness, and raised pitch. 

Stress is found on content words (verbs, nouns, adjectives and adverbs), 

where it is normally hosted by the last syllable of the stem, whatever the 

number of syllables in the word. 

                               
3 The (Arabic via) Persian stem zalālat, from which this Bakhtiari word is derived, is not 
found independently in Bakhtiari. 
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'hars ‘tear(drop)’ 

'geyz ‘confused’ 

'rahd ‘he/she went’ 

zah.'le ‘gall bladder’ 

ja.'ʋoʋn ‘young’ 

aš.'ni ‘he/she listened’ 

ey.le.'ʋār ‘jaw’ 

eš.te.'ʋā ‘mistaken’ 

ka.bu.'de ‘poplar tree’ 

Function words, however, are not stressed unless they are emphasized. 

ʋo ‘and’ 

men ‘in’ 

a.yar ‘if’ 

Some affixes are inherently stressed, and others are unstressed (for a list of 

affixes, and their status with regard to stress, see  2.6.1). If a stressed affix is 

added to a stem, it takes the word stress; but if the affix is unstressed, stress 

stays on the stem. 

'kor + -(e)'ke > ko.r-e.'ke ‘the boy’ (see  2.6.5.1) 

boy + DEF 

'pā+ -(e)'ke > pā-.'ke ‘the foot’ 

foot + DEF 

cf. 'kor + -ne > 'ko.r-e ‘boy (object)’(see  2.6.4.5) 

foot + OBJ 

 'pā + -ne > 'pā-.ne ‘foot (object)’ 

boy + OBJ 

If there are two stressed suffixes, the second one carries the stress. 

'kor + 'gal + -(e)'ke > kor-.gal-e.'ke ‘the boys’ 

boy + PL + DEF 

 'dor + 'gal + -'ay > dor-.ga.'l-ay ‘hey, girls!’ 

girl + PL + VOC 

If there is a stressed prefix as well as a stressed suffix, the stressed prefix 

takes the word stress. 
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'be + -'reʋ + -'in > 'be-.re.ʋ-in ‘(you pl.) go!’ 

IMPV + go.NPST + 2pl 

'na + -'reʋ + -'in > 'na-.re.ʋ-in ‘(you pl.) don’t go!’ 

NEG + go.NPST + 2pl 

There are several cases where the stressed vs. unstressed identity of an affix, 

as seen in the contrastive placement of stress, can result in a difference in 

meaning. 

'did + -'om > di.'d-om  ‘I saw’ 

see:PST + 1sg 

'did + -om > 'di.d-om ‘he/she saw me’ 

see:PST + 1sg.PC 

'tond + -'i > ton.'di  ‘speed’  

fast + NMLZ 

'tond + -i > 'ton.di ‘you are fast’ 

fast + be.2sg 

2.5.2 Intonation 

In all sentence types, intonation is typically marked by the raising of pitch on 

the stressed syllables of pragmatically salient words; words with the greatest 

pragmatic salience generally have the highest pitch.  

If the first word of a sentence is not salient, the sentence usually begins 

with a low-mid pitch. 

In declarative sentences, there is a general decline in pitch between the 

word with the greatest pragmatic salience and the end of the sentence. As in 

other sentence types, words with intermediate salience are realized with 

peaks of moderately raised pitch.  

 

 

 

 

 

yo čār ruze ke oʋayd-om-e be kānādā 

3sg.PROX four day.period that come.PST-1sg-PRF to Canada 

‘This is the fourth day since I have come to Canada.’ 
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Imperative sentences similarly have a slight overall declining tendency, but 

are punctuated with sharply elevated pitch on the stressed syllable of the 

(usually clause-initial) object (if there is one; here ketā'ʋā ‘books’), on the 

nonverbal element of a complex predicate (if there is one; here jam ‘gather-

ing’), and on the stressed imperative verbal prefix ('be-).  

 

 
 
 

ketā'ʋ-ā-ne ze zeyr dast o pā 'jam 'be-kon 

book-PL-OBJ from under hand and foot gathering IMPV-do.NPST.2sg 

‘Get the books out of the way.’ 

In yes/no (polar) questions, the pitch is raised on the first pragmatically sali-

ent word, remains very high, and goes up even further at the end of the sen-

tence. 

 

 

dun-i čant-ā rang men-e saʋzesir hed 

know.NPST-2sg how.many-CLF colour inside-EZ rainbow 

be.there.PRS.3sg 

‘Do you know how many colours there are in a rainbow?’ 

 

 

 

šaʋ xoʋ xaʋsid-i 

night well sleep.PST-2sg 

‘Did you sleep well at night?’ 

In content questions, the pitch on the clause-initial question word (here kay 

‘when’) is raised, but declines steadily until it reaches a low pitch at the end 

of the sentence. 
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kay rahd-i bi be āfriğa 

when? go.PST-2sg be.AUX to Africa 

‘When did you go to Africa?’ 

In a rhetorical yes/no question, the intonation pattern appears to be interme-

diate between yes/no questions and content questions: the pitch is high 

throughout, declining generally (although not steeply) and showing a slight 

rise at the end of the sentence. 

  

  

 

mar be-t na-god-om ham-qodar xorāk mah-xar 

not? to-2sg.PC NEG-say.PST-1sg so-much food NEG.IMPV-

eat.NPST.2sg 

‘Didn’t I tell you do not eat too much?’ 

The intonation peak can move around depending on what element in the 

sentence is being emphasized. 

 

hālu-m paymān do-tā bače dār-e (emphasis on ‘Payman’) 

 

 

 

 

hālu-m paymān do-tā bače dār-e (emphasis on ‘two’) 
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hālu-m paymān do-tā bače dār-e (emphasis on ‘children’) 

uncle-1sg.PC Payman two-CLF child have.NPST-3sg 

‘My uncle Payman has two children.’  

2.6 Morphophonemic processes 

In this section, we describe morphophonemic processes which we have ob-

served in Bakhtiari, based on an analysis of alternations which occur when 

affixes are attached to stems, and other processes that take place when mor-

phemes come together in a phrase (see especially  2.6.4.4). Assimilation (in 

particular the assimilation of vowel height) ( 2.6.2), deletion ( 2.6.4) and in-

sertion ( 2.6.5) are the most common processes, and often take place when 

two vowels, or two consonants, come together across a morpheme boundary. 

There are two additional syllable-driven processes: compensatory lengthen-

ing ( 2.6.6.1) and desyllabification ( 2.6.6.2); and stress movement, which 

takes place as a result of affixation, is mentioned here ( 2.6.6.3) but described 

in detail above ( 2.5.1). 

2.6.1 List of affixes in Bakhtiari 

Since most morphophonemic processes in Bakhtiari take place during affixa-

tion, a list of affixes is given here. We have identified about a dozen produc-

tive prefixes in the language, and they are found only with adjectives and 

verbs. As described in the overview of stress, some prefixes are inherently 

stressed ( 2.5.1); these are marked with the symbol ' in the lists below. 

Bakhtiari prefixes, listed with the word classes in which they are used, are as 

follows: 

 bā- property (‘with’)  adjective 

 'be-/'bo-/'bi- imperative/subjunctive verb 

 bey-/biy- privation (‘without’) adjective 

 dar- lexical derivation verb 

 der- lexical derivation verb 

 e-/Ø- imperfective verb 

 'mah- negative imperative verb 

 'na- negative verb/adjective 

 'nā- negative adjective 

 'ney-/niy- fused negative + imperfective verb 
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 ʋā- lexical derivation verb 

 ʋor- ~ ʋar- lexical derivation verb 

We have also identified over thirty productive suffixes in Bakhtiari, and they 

are primarily found with nouns and verbs. The exact number of suffixes 

could vary according to one’s analysis: a number of the suffixes are segmen-

tally identical, but many of these have at least partially distinct functions, 

distribution or phonological behaviour. There are also some cases of contrast 

between inherently stressed and unstressed forms which are otherwise iden-

tical (see also  2.5.1). Note further that we include postclitics with suffixes, 

since they function the same phonologically, although their syntactic distri-

bution is different.  

 Bakhtiari suffixes, listed with the word classes in which they are used, are 

as follows: 

 -'ay vocative noun  

 -'e 3sg. non-perfective subject  verb  

 -e 3sg. existential subject (clitic) noun/adjective 

 -e/-Ø associative (“ezafe”) (clitic) noun/adjective 

 -ey indefinite (clitic) noun/adjective 

 -((e)'k)e definite (clitic) noun/adjective 

 -(e)moʋn 1pl. pronominal (possessive/object/etc.) (clitic) 

                   noun/pronoun/adjective/verb/preposition  

 -'en infinitive  verb  

 -'en 3pl. subject  verb 

 -en 3pl. existential subject (clitic)  noun/adjective 

 -((e)n)e (non-generic) object marker (clitic)  noun 

 -(e)s 3sg. pronominal (possessive/object/etc.) (clitic) 

                   noun/pronoun/adjective/verb/preposition 

 -(e)soʋn 3pl. pronominal (possessive/object/etc.) (clitic) 

                   noun/pronoun/adjective/verb/preposition 

 -(e)t 2sg. pronominal (possessive/object/etc.) (clitic) 

                   noun/pronoun/adjective/verb/preposition 

 -(e)toʋn 2pl. pronominal (possessive/object/etc.) (clitic) 

                   noun/pronoun/adjective/verb/preposition 

 -'gal plural/collective noun  

 -'(h)ā plural  noun  

 -'(h)o demonstrative noun   

 -'i adjective nominalization noun 

 -'i noun adjectivization  adjective  

 -'i 2sg. subject  verb  
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 -i 2sg. existential subject (clitic)  noun/adjective 

 -'im 1pl. subject verb  

 -im 1pl. existential subject (clitic) noun/adjective 

 -'in 2pl. subject  verb  

 -in 2pl. existential subject (clitic) noun/adjective 

 -i'ne adjective nominalization noun  

 -'(o)m 1sg. subject  verb  

 -(o)m 1sg. pronominal (possessive/object/etc.) (clitic) 

                   noun/pronoun/adjective/verb/preposition 

 -om 1sg. existential subject (clitic) noun/adjective 

 -'oʋn plural  noun 

 -'tar comparative/superlative  adjective 

 -tā numeral classifier  number  

  -'yal plural/collective noun  

2.6.2 Assimilation 

Three important assimilation processes are at work in Bakhtiari morpho-

phonology: raising of e to i before y ( 2.6.2.1), backing of e to o in impera-

tive/subjunctive be- ( 2.6.2.2), and softening of b to ʋ on b-initial verb stems 

( 2.6.2.3). While the first two processes are also attested in Persian, they ap-

ply more widely in Bakhtiari. The third process, not found in Persian, re-

flects a language-specific distributional restriction on b in intervocalic con-

texts ( 2.2.2.4,  2.2.3.2,  2.2.3.3). 

2.6.2.1 Raising of e to i before y 

2.6.2.1.1 In bey- ‘without’ 

The vowel e in the prefix bey- ‘without’ is raised to i when it precedes a 

high vowel i or u. 

 bey- + imoʋn  > biy-imoʋn ‘without faith’ 

 bey- + ustā  > biy-ustā ‘without a teacher’ 

cf. bey- + esm  > bey-esm ‘without a name’ 

 bey- + orze  > bey-orze ‘not competent’  

2.6.2.1.2 In imperative/subjunctive be- 

A similar raising process applies to the vowel e in the imperative/subjunctive 

prefix be- if this prefix precedes y when it attaches to a verb stem. The pro-

cess applies whether the y is part of the stem, or whether it has been inserted 

between the prefix and the stem, as in ‘come’. 
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 be- + yašn  > bi-yašn ‘know!’ 

 be- + yār  > bi-yār ‘bring!’ 

 be- + ā  > bi-y-ā ‘come!’ 

cf. be- + paz > be-paz ‘cook!’ 

 be- + mir  > be-mir ‘die!’ 

2.6.2.1.3 In the fused negative + imperfective ney-  

When the fused negative + imperfective prefix ney- ( 2.6.6.1) precedes a 

vowel- or y-initial verb stem, the prefix vowel e is raised to i. (In the case of 

attachment to a y-initial stem, as illustrated by the first two examples, the 

prefix-final y is also deleted.)  

ney- + yašnahd-om  > ni-yašnahd-om ‘I didn’t know (a person)’  

ney- + yašn-om  > ni-yašn-om ‘I don’t know (a person)’ 

ney- + ašnid-om  > niy-ašnid-om ‘I didn’t hear’ 

ney- + ašn-om  > niy-ašn-om ‘I don’t hear’ 

ney- + āmoʋd-om  > niy-āmoʋd-om ‘I didn’t learn’ 

ney- + āmuz-om  > niy-āmuz-om ‘I don’t learn’ 

cf. ney- + reyd-om  > ney-reyd-om ‘I didn’t pour’ 

  ney- + reyz-om  > ney-reyz-om ‘I don’t pour’ 

 ney- + xond-om  > ney-xond-om ‘I didn’t read’ 

 ney- + xoʋn -om  > ney-xoʋn-om ‘I don’t read’ 

2.6.2.1.4 In ey-final stems before the plural -hā 

When a stem-final ey is followed by the stressed plural suffix -hā (and h is 

deleted at the same time; see  2.6.4.6), the e is raised to i.  

 tey + -hā  > tiy-ā ‘eyes’  

 zedey + -hā  > zediy-ā ‘saps’  

However, when it comes before the demonstrative suffix -ho (which is also 

stressed) in an analogous environment, it is not raised. 

 i tey + -ho  > i tey-o ~ i tey-ho ‘this eye’  

 i zedey + -ho  > i zedey-o ~ i zedey-ho ‘this sap’  

2.6.2.1.5 Optionally, in indefinite -ey after a stem ending in a high vowel 

When the suffix -ey, which is the second part of the discontinuous indefinite 

morpheme ya ... -ey, is added to a stem ending in a high vowel i or u, and a 

glide has been obligatorily inserted at the morpheme boundary ( 2.6.5.2.3, 

 2.6.5.2.4), the suffix as a whole is optionally raised to i. 
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 ya ri + -ey  > ya ri-y-i ~ ri-y-ey ‘a face’  

 ya tu + -ey  > ya tu-ʋ-i ~ tu-ʋ-ey ‘a room’  

cf.  ya kolo + -ey  > ya kolo-ey ‘a locust’  

ya hoʋne + -ey  > ya hoʋne-ey ‘a house’ 

ya lağa+ -ey  > ya lağa-ey ‘a kick’ 

ya say + -ey  > ya say-ey ‘a dog’  

ya dast + -ey  > ya dast-ey ‘a hand’  

2.6.2.2 Backing of e to o in imperative/subjunctive be- 

The vowel e in the imperative/subjunctive prefix be- is often (but not al-

ways) backed to o when it is found with a monosyllabic verb stem (especial-

ly if the stem consists of a light syllable such as CV or CVC) containing the 

mid back vowel o. 

 be- + go  > bo-go ‘say!’ 

 be- + goš > bo-goš ‘open!’ 

 be- + ko(n)  > bo-ko(n) ‘do!’ 

 be- + xor  > bo-xor ‘eat!’ 

 be- + xoʋn  > bo-xoʋn ‘sing!’ 

cf. be- + pā  > be-pā ‘guard!’ 

 be- + jomn  > be-jomn ‘shake!’ 

 be- + pokn  > be-pokn ‘burst (tr.)!’ 

 be- + možgen  > be-možgen ‘wring out!’ 

 be- + šur  > be-šur ‘wash!’ 

Exceptions to this tendency are: 

 be- + doz  > be-doz ‘steal!’ 

 be- + šoʋn  > be-šoʋn ‘dance!’ 

  be- + pok  > be-pok ‘burst! (intr.)’ 

 be- + koš  > be-koš ~ bo-koš ‘kill!’ 

 be- + kofn > be-kofn ~ bo-kofn ‘cough!’ 

When the stem begins with the consonant ʋ and does not contain a deriva-

tional prefix such as ʋā- or ʋor- ~ ʋar- ( 2.6.1), the prefix vowel e is also 

optionally backed to o. 

 be- + ʋāz  > be-ʋāz ~ bo-ʋāz ‘dance!’ 

 be- + ʋolā  > be-ʋolā ~ bo-ʋolā ‘massage!’ 

 be- + ʋor  > be-ʋor ~ bo-ʋor ‘cut!’ 
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cf. be- + ʋā-dār  > be-ʋā-dār ‘hold!’ 

  be- + ʋor-kan  > be-ʋor-kan ‘jump!’ 

2.6.2.3 Softening of b to ʋ on b-initial verb stems 

When the imperative/subjunctive morpheme be- is added to a b-initial verb 

stem, the stem-initial b (which is now intervocalic) is softened to ʋ. (Alter-

natively, this could be viewed as an example of dissimilation between b 

occurring in two adjacent syllables.) 

 be- + bereyzn  > be-ʋereyzn ‘roast!’ 

 be- + beyzn > be-ʋeyzn ‘sift!’ 

 be- + bin > be-ʋin ‘see!’ 

  be- + bin + -i > be-ʋin-i ‘that you (sg.) see (subjunctive)’ 

cf. na- + bin > na-bin ‘don’t see!’ 

e- + bin + -i > e-bin-i ‘you (sg.) are seeing’ 

 na- + e- + bin + -i   > ney-bin-i ‘you (sg.) are not seeing’ 

As the final set of examples shows, softening of stem-initial b does not take 

place with other similar verb prefixes (na- and e-). 

2.6.3 Dissimilation 

While we have not encountered any synchronic examples of dissimilation 

(with the possible exception of the process described immediately above in 

 2.6.2.3), there are some instances of this process taking place historically in 

consonant clusters with two stops. For example, the historical pt sequence 

has dissimilated to ft in the word gaftar ‘bigger/biggest, greater/greatest’ 

(cf. gap ‘big, great’, -tar ‘(comparative/superlative suffix)’). Another exam-

ple is the change of qt to xt in the word ʋaxt ‘time’ (cf. Ar. waqt ‘time’) 

( 2.2.3.4), which is also found in Persian and other Iranian languages. These 

changes reflect a general tendancy for the language to avoid clusters that 

have a stop as the first element ( 2.2.3.4). 

2.6.4 Deletion 

A wide range of deletion processes reduces the incidence of vowel and con-

sonant sequences across a morpheme boundary. The processes are arranged 

according to those which occur with prefixes ( 2.6.4.1– 2.6.4.4), and those 

which occur with suffixes ( 2.6.4.5– 2.6.4.9). 
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2.6.4.1 Deletion of imperfective e- before a vowel-initial stem 

The imperfective prefix e- is deleted when it is attached to a stem that begins 

with a vowel. 

 e- + -āfer-om  > āfer-om ‘I create’ 

 e- + -ašn-om  > ašn-om ‘I hear’ 

 e- + -eškan-om  > eškan-om ‘I break’ 

cf. e- + -reyz-om  > e-reyz-om ‘I pour’ 

 e- + -xoʋn-om  > e-xoʋn-om ‘I read’ 

 e- + -yašn-om  > e-yašn-om ‘I know (a person)’ 

With V-initial verbs (other than most e-initial verbs), the same vowel e is not 

deleted in the imperative/subjunctive prefix be-, even though the phonologi-

cal environment is analogous. 

 be- + -āfer > be-āfer ‘create!’ 

 be- + -ašn > be-ašn ‘hear!’ 

 be- + -ar > be-ar ‘grind!’ 

 be- + -anjen > be-anjen ‘chop down!’ 

cf. be- + -espār > b-espār ‘entrust!’  

 be- + -estoʋn > b-estoʋn ‘get (something)!’  

 be- + -eškan > b-eškan ‘break!’ 

  be- + -ešmār > b-ešmār ‘count!’ 

An exception where e is not deleted before an e-initial verb: 

 be- + -ezmā > be-ezmā ‘test!’ 

2.6.4.2 Deletion of a in negative na- before an e- or o- initial stem 

When the negative prefix na- is added to a stem beginning with the short 

vowel e, the e is optionally deleted. In the single case of an o-initial verb, o 

is invariably deleted. 

 na- + eškenād-om  > na-škenād-om ~ na-eškenād-om (rare)  

‘I didn’t break (tr.)’ 

 na- + ezmāyid-om  > na-zmāyid-om (rare) ~ na-ezmāyid-om  

‘I didn’t test’ 

 na- + oʋayd-om  > na-ʋayd-om ‘I didn’t come’ 

cf. na- + ašnid-om  > na-ašnid-om ‘I didn’t hear’ 

 na- + āferid-om  > na-āferid-om ‘I didn’t create’ 
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  na- + yašnahd-om  > na-yašnahd-om ‘I didn’t know (a person) 

 na- + xond-om  > na-xond-om ‘I didn’t read’ 

This same process of deletion happens when the adjectival negative na- is 

attached to e-initial adjective stems derived from verbs, but in this case, it is 

obligatory. 

 na- + eškenāde  > na-škenāde ‘unbroken’ (cf. eškenāde ‘broken’) 

 na- + ešmārā > na-šmārā ‘uncountable’ (cf. ešmārā ‘countable) 

cf. na- + āmoxte  > na-āmoxte ‘not used to’ (cf. āmoxte ‘used to’) 

2.6.4.3 Deletion of prefix-final r before an r-initial stem 

The r of the verbal derivational prefixes dar- and ʋor- ~ ʋar- is deleted 

before some r-initial verb stems, but not elsewhere; the application of this 

process with r-initial stems is lexically determined. 

 dar- + rahd-en > da-rahd-en ‘to set (sun)’ (cf. rahd-en ‘to go’)  

 dar- + reyd-en > da-reyd-en ‘to pour down’ (cf. reyd-en ‘to pour’) 

 ʋor- + roft-en > ʋo-roft-en ‘to fold up’ (cf. roft-en ‘to sweep’) 

 ʋor- + reyd-en > ʋo-reyd-en ‘to cause to collapse’ (cf. reyd-en ‘to  

pour’) 

cf. dar- + rahd-en > dar-rahd-en ‘to escape’ (cf. rahd-en ‘to go’) 

dar- + borid-en > dar-borid-en ‘to protest’ (cf. borid-en ‘to cut’) 

 ʋor- + aʋord-en > ʋor-aʋord-en ‘to raise’ (cf. aʋord-en ‘to bring’) 

ʋor- + kand-en > ʋor-kand-en ‘to jump up and down’ (cf. kand-en  

‘to take/pull off’) 

2.6.4.4 Deletion of stem-initial ʋ after a consonant 

In two common words, ʋo ‘and’ and ʋā ‘with’ (including compounds that 

contain this root, e.g. ʋā-bā ‘with’, ʋā-pošt ‘behind’, ʋā-din ‘following’, 

ʋābid-en ‘to become’), the stem-initial ʋ is deleted when the preceding word 

ends with a consonant. 

 pas + ʋo + peyš > pas o peyš ‘back and forth’  

(cf. pas ‘behind’, peyš ‘in front’)  

 esm + ʋo + rasm > esm o rasm ‘reputation’  

(cf. esm ‘name’, rasm ‘custom’) 
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 raft + ʋā + dās > raft ā dās ‘he/she went with his/her mother’ 

  (cf. raft ‘he/she went’, dās ‘his/her mother’)  

 raft + ʋā-pošt > raft ā-pošt ‘he/she went behind’  

(cf. ʋā-pošt ‘behind’)  

  derāz + ʋābid > derāz ābi ‘he/she lay down’  

(cf. derāz ‘long’, ʋābid ‘he/she became’) 

 derāz + ʋābu > derāz ābu ‘lie down!’ (cf. ʋābu ‘become!’) 

 gap + ʋābid > gap ābi ‘he/she grew up’ (cf. gap ‘big, great’) 

 gap + ʋābu > gap ābu ‘grow up!’  

 cf. pā + ʋo + kaʋš > pā ʋo kaʋš ‘foot and shoe’  

(cf. pā ‘foot, kaʋš ‘shoe’) 

  rafti + ʋā + dāt > raft ʋā dāt ‘you (sg.) went with your mother’ 

 (cf. rafti ‘you (sg.) went’, dāt ‘your (sg.) mother’)  

 rafti + ʋā-pošt > rafti ʋā-pošt ‘you (sg.) went behind’  

(cf. ʋā-pošt ‘behind’)  

 hom-pā + ʋābi > hom-pā ʋābi ‘he/she accompanied’  

(cf. hom-pā ‘companion’, ʋābid ‘he/she became’)  

 hom-pā + ʋābu > hom-pā ʋābu ‘accompany!’ (cf. ʋābu ‘become!’) 

  ğalʋe + ʋābid > ğalʋe ʋābi ‘it increased’ (cf. ğalʋe ‘a lot’) 

  ğalʋe + ʋābu > ğalʋe ʋābu ‘increase!’   

This process of deletion is lexically determined: it does not take place with 

other ʋ-initial stems such as those starting with the derivational prefix ʋor-: 

 dast + ʋor-aʋord > dast ʋor-aʋord ‘he/she caressed’  

(cf. dast ‘hand’, ʋor-aʋord ‘he/she raised (tr.)’ ) 

 ri + ʋor-dāšt > ri ʋor-dāšt ‘he/she uncovered’  

(cf. ri ‘face’, ʋor-dāšt ‘he/she picked up (tr.)’)  

2.6.4.5 Deletion of suffix-initial n after a consonant-final stem 

The n of the object marker -ne is deleted when this suffix is attached to a 

stem ending in a consonant other than a glide. 

  dast + -ne  > dast-e ‘hand (object)’ 

hars + -ne  > hars-e ‘tear(drop) (object)’ 

kom + -ne  > kom-e ‘stomach (object)’ 

del + -ne  > del-e ‘heart (object)’ 
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cf.  koh + -ne  > koh-ne ‘mountain (object)’ 

laʋ + -ne  > laʋ-ne ‘lip (object)’ 

say + -ne  > say-ne ‘dog (object)’ 

pā + -ne  > pā-ne ‘foot (object)’ 

torne + -ne  > torne-ne ‘tuft of hair (object)’ 

(Note also that an emphatic form -ene is also available to stems ending in 

consonants and glides, but not those ending in vowels.) 

2.6.4.6 Deletion of suffix-initial h after a consonant-final stem  

There are the two suffixes that begin with h: the plural -hā, and the second 

part of the discontinuous demonstrative morphemes i ... -ho ‘this’ and u ... 

-ho ‘that’. In each case, the h of the suffix is deleted when it is added to a 

consonant-final stem. 

For the plural -hā, this general pattern of h deletion after consonants is as 

follows:  

 dast + -hā  > dast-ā ‘hands’ 

 del + -hā  > del-ā ‘hearts’ 

 koh + -hā  > koh-ā ‘mountains’ 

laʋ + -hā  > laʋ-ā ‘lips’ 

cf. pā + -hā > pā-hā ‘feet’ 

 torne + -hā > torne-hā ‘tufts of hair’ 

When -hā is attached to a stem ending in a high vowel i or u, a glide is in-

serted at the morpheme boundary: y after i, and ʋ after u ( 2.6.5.2.1). This 

feeds the h-deletion process for this group of underlyingly vowel-final 

stems. 

 ri + -hā  > ri-y-ā ‘faces’ 

 tu + -hā  > tu-ʋ-ā ‘rooms’ 

For the discontinuous demonstrative morphemes i ... -ho ‘this’ and u ... -ho 

‘that’, h deletion generally patterns as follows (i ... -ho ‘this’ is used in the 

examples, but u ... -ho ‘that’ patterns exactly the same’):  

 i dast + -ho  > i dast-o ‘this hand’ 

 i del + -ho  > i del-o ‘this heart’ 

cf. i pā + -ho > i pā-ho ‘this foot’ 

 i torne + -ho > i torne-ho ‘this tuft of hair’ 
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As is the case with -hā, when -ho is attached to a stem ending in a high 

vowel i or u, a glide is inserted at the morpheme boundary: y after i, and ʋ 

after u. However, in contrast to the situation with -hā, the glide insertion 

before -ho is optional; this means that the h deletion that it feeds is also op-

tional.  

 i ri + -ho  > i ri-y-o ~ i ri-ho ‘this room’ 

 i tu + -ho  > i tu-ʋ-o ~ i tu-ho ‘this room’ 

The process of h deletion is also optional when -ho is attached to stems al-

ready ending in the glides ʋ or y. 

 i laʋ + -ho  > i laʋ-o ~ i laʋ-ho ‘this lip’ 

 i say + -ho  > i say-o ~ i say-ho ‘this dog 

For both -hā and -ho, it is possible that retention of h is promoted by empha-

sis on the discontinuous morpheme of which the suffix is a part. 

These two processes could also be written up as insertion rules; in any 

case, the resulting phonemic output is the same. 

2.6.4.7 Deletion of vowels in possessive and object suffixes 

When possessive suffixes and verbal object suffixes (possibly best grouped 

together as pronominal clitics) are attached to a vowel-final or Vh-final 

stem, their initial vowel is deleted. One exception to this pattern is when the 

first person singular possessive and verbal object suffix -om is added to an e-

final stem; in this case (see the two examples marked “cf.” below), the final 

e of the stem is deleted, and not the o of the suffix.  

 pā + -om  > pā-m ‘my foot’ 

 pā + -et  > pā-t ‘your (sg.) foot’ 

 pā + -es  > pā-s ‘his/her/its foot’ 

 pā + -emoʋn  > pā-moʋn ‘our foot’ 

 pā + -etoʋn  > pā-toʋn ‘your (pl.) foot’ 

 pā + -esoʋn  > pā-soʋn ‘their foot’ 

 tu + -om  > tu-m ‘my room’ 

 tu + -et  > tu-t ‘your (sg.) room’ 

 tu + -es  > tu-s ‘his/her/its room’ 

 tu + -emoʋn  > tu-moʋn ‘our room’ 

 tu + -etoʋn  > tu-toʋn ‘your (pl.) room’ 

 tu + -esoʋn  > tu-soʋn ‘their room’ 
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 koh + -om  > koh-m ‘my mountain’ 

 koh + -et  > koh-t ‘your (sg.) mountain’ 

 koh + -es  > koh-s ‘his/her/its mountain’ 

 koh + -emoʋn  > koh-moʋn ‘our mountain’ 

 koh + -etoʋn  > koh-toʋn ‘your (pl.) mountain’ 

 koh + -esoʋn  > koh-soʋn ‘their mountain’ 

cf. torne + -om  > torn-om ‘my tuft of hair’ 

 torne + -et  > torne-t ‘your (sg.) tuft of hair’ 

 torne + -es  > torne-s ‘his/her/its tuft of hair’ 

 torne + -emoʋn  > torne-moʋn ‘our tuft of hair’ 

 torne + -etoʋn  > torne-toʋn ‘your (pl.) tuft of hair’ 

 torne + -esoʋn  > torne-soʋn ‘their tuft of hair’ 

cf. e-pā-e + -om  > e-pā-om ‘he/she guards me’ 

 e-pā-e + -et  > e-pā-e-t ‘he/she guards you (sg.)’ 

 e-pā-e + -es  > e-pā-e-s ‘he/she guards him/her’ 

 e-pā-e + -emoʋn  > e-pā-e-moʋn ‘he/she guards us’ 

 e-pā-e + -etoʋn  > e-pā-e-toʋn ‘he/she guards you (pl.) 

 e-pā-e + -esoʋn  > e-pā-e-soʋn ‘he/she guards them’ 

However, when possessive and verbal object suffixes are attached to a con-

sonant-final stem, two main patterns are found, depending on whether the 

consonant is a glide ʋ or y, or another type of consonant and, in some cases, 

the identity of the final stem vowel.  

In the first pattern, with glide-final stem whose last syllable contains a 

“short” vowel (e, a, o; see  2.3.6.1), the suffix vowel is optionally deleted at 

the morpheme boundary. The longer forms are more common, and they are 

also more formal or emphatic. 

 taʋ + -om  > taʋ-m ~ taʋ-om ‘my fever’ 

 taʋ + -et  > taʋ-t ~ taʋ-et ‘your (sg.) fever’ 

 taʋ + -es  > taʋ-s ~ taʋ-es ‘his/her/its fever’ 

 taʋ + -emoʋn  > taʋ-moʋn ~ taʋ-emoʋn ‘our fever’ 

 taʋ + -etoʋn  > taʋ-toʋn ~ taʋ-etoʋn ‘your (pl.) fever’ 

 taʋ + -esoʋn  > taʋ-soʋn ~ taʋ-esoʋn ‘their fever’ 

 say + -om  > say-m ~ say-om ‘my dog’ 

 say + -et  > say-t ~ say-et ‘your (sg.) dog’ 

 say + -es  > say-s ~ say-es ‘his/her/its dog’ 

 say + -emoʋn  > say-moʋn ~ say-emoʋn ‘our dog’ 
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 say + -etoʋn  > say-toʋn ~ say-etoʋn ‘your (pl.) dog’ 

 say + -esoʋn  > say-soʋn ~ say-esoʋn ‘their dog’ 

However, with the second pattern, which is characteristic of stems ending 

with a “long” vowel (i, ā, u; see  2.3.6.1) and a glide, or stems ending with 

consonants other than glides, there is no morphophonemic alternation. 

 ruh + -om  > ruh-om ‘my spirit’ 

 ruh + -et  > ruh-et ‘your (sg.) spirit’ 

 ruh + -es  > ruh-es ‘his/her/its spirit’ 

 ruh + -emoʋn  > ruh-emoʋn ‘our spirit’ 

 ruh + -etoʋn  > ruh-etoʋn ‘your (pl.) spirit’ 

 ruh + -esoʋn  > ruh-esoʋn ‘their spirit’ 

 taʋiʋ + -om  >  taʋiʋ-om ‘my traditional doctor’ 

 taʋiʋ + -et  >  taʋiʋ-et ‘your (sg.) traditional doctor’ 

 taʋiʋ + -es  >  taʋiʋ-es ‘his/her/its traditional doctor’ 

 taʋiʋ + -emoʋn  >  taʋiʋ-emoʋn ‘our traditional doctor’ 

 taʋiʋ + -etoʋn  >  taʋiʋ-etoʋn ‘your (pl.) traditional doctor’ 

 taʋiʋ + -esoʋn  >  taʋiʋ-esoʋn ‘their traditional doctor’ 

 kor + -om  >  kor-om ‘my boy’ 

 kor + -et  >  kor-et ‘your (sg.) boy’ 

 kor + -es  >  kor-es ‘his/her/its boy’ 

 kor + -emoʋn  >  kor-emoʋn ‘our boy’ 

 kor + -etoʋn  >  kor-etoʋn ‘your (pl.) boy’ 

 kor + -esoʋn  >  kor-esoʋn ‘their boy’ 

 e-pā-in+ -om  > e-pā-in-om ‘you (pl.) guard me’ 

 e-pā-om + -et  > e-pā-om-et ‘I guard you (sg.)’ 

 e-pā-om + -es  > e-pā-om-es ‘I guard him/her’ 

 e-pā-om + -emoʋn  > e-pā-om-emoʋn  ‘I guard us’ 

 e-pā-om + -etoʋn  > e-pā-om-etoʋn ‘I guard you (pl.) 

 e-pā-om + -esoʋn  > e-pā-om-esoʋn ‘I guard them’ 

2.6.4.8 Lexically determined deletion of the initial subject suffix vowel 

With several common vowel-final verbs, but not with other structurally 

analogous verbs, the vowel in verbal suffixes beginning with -o or -e option-

ally (or perhaps in less formal speech) is generally deleted, although in some 

cases the deletion is optional. 
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 e-go + -om > e-gom ‘I am saying’ 

 e-go + -e > e-go ‘he/she is saying’ 

 e-go + -en  > e-go-n ~ e-go-en ‘they are saying’ 

 e-yā + -om > e-yā-m ~ e-yā-om ‘I am coming’ 

 e-yā + -e > e-yā ~ e-yā-e ‘he/she is coming’ 

 e-yā + -en  > e-yā-n ~ e-yā-en ‘they are coming’ 

cf.  e-hā + -om  > e-hā-om ‘I am chewing’ 

  e-hā + -e  > e-hā-e ‘he/she is chewing’ 

 e-hā + -en  > e-hā-en ‘they are chewing’ 

 e-pā + -om  > e-pā-om ‘I am guarding’ 

  e-pā + -e  > e-pā-e ‘he/she is guarding’ 

 e-pā + -en  > e-pā-en ‘they are guarding’ 

2.6.4.9 Deletion of associative -e (ezafe) after a vowel- or glide-final 

stem 

Ezafe, which is an associative marker in associative (/possessive and adjec-

tival) noun phrases, is expressed by the clitic suffix -e attached to the head 

noun or noun phrase. This suffix is deleted, however, when the stem to 

which it is attached ends in a vowel or, in most cases, a glide. 

 pā + -e + mo > pā mo ‘my foot’ 

 tu + -e + mo > tu mo ‘my room’ 

 čāi + -e + mo > čāi mo ‘my tea’ 

 torne + -e + mo > torne mo ‘my tuft of hair’ 

 aʋ[w]+ -e + mo > aʋ[w] mo ~ aʋ[v]-e mo ‘my water’ 

 say+ -e + mo > say mo ~ say-e mo ‘my dog 

 kah + -e + mo > kah mo ‘my chaff’ 

cf. dast + -e + mo > dast-e mo ‘my hand’ 

 del + -e + mo > del-e mo ‘my heart’  

kor + -e + mo > kor-e mo ‘my boy’ 

However, when a glide follows a long vowel ( 2.3.6.1), -e is maintained.  

 ruh + -e + mo > ruh-e mo ‘my spirit’ 

 qasāʋ + -e + mo > qasāʋ-e mo ‘my butcher’ 

 taʋiʋ + -e + mo > taʋiʋ-e mo ‘my traditional doctor’ 

2.6.5 Insertion 

Together with deletion processes ( 2.6.4), insertion phenomena reduce the 

incidence of vowel and consonant sequences across a morpheme boundary. 
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All of the examples we have found occur between stem and suffix. One pro-

cess in which the vowel e is inserted between consonants is described in 

 2.6.5.1, and section  2.6.5.2 presents a series of processes in which the glides 

y, ʋ and h are systematically inserted between vowels at a morpheme 

boundary. A final, restricted process which appears to involve insertion of n 

is described in  2.6.5.2.6. 

2.6.5.1 Insertion of e between a consonant-final stem and definite -ke  

When the definite suffix -ke is attached to a vowel-final stem, there is no 

morphophonemic alternation.  

 ri + -ke  > ri-ke ‘the face’ 

 torne + -ke  > torne-ke ‘the tuft of hair’ 

 pā + -ke  > pā-ke ‘the foot’ 

 tu + -ke  > tu-ke ‘the room’ 

However, when it is attached to stems ending in a single consonant, includ-

ing glides y, ʋ and h, an e is optionally inserted at the morpheme boundary. 

It is possible that definiteness is pragmatically more prominent in the longer 

form. 

 kor + -ke  > kor-ke ~ kor-e-ke ‘the boy’ 

say + -ke  > say-ke ~ say-e-ke ‘the dog’ 

taʋ + -ke  > taʋ-ke ~ taʋ-e-ke ‘the fever’ 

rah + -ke  > rah-ke ~ rah-e-ke ‘the way’ 

With most stems ending in two consonants, including glides, the insertion of 

e is obligatory. 

 hars + -ke  > hars-e-ke ‘the tear(drop)’ 

 ahd + -ke  > ahd-e-ke ‘the covenant’ 

However, with at least one common stem (dast ‘hand’) ending in a st clus-

ter, the insertion of e is optional (although it may be slightly more emphatic); 

but if e is not inserted, the t of the cluster must be deleted. 

 dast + -ke  > das-ke ~ dast-e-ke ‘the hand’ 

cf. hast + -ke  > hast-e-ke ‘the bone’ 

 band + -ke  > band-e-ke ‘the rope’ 
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2.6.5.2 Insertion of a glide between two vowels at a morpheme 

boundary 

A series of phonological contexts trigger insertion of a glide between two 

vowels at a morpheme boundary. Some of the insertions are optional, and 

one of these optional processes ( 2.6.5.2.6) is lexically determined. 

For the first two contexts ( 2.6.5.2.1,  2.6.5.2.2), the inserted glide displac-

es the initial h of the suffix. All of the alternations involve the insertion of y 

after i, and ʋ after u, but the final two cases involve additional processes: 

insertion of y after all vowels (not just i; see  2.6.5.2.5), and insertion of h 

between vowels ( 2.6.5.2.6). 

2.6.5.2.1 Insertion of y or ʋ between a high vowel and plural -hā 

As already seen in ( 2.6.4.6), when -hā is attached to a stem ending in a high 

vowel i or u, a glide is inserted (and h is consequently deleted) at the mor-

pheme boundary: y after i, and ʋ after u. Glides are not inserted after other 

vowels. 

 ri + -hā  > ri-y-ā ‘faces’ 

 tu + -hā  > tu-ʋ-ā ‘rooms’ 

cf. pā + -hā > pā-hā ‘feet’ 

 torne + -hā > torne-hā ‘tufts of hair’ 

2.6.5.2.2 Optional insertion of y or ʋ between a high vowel and -ho 

As already seen in ( 2.6.4.6), when the demonstrative suffix -ho is attached to 

a stem ending in a high vowel i or u, a glide is optionally inserted (and in 

this case h is consequently deleted) at the morpheme boundary: y after i, and 

ʋ after u. In the case that a -ho allomorph is retained, the glide is not insert-

ed. 

 i ri + -ho  > i ri-y-o ~ i ri-ho ‘this face’ 

 i tu + -ho  > i tu-ʋ-o ~ i tu-ho ‘this room’ 

cf. i pā + -ho > i pā-ho ‘this foot’ 

 i torne + -ho > i torne-ho ‘this tuft of hair’ 

2.6.5.2.3 Insertion of y or ʋ between a high vowel and vocative -ay 

When the vocative suffix -ay is attached to a stem ending in a high vowel i 

or u, a glide is inserted at the morpheme boundary: y after i, and ʋ after u 

( 2.3.1). 

 ali + -ay  > ali-y-ay ‘hey, Ali!’ 

 hālu + -ay  > hālu-ʋ([w])-ay ‘hey, (paternal) uncle!’ 
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cf.  dā + -ay  > dā-ay ‘hey, mother!’ 

 kolo + -ay  > kolo-ay ‘hey, locust!’ (elicited data) 

 zeyne + -ay  > zeyne-ay ‘hey, woman!’ 

 gaʋ + -ay  > gaʋ-ay ‘hey, brother!’ 

 kor + -ay  > kor-ay ‘hey, boy!’ 

2.6.5.2.4 Optional insertion of y or ʋ between a vowel and indefinite -ey  

When the suffix -ey, which is the second part of the discontinuous indefinite 

morpheme ya ... -ey, is added to a stem ending in any vowel but o, a glide is 

inserted at the morpheme boundary: y after i, ʋ after u and, optionally, y 

after ā. (The suffix -ey is also optionally raised to i after high vowels; see 

 2.6.2.1.5.) 

 ya ri + -ey  > ya ri-y-i ~ ri-y-ey ‘a face’ 

ya tu + -ey  > ya tu-ʋ-i ~ tu-ʋ-ey ‘a room’ 

ya ruʋā + -ey  > ya ruʋā-y-ey ~ ruʋā-ey ‘a fox’ 

 cf. ya lağa + -ey  > ya lağa-ey ‘a kick’  

ya hoʋne + -ey  > ya hoʋne-ey ‘a house’ 

ya kolo + -ey  > ya kolo-ey ‘a locust’ 

2.6.5.2.5 Insertion of glides between a vowel and a subject clitic 

When a subject clitic is attached to a stem which ends in a vowel, insertion 

processes similar to the ones given above take place; in this context, howev-

er, the insertion of y is much wider in scope. It is also phonologically varia-

ble, suggesting that the forms speakers use may vary according to emphasis 

as well as external factors such as dialect and register. 

As in all of the insertion processes above, y is always inserted after i-final 

stems. 

 šekāl-či + -om  > šekāl-či-y-om ‘I am a hunter’ 

šekāl-či + -i  > šekāl-či-y-i ‘you (sg.) are a hunter’ 

šekāl-či + -e  > šekāl-či-y-e ‘he/she is a hunter’ 

šekāl-či + -im  > šekāl-či-y-im ‘we are hunters’ 

šekāl-či + -in > šekāl-či-y-in ‘you (pl.) are hunters’ 

šekāl-či + -en > šekāl-či-y-en ‘they are hunters’ 

 taši + -om  > taši-y-om ‘I am angry’ 

taši + -i  > taši-y-i ‘you (sg.) are angry’ 

taši + -e  > taši-y-e ‘he/she is angry’ 

taši + -im > taši-y-im ‘we are angry’ 
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taši + -in > taši-y-in ‘you (pl.) are angry’ 

taši + -en  > taši-y-en ‘they are angry’ 

But with subject clitics – and in contrast to the process described above – y 

is also inserted after stems ending vowels other than i. For the three i-initial 

clitics, the insertion of y is less phonetically salient, and possibly optional. 

piyā + -om  > piyā-y-om ‘I am a man’ 

piyā + -i  > piyā(-y)-i ‘you (sg.) are a man’ 

piyā + -e  > piyā-y-e ‘he is a man’ 

piyā + -im > piyā(-y)-im ‘we are men’ 

piyā + -in > piyā(-y)-in ‘you (pl.) are men’ 

piyā + -en  > piyā-y-en ‘they are men’ 

 taynā + -om  > taynā-y-om ‘I am alone’ 

taynā + -i  > taynā(-y)-i ‘you (sg.) are alone’ 

taynā + -e  > taynā-y-e ‘he/she is alone’ 

taynā + -im > taynā(-y)-im ‘we are alone’ 

taynā + -in > taynā(-y)-in ‘you (pl.) are alone’ 

taynā + -en  > taynā-y-en ‘they are alone’ 

 nakere + -om  > nakere-y-om ‘I am a giant’ 

nakere + -i  > nakere(-y)-i ‘you (sg.) are a giant’ 

nakere + -e  > nakere-y-e ‘he/she is a giant’ 

nakere + -im > nakere(-y)-im ‘we are giants’ 

nakere + -in > nakere(-y)-in ‘you (pl.) are giants’ 

nakere + -en  > nakere-y-en ‘they are giants’ 

 zende + -om  > zende-y-om ‘I am alive’ 

zende + -i  > zende(-y)-i ‘you (sg.) are alive’ 

zende + -e  > zende-y-e ‘he/she is alive’ 

zende + -im > zende(-y)-im ‘we are alive’ 

zende + -in > zende(-y)-in ‘you (pl.) alive’ 

zende + -en  > zende-y-en ‘they are alive’ 

In the case of o-final stems, which are uncommon, insertion of y appears to 

be optional for all forms. 

kolo + -om  > kolo-om ~ kolo-y-om ‘I am a locust’ 

kolo + -i  > kolo-i ~ kolo(-y)-i ‘you (sg.) are a locust’ 

kolo + -e  > kolo-e ~ kolo-y-e ‘it is a locust’ 

kolo + -im > kolo-im ~ kolo(-y)-im ‘we are locusts’ 
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kolo + -in > kolo-in ~ kolo(-y)-in ‘you (pl.) are locusts’ 

kolo + -en  > kolo-en ~ kolo-y-en ‘they are locusts’ 

Because the vowel a is restricted to a small number of stems, most of which 

are grammatical particles ( 2.3.2), we have not succeeded in eliciting con-

structions which show the behaviour of subject clitics with a-final words. 

The phonological behaviour stems ending in u is even more difficult to 

define, since the optional insertion of ʋ [w] in this position (see  2.2.4) – like 

that of y before i – is not phonetically salient. 

dālu + -om  > dālu(-ʋ)-om ~ dālu-y-om ‘I am an old woman’ 

dālu + -i  > dālu(-ʋ)-i ~ dālu(-y)-i ‘you (sg.) are an old woman’ 

dālu + -e  > dālu(-ʋ)-e ~ dālu-y-e ‘she is an old woman’ 

dālu + -im > dālu(-ʋ)-im ~ dālu(-y)-im ‘we are old women’ 

dālu + -in > dālu(-ʋ)-in ~ dālu(-y)-in ‘you (pl.) are old women’ 

dālu + -en  > dālu(-ʋ)-en ~ dālu-y-en ‘they are old women’ 

With a small group words comprising personal pronouns, demonstratives 

and interrogative pronouns, n is inserted rather than y; see  2.6.5.3 for a dis-

cussion of this unusual situation. 

2.6.5.2.6 Optional insertion of h between a vowel and a verb suffix 

When a verbal subject suffix is attached to a verb stem which ends in a vow-

el, h is optionally inserted. (Contracted suffixes, which are found with com-

mon verbs, are discussed in  2.6.4.7 and  2.6.4.8.) The longer form may have a 

slightly different verbal function, such as emphasis, insistence, or a prospec-

tive situation. 

 e-yā + -om > e-yā-m ~ e-yā-h-om ‘I am coming’ 

 e-yā + -i  > e-yā-i ~ e-yā-h-i ‘you (sg.) are coming’ 

 e-yā + -e  > e-yā ~ e-yā-h-e ‘he/she is coming’ 

 e-yā + -im  > e-yā-im ~ e-yā-h-im ‘we are coming’ 

 e-yā + -in  > e-yā-in ~ e-yā-h-in ‘you (pl.) are coming’ 

 e-yā + -en  > e-yā-n ~ e-yā-h-en ‘they are coming’ 

This optional insertion is common, but it may not be possible with all verbs, 

such as pāiden ‘to guard’. 

 e-pā + -om > e-pā-om ‘I am guarding’ 

 e-pā + -i  > e-pā-i ‘you (sg.) are guarding’ 

 e-pā + -e  > e-pā-e ‘he/she is guarding’ 

 e-pā + -im  > e-pā-im ‘we are guarding’ 
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 e-pā + -in  > e-pā-in ‘you (pl.) are guarding’ 

 e-pā + -in  > e-pā-en ‘you (pl.) are guarding’ 

When a pronominal suffix is attached to a verb stem which ends in a high 

vowel, and h is not inserted, the glide ʋ is inserted. (Note: there are no ex-

amples of i-final verb stems in the data, so only an example with u is given 

here.)  

 e-ku + -om > e-ku-ʋ-om ~ e-ku-h-om ‘I am crushing’ 

 e-ku + -i  > e-ku-ʋ-i ~ e-ku-h-i ‘you (sg.) are crushing’ 

 e-ku + -e  > e-ku-ʋ-e ~ e-ku-h-e ‘he/she is crushing’ 

 e-ku + -im  > e-ku-ʋ-im ~ e-ku-h-im ‘we are crushing’ 

 e-ku + -in  > e-ku-ʋ-in ~ e-ku-h-in ‘you (pl.) are crushing’ 

 e-ku + -en  > e-ku-ʋ-en ~ e-ku-h-en ‘they are crushing’ 

2.6.5.3 Morphologically conditioned insertion of n before subject 

clitics 

When subject clitics attach to a small group of vowel-final words comprising 

personal pronouns, demonstratives and interrogative pronouns, n is inserted 

rather than y (cf.  2.6.5.2.5). 

Examples with personal pronouns and demonstratives are as follows: 

mo-n-om ‘it’s me’ 

to-n-i ‘it’s you (sg.)’ 

yo-n-e ‘it’s him/her/it (here)’ 

ho-n-e ‘it’s him/her/it (there)’ 

mā-n-im ‘it’s us’ 

isā-n-in ‘it’s you (pl.)’ 

i-no-n-en ‘it’s them (here)’ 

(h)o-no-n-en ‘it’s them (there)’ 

ham(i)-yo-ne ‘it’s this very one’ 

hami-ho-ne ‘it’s that very one’ 

Examples with interrogative pronouns are as follows: 

koye-n-om ‘where am I?’ 

koye-n-i ‘where are you?’ 

koye-n-e ‘where is s/he?’ 

koye-n-im ‘where are we?’ 

key-n-om ‘who am I?’ 

key-n-i ‘who are you (sg.)?’ 

key-n-e ‘who is it?’ 
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key-n-in ‘who are you (pl.)?’ 

kay-n-e ‘when is it?’ 

It is odd that two different insertion strategies (with y, and with n) are ap-

plied in a single phonological context, but a historical explanation might 

help to account for this situation. In one scenario, the n here could be histor-

ically related to the object marker -(n)e ( 2.6.4.5), and both forms may have a 

shared origin in an absolutive (non-ergative) case marker. In another scena-

rio, this n could have appeared as the result of analogy, wherein the con-

struction mon-om ‘it’s me’ (assuming *mon as a historical form of the cur-

rently attested first person pronoun mo; cf. Persian man) has been reinter-

preted as mo-n-om; and, subsequently, this n may have spread to equivalent 

phonological contexts in similar grammatical constructions. 

Alternatively, taking a second synchronic line of approach (and one 

which is complementary to the historical hypotheses in the previous para-

graph): rather than attributing the presence of n to synchronic insertion, it 

could simply be viewed at the first segment in morphologically conditioned 

set of subject clitic allomorphs -nom, -ni, -ne, -nim, -nin and -nen. In any 

case, the synchronic motivation for this phenomenon is the same as that of 

all of the other insertion processes in Bakhtiari, since it functions to separate 

vowels at a morpheme boundary ( 2.6.5). 

2.6.6 Other processes 

Three additional, diverse processes are collected here: the fusion of two pre-

fixes ( 2.6.6.1), the vowel i’s loss of syllabicity in verbal suffixes ( 2.6.6.2), 

and stress movement ( 2.6.6.3). 

2.6.6.1 Fusion of negative na- and imperfective e- to ney- 

When the verbal negative na- is added to a verb stem beginning with the 

imperfective prefix e- ( 2.6.1), the a in na- is deleted and e- is compensatorily 

lengthened and raised to ey.  

 na- + e- + reyz-om  > ney-reyz-om ‘I’m not pouring’ 

 na- + e- + xoʋn-om  > ney-xoʋn-om ‘I’m not reading’ 

The fused suffix ney- itself undergoes further alternations when it accompa-

nies vowel- and y-initial verb stems ( 2.6.2.1.3). 

2.6.6.2 Loss of syllabicity: change of i to y 

With several common vowel-final verbs, but not with other structurally 

analogous verbs, the i in verbal suffixes beginning with -i loses its syllabicity 

and is recast as y, (unless the verb is being emphasized, as shown by the 
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second form of each verb below). (For verbs ending in a high vowel, when i 

maintains its syllabicity, a glide is inserted; see  2.6.5.2 for other similar cas-

es of insertion). 

 e-go + -i  > e-go-y ~ e-go-i ‘you are saying’ 

 e-go + -im  > e-go-ym ~ e-go-im ‘we are saying’ 

 e-go + -in > e-go-yn ~ e-go-in ‘you (pl.) are saying’ 

 e-yā + -i  > e-yā-y ~ e-yā-i ‘you are coming’ 

 e-yā + -im  > e-yā-ym ~ e-yā-im ‘we are coming’ 

 e-yā + -in > e-yā-yn ~ e-yā-in ‘you (pl.) are coming’ 

 e-bu + -i  > e-bu-y ~ e-bu-ʋ-i ‘you (sg.) are becoming’ 

 e-bu + -im  > e-bu-ym ~ e-bu-ʋ-im ‘we are becoming’ 

 e-bu + -in > e-bu-yn ~ e-bu-ʋ-in ‘you (pl.) are becoming’ 

cf. e-hā + -i  > e-hā-i ‘you (sg.) are chewing’ 

 e-hā + -im  > e-hā-im ‘we are chewing’ 

 e-hā + -in  > e-hā-in ‘you (pl.) are chewing’ 

 e-ku + -i  > e-ku-ʋ-i ‘you (sg.) are crushing’ 

 e-ku + -im  > e-ku-ʋ-im ‘we are crushing’ 

 e-ku + -in  > e-ku-ʋ-in ‘you (pl.) are crushing’ 

2.6.6.3 Stress movement 

Stress movement, which is a type of morphophonological alternation, is dis-

cussed in the section on stress ( 2.5.1). 
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3 A Bakhtiari text 

Texts play an important role in identifying linguistic structures, including 

phonological processes, and in establishing their scope. In this section of the 

book, we analyze a traditional Bakhtiari folktale known as šaʋnešini 

hayʋenoʋn ‘Conference of the animals’. This text was often recounted to 

the co-author Asadi during her childhood by her grandmother. 

For the purposes of the present study, the text provides a wealth of pho-

nological data and acts as a basis for many of the morphophonological ex-

amples found in the phonological description. While the present work is not 

intended as a description of Bakhtiari structures in all domains of the lan-

guage, the text is an important source of grammatical data and we would be 

remiss not to also highlight some of the morphological, syntactic and dis-

course features of interest for studies in Iranian languages in particular and 

for typology in general. An overview of important grammatical patterns 

( 3.1) therefore leads into the text itself ( 3.2). 

3.1 Grammatical highlights 

A first element of Bakhtiari noun morphology that stands out from South-

western Iranian languages such as Persian is an explicit three-way marking 

of definiteness (generic, indefinite, definite) not only on direct objects, but 

on nouns in any syntactic role: 

 

xayār ‘cucumber(s)’ 

cucumber  

 

xayār=ey ‘a cucumber’ 

cucumber=INDF  

 

xayār=eke / xayār=e ‘the cucumber’ 

cucumber=DEF  
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Both forms of the definite suffix (which is a clitic) are commonly used, al-

though the long form =(e)ke seems to be more emphatic and is often used 

with vowel-final nouns. 

Secondly, in contrast to Persian, where only definite direct objects are 

marked, in Bakhtiari both indefinite and definite direct objects are marked. 

 

xayār=ey=ne xeri  

cucumber=INDF=OBJ buy.PST.3sg 

‘he/she bought a cucumber’ 

 

xayār=eke=ne / xayār=ene / xayār=e xeri  

cucumber=DEF=OBJ (/=DEF.OBJ) buy.PST.3sg 

‘he/she bought the cucumber’ 

 

As for the ordinary definite clitic (=(e)ke / =e) above, two forms of the clitic 

used to mark definite objects (=(e)ne / =e) are commonly found, with the 

long form being more emphatic and more frequently distributed with vowel-

final nouns. It is apparent here that the shorter form of a definite noun which 

is not an object is therefore identical to the shortest of the three possible al-

ternative forms of the same noun when it is an object (xayār=e ‘the cucum-

ber’ / ‘the cucumber (obj.)’). 

A third difference from Persian noun morphology, which contributes a 

markedly different flavour to Bakhtiari discourse, is that ezafe (the posses-

sive/associative postclitic =e attached to the noun phrase head) is obligatori-

ly marked only on consonant-final words. It is unmarked on vowel-final 

words and optional (but most often unmarked) on glide-final (i.e., y-, ʋ- and 

h-final) words ( 2.2.1), which together – especially when the vowel-final 

definiteness and object markers are taken into consideration – constitute 

about half of the nouns in the lexicon. 

 

gā=Ø gap ‘big cow’ 

cow=EZ big 

 

say=Ø / say=e mo ‘my dog’ 

dog=EZ 1sg 

 

cf. hakāat=e aʋal ‘first story’ 

story=EZ first 
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Because of this, the listener is often obliged to establish judgments of noun 

phrase structure based entirely on external syntactic considerations. This 

Bakhtiari morphological structure mirrors that of written Persian texts, 

where the pronounced ezafe is usually not marked, and Arabic, for which 

head-dependent relationships are often unmarked or signalled only by pat-

terns of definiteness. 

As can already be seen from the paragraphs on definiteness and object 

marking, there is an intricate system of neutralizations and interactions in 

Bakhtiari noun morphology. This network extends to the realization of ezafe 

in noun-adjective phrases where, even if it is warranted phonologically, ezafe 

is dropped if the noun phrase is definite. This is evident in the following 

example taken from the text: 

 

ambār=Ø  kotāl=e ‘the short storehouse’ 

storehouse=EZ short=DEF 

 

cf. ambār=e  kotāl ‘short storehouse’ 

storehouse=EZ short 

 

A final point of morphological interest concerns the allomorphy of Bakhtiari 

plurals. In addition to the more widely recognisable plurals -(h)ā and -oʋn, 

which are in general used with non-human and human nouns respectively in 

Bakhtiari (e.g., seke-hā ‘coins’, doz-oʋn ‘thieves’), most terms of kinship 

and social relation make exclusive use of the plural marker -(y)al.  

Highlights in the verbal morphosyntax, which is treated in more detail in 

Part 4, include a distinction between unmarked and progressive present and 

past verb forms, the use of true verbs where Persian prefers light verb con-

structions.  

In addition, there are two aspects of verbal morphosyntax whose behav-

iour and function are most easily deducible from texts such as the one found 

here. First, the text reveals that a distinction is available between long and 

short forms of the third person past singular. This is reminiscent of a similar 

phenomenon in other Southwestern varieties including Southern Luri and 

Kumzari (van der Wal Anonby forthcoming). In Bakhtiari, this alternation is 

attested only with past stems ending in a vowel-(glide-)d, but most verbs fall 

into this category. In the text as a whole, short forms are more common than 

long forms. There may be other high-level conditions to which the alterna-

tion corresponds, but the clearest factors in the retention of the long forms 

are 1) intensity or salience of an event in the text and, sometimes, 2) pre-
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pausal position (especially at the end of sentences). The following sentences 

illustrate these possibilities: 

 

 Short forms used sentence-internally as well as pre-pausally: 

 

piyā rah 

man go.PST.3sg 

 

tā rasi be jā=yey 

until  arrive.PST.3sg to place=INDF 

 

ke xers god-e bi 
COMP bear say.PST.3sg-PRF be.AUX  

The man went until he arrived at the place that the bear had said. 

 

 Long form used pre-pausally: 

 

čono der peyt xard 

so much turn(n.) twist(n.) eat.PST.3sg 

 

ke axeyr šoʋn say=ne be=s forohd 

COMP finally shepherd dog=OBJ to=3sg.PC sell.PST.3sg 

He insisted so much that the shepherd finally sold the dog to him.  

 

 Long form used sentence-internally for intensity or salience: 

 

rahd o rahd 

go.PST.3sg and go.PST.3sg 

 

tā rasi be hamo āsiyaʋ xarāʋe 

until arrive.PST.3sg to that very mill ruined(adj.) 

He went and went until he got to the same ruined mill. 

 

A second element of verbal morphosyntax is a pluperfect verb form, which 

indicates a past event that has relevance for a subsequent past event. The 

Bakhtiari pluperfect form is distinctive in that the main verb is conjugated 

rather than the auxiliary. Because it depends on a complex time structure, 

and is not commonly used in informal speech, it is difficult to retrieve as part 

of an elicitation of verb forms; however, it emerges in longer stretches of 

oral narrative. The pluperfect construction appears in the following example 

from the text: 
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gaʋ-yal dafe niyā=i 
brother-PL time previous= ADJZR 

 

ke daʋr-e yak jam ābid-im bi 

COMP around-EZ one gathered become.PST-1pl be.AUX 

 

manesti ādomizād ičo bi o 

as if human here be.PST.3sg and 

 

harf-ā=moʋn=e ašni o ... 

word-PL=1pl.PC=OBJ hear.PST.3sg and 

“Brothers! The previous time when we had gathered together, it 

seems a human was here and heard our conversation...” 

 

This differs from the Persian pluperfect in that where Persian inflects the 

‘be’ auxiliary, Bakhtiari marks it on the perfect stem and leaves the auxiliary 

bare. 

A final grammatical highlight concerns the discourse structure of the text 

(šaʋnešini hayʋenoʋn) as a whole. Here, an abrupt ending comes as a sur-

prise to the listener: 

 

hayʋen-oʋn ya šer ke gašt-en 

animal-PL a while COMP search.PST-3pl 

 

piyā rendal=e jost-en 

man crafty=OBJ find.PST-3pl 

 

o šere dāl=es kerd-en, 

and  piece tearing=3sg.PC do.PST-3pl 

 

xard-en=es 
eat.PST-3pl=3sg.PC 

After the animals searched for a while, they found the crafty man and 

tore him to pieces and ate him. 

 

The listener is left hanging because the climax, found at the very end of the 

story, is not followed by any dénouement or resolution of the story line. In 

actual fact, while such abrupt endings are rarely attested outside of Bakhtiari, 

they are typical of Bakhtiari folktales. 
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3.2 The text: Conference of the animals 

 

šaʋnešini hayʋen-oʋn 

conference animal-PL 

 

 

ya ruz do=tā gaʋu bid-en. 

one day two=CLF brother be.PST-3pl 

Once there were two brothers. 

 

yak=i ze i do gaʋu 

one=INDF from this two brother 

 

ādom=e sāf o sādoq=ey bi, 

person=EZ smooth and honest=INDF be.PST.3sg 

 

amā u yak=i rendal bi. 

but that one=INDF crafty be.PST.3sg 

One of these brothers was a simple person, but the other one was crafty. 

 

āqoʋat baʋu=soʋn saxt nāxoš ābi 

eventually father=3pl.PC hard ill become.PST.3sg 

 

ʋo mord. 

and die.PST.3sg 

In the course of time, their father became very ill and died. 

 

gaʋu rend=e e-xāst 

brother crafty=DEF IPFV-want.PST.3sg 

 

gaʋu kočir=e=ne dast-be-sar kon-e. 

brother young=DEF=OBJ hand-to-head do.SBJV.NPST-3sg 

The crafty brother wanted to get rid of the younger brother. 

 

pah go 

so say.PST.3sg 
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biy-aʋ 

IMPV-come.IMPV.2sg 

 

māl=e baʋu=moʋn=e bayn=e xo=moʋn 

wealth=EZ father=1pl.PC=OBJ between=EZ   self=1pl.PC 

 

qesmat bo-kon-im. 

division SBJV-do.NPST-1pl 

So he said: “Let’s divide our father’s wealth between ourselves.”  

 

gaʋu kočir=e ham  qaʋul kerd. 

brother young=DEF also acceptance do.PST.3sg 

The younger brother accepted. 

 

gaʋu rend=e go 

brother crafty=DEF say.PST.3sg 

 

baʋu=moʋn xodā biy-āmorz 

father=1pl.PC God IMPV-forgive.NPST.2sg 

 

ze māl=e donyā taynā hami hoʋne=ho=ne 

from wealth=EZ   world only this very house=DEM=OBJ 

 

si imā hešt-e be jā. 

for 1pl leave.PST.3sg-PRF to place 

The crafty brother said: “Our father – God forgive him – out of the wealth of 

this world, has only left this house for us. 

 

hālā-m to ze zemin tā ro tu=ne 

now-so 2sg from ground until top room=OBJ 

  

e-xo-y 

IPFV-want.NPST-2sg 

 

yā ze ro tu tā āsemoʋn=e? 

or from top room until sky=OBJ 

Now, do you want from the ground to the roof or from the roof to the sky?” 
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ho ham ferg-ā=s=e ke kerd 

3sg.DIST also thought-PL=3sg.PC=OBJ COMP do.PST.3sg 

 

di 

see.PST.3sg 

 

ze ro tu tā āsemoʋn gaf-tar=e. 

from top room until sky big-CMP=be.3sg 

And when the simple brother thought about it, he concluded that the part 

from the roof to the sky was larger. 

 

pah go 

so say.PST.3sg 

 

ze zemin tā ro tu si to  

from ground until top room for 2sg 

 

ʋo bāqey=s si mo. 

and rest=3sg.PC for 1sg 

So he said: “From the ground to the roof for you and the rest for me.” 

 

gaʋu rend=e ham 

brother crafty=DEF also 

 

ya dast raxtexaʋ be=s dā 

one hand bedding to=3sg.PC give.PST.3sg 

  

o go 

and say.PST.3sg 

 

raʋ sar=e tu, hoʋne xo=t. 

go.IMPV.2sg on=EZ room house self=2sg.PC 

Then the crafty brother gave him a set of bedding and said: “Go on the roof, 

to your own place.”   

 

ya modat=ey ke godašt 

a while=INDF COMP pass.PST.3sg 
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gaʋu kočir=e ze zendei kerd-en 

brother young=DEF from life do.INF-INF 

 

sar tu ājez ābid 

on room tired become.PST.3sg 

  

o be gaʋu=s go 

and to brother=3sg.PC say.PST.3sg 

 

ze zemin tā āsemoʋn hame=s si xo=t. 

from ground until sky all=3sg.PC for self=2sg.PC 

After a while passed, the younger brother became tired of living on the roof 

and told his brother: “Everything from the ground to the sky for yourself. 

 

ya noʋn o tuše=ey be mo be-de, 

a bread and provisions=INDF to 1sg IMPV-give.NPST.2sg 

 

e-xo-m ze ičo r-om. 

IPFV-want.NPST-1sg from here go.SBJV.NPST-1sg 

Give me some bread and provisions, because I want to leave.”  

 

gaʋu rend=e ham 

brother crafty=DEF also 

 

ya most noʋn kule dād=es 

one handful bread dried(adj.) give.PST.3sg=3sg.PC 

 

o raʋne=s kerd. 

and sending away=3sg.PC do.PST.3sg 

So the crafty brother gave him a handful of dry bread and sent him away. 

  

gaʋu kočir=e rahd o rahd 

brother young=DEF go.PST.3sg and go.PST.3sg 

 

tā neheng=e aftaʋdaroʋ 

until close=EZ sunset 
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rasi be ya āsiyaʋ xarāʋe=ey. 

arrive.PST.3sg to a mill ruined=INDF 

The younger brother went and went until he got to a ruined mill at dusk.  

  

rah ro ambār kotāl=e āsiyaʋ o 

go.PST.3sg top store short=DEF mill and 

 

šom=es=e xard o 

dinner=3sg.PC=OBJ eat.PST.3sg and 

 

čono ājez bi 

so much tired be.PST.3sg 

 

ke hamočo xaʋ bord=es. 

COMP right there sleep take.PST.3sg=3sg.PC 

He went to the top of the short storehouse of the mill, ate his dinner and then 

was so tired that he fell asleep there.  

 

ya šer ke godašt, 

a while COMP pass.PST.3sg 

 

jirjir=e dar=e eškande āsiyaʋ 

noise=EZ door=EZ broken mill 

 

ze xaʋ biyār=es kerd. 

from sleep awake=3sg.PC do.PST.3sg 

After a while, the noise of the mill’s broken door woke him up.  

 

aʋal=es gemoʋn kerd 

first=3sg.PC imagination do.PST.3sg 

 

doz-oʋn oʋayd-en-e men=e āsiyaʋ 

robber-PL come.PST-3pl-PRF in=EZ mill 

 

tā čiy-ā dozi=ne bayn=e xo=soʋn 

until thing-PL stolen(adj.)=OBJ between=EZ self=3pl.PC 
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bahr bo-kon-en. 

portion SBJV-do.NPST-3pl 

First, he thought the robbers had come inside the mill to divide the stolen 

things among themselves.  

 

amā xoʋ ke niyašt, 

but well COMP look.PST.3sg 

 

di ya ruʋā=yey oʋayd ʋāibā 

see.PST.3sg a fox=INDF come.PST.3sg within 

 

o ʋā din=es āsiyaʋ=ne jāru kerd o 

and with tail=3sg.PC mill=OBJ broom do.PST.3sg  and 

  

nešast ya guše=ey. 

sit down.PST.3sg a corner=INDF 

But when he looked carefully, he saw a fox that came inside and swept the 

mill with its tail and sat down in a corner. 

 

bahd=e ho šeyr o pelang o xers o 

after=EZ 3sg.DIST lion and leopard and bear and 

 

gorg o bamr oʋayd-en. 

wolf and tiger come.PST-3pl 

After that a lion and a leopard and a bear and a wolf and a tiger came. 

 

bamr o pelang rahd-en o gā gap=ey=ne 

tiger and leopard go.PST-3pl and cow big=INDF=OBJ 

 

šekāl kerd-en o aʋord-en. 

hunting do.PST-3pl and bring.PST-3pl 

The tiger and the leopard went and hunted and brought a big cow. 

 

ʋaxt=ey ke hame xoʋ seyr ābid-en, 

time=INDF COMP all good full become.PST-3pl 
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šeyr go 

lion say.PST.3sg 

 

xāʋ amšaʋ key hakāat=e aʋal=e e-go? 

well tonight who story=EZ first=OBJ IPFV-say.NPST.3sg 

When all of them became completely satisfied, the lion said: “Well, who is 

going to tell the first story tonight?” 

 

hame ʋā yak god-en 

all with one say.PST-3pl 

 

jenāʋ=e šeyr xo=t be-farmā! 

excellency=EZ lion self=2sg.PC IMPV-command.NPST.2sg 

In unison, they all said: “Your majesty the lion, please you go ahead!” 

 

šer ham go 

lion also say.PST.3sg 

 

pošt=e i āsiyaʋ=o ya mošk=ey hed 

back= EZ this mill=DEM a mouse=INDF be there.PRS.3sg 

 

ke ğalʋe seke telā dār-e. 

COMP a lot coin gold have.NPST-3sg 

So the lion said: “Behind this mill there is a mouse which has a lot of golden 

coins. 

  

sohʋ be sohʋ ke ze loʋne=s 

morning to morning COMP from hole=3sg.PC 

 

e-zan-e bedar, 

IPFV-hit.NPST-3sg out 

 

seke-hā=ne sar=e āsiyaʋ e-ʋan-e be aftaʋ 

coin-PL=OBJ on=EZ mill IPFV-throw.NPST-3sg to sun 

 

o gelu e-zan-e sar=soʋn 

and rolling IPFV-hit.NPST-3sg on=3pl.PC 
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o šādi e-kon-e. 

and happiness IPFV-do.NPST-3sg 

Every when morning it comes out of its hole, it puts the coins on the mill 

under the sun and rolls on them and rejoices. 

 

ayar ādomizād doʋnest, 

if human know.PST.3sg 

 

oʋayd, 

come.PST.3sg 

 

aʋal dar=e loʋne mošk=e gel e-gerey, 

first door=EZ hole mouse=OBJ mud IPFV-get.PST.3sg 

  

o oso e-rahd 

and then IPFV-go.PST.3sg 

 

ʋā lenge kaʋš mošk=e e-košt o 

with unit shoe mouse=OBJ IPFV-kill.PST.3sg and 

 

hame seke-hā=ne 

all coin-PL=OBJ 

 

jam e-kerd si xo=s 

gathering IPFV-do.PST.3sg for self=3sg.PC 

 

o e-rahd. 

and IPFV-go.PST.3sg 

If a human knew, he would come and first would block mouse’s hole with 

mud and then would go and kill the mouse with a shoe and would collect all 

the coins for himself and go.”  

 

bahd šeyr, gay be gorg rasi 

after lion turn(n.) to wolf arrive.PST.3sg 

 

o go 

and say.PST.3sg 
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pādešā i ʋolāt=o doʋdar=ey dār-e 

king this land=DEM daughter=INDF have.NPST-3sg 

 

ke leyʋe ʋābid-e o 

COMP mad become.PST.3sg-PRF and 

 

heškey na-tar-e i doʋdar=e 

no one NEG-be able.NPST-3sg  this girl=OBJ 

 

afāqe kon-e. 

cure do.SBJV.NPST-3sg 

After the lion, it was wolf’s turn and it said: “The king of this land has got a 

daughter who has become mad and no one is able to cure this girl. 

 

men=e gale pādešā ya say=ey hed 

in=EZ flock  king a dog=INDF be there.PRS.3sg 

 

ke mazg=e sar=es 

COMP brain=EZ head=3sg.PC 

 

daʋā maraz=e doʋdar=e pādešā=ye. 

medicine illness=EZ daughter=EZ king=be.3sg 

In the king’s flock there is a dog whose brain is the medicine for the king’s 

daughter’s illness. 

 

ayar ādomizād xaʋar dāšt 

if human news have.PST.3sg 

 

e-rahd 

IPFV-go.PST.3sg 

 

i say=ne ze šoʋn e-stay o 

this dog=OBJ from shepherd IPFV-obtain.PST.3sg and 

 

mazg=es=e e-ʋorsāhi 

brain=3sg.PC=OBJ IPFV-rub.PST.3sg 
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be sar=e doʋdar=e pādešā 

to head=EZ daughter=EZ king 

 

tā  xoʋ ābu o 

until well become.NPST.3sg and 

 

bahd=e ho doʋdar=e pādešā=ne e-stay 

after=EZ 3sg.DIST daughter=EZ king=OBJ IPFV-obtain.PST.3sg 

If a human was aware, he would go and buy this dog from the shepherd and 

would rub its brain on the head of king’s daughter so that she would become 

well and after that he would marry her.”  

 

bahd=e yo ke hakāat=e gorg be āxer rasi, 

after=EZ 3sg.PROX COMP story=EZ wolf to end arrive.PST.3sg 

 

xers sine xo=ne sāf kerd 

bear chest self=OBJ smooth do.PST.3sg 

 

o go 

and say.PST.3sg 

  

men=e folān jā ya hoʋne=ey hed 

in=EZ certain place a house=INDF be there.PRS.3sg 

 

ke zeyr=es haf=tā kize gap 

COMP under=3sg.PC seven=CLF jug big 

 

por ze telā o norğe nehād-en-e. 

full from gold and silver put.PST-3pl-PRF 

When wolf’s story came to end, the bear cleared its throat and said: “In a 

certain place there is a house under which seven big jugs full of gold and 

silver have been put. 

 

ayar ādomizād doʋnest 

if human know.PST.3sg 

 

e-rahd o 

IPFV-go.PST.3sg and 
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u  hoʋne=ne e-xeri o 

that house=OBJ IPFV-buy.PST.3sg and 

  

u kize-hā=ne e-deraʋord o 

that jug-PL=OBJ IPFV-bring out.PST.3sg and 

 

sohāʋe hame u māl o manāl e-bi. 

owner all that wealth and wealth IPFV-be.PST.3sg 

If a human knew, he would go and would buy that house and would bring 

those jugs out and would become the owner of all that wealth and riches.” 

 

hakāat=e xers ke tamom ābi 

story=EZ bear COMP finished become.PST.3sg 

 

šeyr go 

lion say.PST.3sg 

 

hame=moʋn ājez=im. 

all=1pl.PC tired=be.1pl 

When bear’s story came to end, the lion said: “We are all tired. 

  

si amšaʋ diye bas=e 

for tonight other enough=be.3sg   

That’s enough for tonight.” 

 

o hame ʋoreystā-n xaʋsid-en. 

and all get up.PST-3pl sleep.PST-3pl 

And they all went to sleep. 

 

aftaʋ ke zay 

sun COMP hit.PST.3sg 

 

hayʋen-oʋn ze asiyaʋ zayden bedar 

animal-PL from mill hit.PST-3pl out 
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o rahd-en. 

and go.PST-3pl 

When the sun rose, the animals came out of the mill and left. 

 

jeğele sāf o sādoq ham 

boy smooth and honest also 

 

ke hame či=ne ašni bi 

COMP all thing=OBJ hear.PST.3sg be.AUX  

 

rahd sar=e tu ʋo di 

go.PST.3sg head=EZ room and see.PST.3sg 

 

ke mošk seke-hā=ne pahn kerd-e o 

COMP mouse coin-PL=OBJ wide do.PST.3sg-PRF  and 

 

ri=soʋn xaʋsid-e. 

on=3pl.PC sleep.PST.3sg-PRF  

The simple boy, who had heard everything, went on the roof and saw that the 

mouse had scattered the coins and was asleep on them. 

  

seke-hā zeyr=e rušnāi aftaʋ e-bereğnid-en. 

coin-PL under=EZ lightness sun IPFV-shine.PST-3pl 

The coins were shining under the light of the sun. 

  

jāhel u hame seke=ne ke di 

young man that all coin=OBJ COMP see.PST.3sg 

 

čono šād ābi 

so much happy become.PST.3sg 

 

ke mah-go 

COMP NEG.IMPV-say.NPST.2sg 

 

ʋo mah-pors. 

and NEG.IMPV-ask.NPST.2sg 

When the young man saw all those coins, you can’t imagine how happy he 

became.  
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bejeste rahd 

quickly go.PST.3sg 

 

dar=e loʋne mošk=e gerey o 

door=EZ hole mouse=OBJ get.PST.3sg and 

 

ʋā kaʋš ʋast ādin=e mošk. 

with shoe fall.PST.3sg after=EZ mouse 

He quickly went and blocked the mouse’s hole and chased the mouse with a 

shoe. 

 

mošk ze tars ze sar=e tu 

mouse from fear from on=EZ room 

 

gom zay belam o 

jump(n.) hit.PST.3sg down and 

 

men=e sok o silā-hā beydār ābi. 

in=EZ corner and hole-PL hidden become.PST.3sg 

The mouse was so scared that it jumped down from the roof and hid itself in 

some nooks and crannies. 

 

piyā ham ʋā xayāl=e āside seke-hā=ne ʋordāšt  

man also with thought=EZ unworried coin-PL=OBJ take.PST.3sg 

 

o rah tā rasi be gale pādešā. 

and go.PST.3sg until arrive.PST.3sg to flock king 

So the man took the coins with peace of mind and went until he got to the 

king’s flock. 

 

čono der peyt xard 

so much turn(n.) twist(n.) eat.PST.3sg 

 

ke axeyr šoʋn say=ne be=s forohd. 

COMP finally shepherd dog=OBJ to=3sg.PC sell.PST.3sg 

He insisted so much that the shepherd finally sold the dog to him.  
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mazg=e say=ne deraʋord o 

brain=EZ dog=OBJ take out.PST.3sg and 

 

kerd men=e ya šiše=ey 

do.PST.3sg in=EZ a bottle=INDF 

 

o rah 

and go.PST.3sg  

 

tā rasi be šahr. 

until arrive.PST.3sg to city 

He took out the dog’s brain and put it in a bottle and kept going until he got 

to the city. 

 

dam=e darʋāze šahr di 

by=EZ gate city see.PST.3sg 

 

hezār-oʋn sar=e adomizād=e 

thousand-PL head=EZ human=OBJ 

 

zayd-en-e kad=e nayze. 

hit.PST-3pl-PRF on=EZ spear 

By the city gate, he saw thousands of human heads put on spears. 

 

pors kerd 

question do.PST.3sg 

 

ino če xatā=yey kerd-en-e? 

3pl.PROX what wrongdoing=INDF do.PST-3pl-PRF 

He asked, “What have they done wrong?” 

 

god-en 

say.PST-3pl 

 

ino sar=e kas-oʋn=iy=en 

3pl.PROX head=EZ person-PL=INDF=be.3pl 
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ke e-xāst-en 

COMP IPFV-want.PST-3pl 

 

doʋdar=e pādešā=ne afāqe kon-en 

daughter=EZ king=OBJ cure do.SBJV.NPST-3pl 

 

o na-tarest-en. 

and NEG-be able.PST-3pl 

They said, “These are the heads of those people who tried to cure the king’s 

daughter and could not.” 

 

ʋaxt=ey ke jeğele jāhel rah men=e šahr, 

time=INDF COMP boy young go.PST.3sg in=EZ city 

 

peyš ze hame či ra 

before from all thing go.PST.3sg 

 

ya dast raxt=e nu xeri 

one hand cloth=EZ new buy.PST.3sg 

 

o oso rah be qasr=e pādešā 

and   then go.PST.3sg to palace=EZ king 

 

o god 

and say.PST.3sg 

 

mo oʋayd-om-e 

1sg come.PST-1sg-PRF 

 

doʋdar=e šāh=ne darmoʋn kon-om. 

daughter=EZ king=OBJ cure do.SBJV.NPST-1sg 

When the young man entered the city, first of all he went and bought a new 

set of clothes and then went to the king’s palace and said, “I have come to 

cure the king’s daughter.”  

 

bord-en=es tey pādešā. 

take.PST-3pl=3sg.PC unto king 

He was taken to the king. 
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šāh be=s go 

king to=3sg.PC say.PST.3sg 

 

ayar tarest-e bu-y 

if be able.PST.3sg-PRF be.SBJV-2sg 

 

i kār=e bo-kon-i, 

this work=OBJ SBJV-do.NPST-2sg 

 

doʋdar=om o nesm=e dārāi=m=e 

daughter=1sg.PC and half=EZ wealth=1sg.PC=OBJ 

 

be=t e-d-om, 

to=2sg.PC IPFV-give.NPST-1sg 

 

amā ayar na-tarest-i 

but if NEG-be able.PST-2sg 

 

sar=et=e ze lāš=et 

head=2sg.PC=OBJ from body=2sg.PC 

 

jedā e-kon-om. 

separate IPFV-do.NPST-1sg 

The king said to him, “If you can do this, I will give you my daughter and 

half of my wealth; but if you cannot, I will behead you.” 

 

jeğele qaʋul kerd 

boy acceptance do.PST.3sg 

 

o go 

and say.PST.3sg 

 

doʋdar=e biy-ār-in. 

girl=OBJ IMPV-bring.NPST-2pl 

The young man agreed and said: “Bring the girl.” 

 

doʋdar=e ke aʋord-en 

girl=OBJ COMP bring.PST-3pl 
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dar=e šiše=ne goši o 

door=EZ bottle=OBJ open.PST.3sg and 

 

mazg=e say=ne mālni be sar=es. 

brain=EZ dog=OBJ rub.PST.3sg to head=3sg.PC 

When they brought the girl, he opened the bottle and rubbed the dog’s brain 

on her head. 

 

bahd čand ruz doʋdar xoʋ xoʋ ābi. 

after few day girl well well become.PST.3sg 

After a few days, the girl became completely well. 

 

pādešā ham hamčono ke qaʋl dā bi 

king also similarly COMP promise give.PST.3sg be.AUX  

 

doʋdar=e be ağd=es deraʋord o 

girl=OBJ to marriage=3sg.PC take.out.PST.3sg and  

 

haft šaʋ o ruz si=soʋn jašn gerey. 

seven night and day for=3pl.PC celebration get.PST.3sg 

The king, as he had promised, gave him his daughter in marriage and held a 

celebration for seven nights and days. 

 

oso hoym kerd 

then order do.PST.3sg 

 

qasr=ey si=soʋn rāst kon-en o 

palace=INDF for=3pl.PC straight do.SBJV.NPST-3pl and 

 

nesm=e dārāi xo=s=e dād be jeğele. 

half=EZ wealth self=3sg.PC=OBJ give.PST.3sg to boy 

He ordered a palace be built for them and gave half of his wealth to the 

young man. 

 

bahd=e modat=ey gaʋu sāf o sādoq 

after=EZ while=INDF brother smooth and honest 
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be zeyne=s go 

to wife=3sg.PC say.PST.3sg 

 

e-xo-m r-om safar. 

IPFV-want.NPST-1sg go.SBJV.NPST-1sg trip 

After a while, the simple brother said to his wife: “I want to go on a trip.” 

 

zeyne ham si rah=s gerdaʋri kerd o 

woman also for way=3sg.PC preparation do.PST.3sg and 

 

ʋand=es ʋā rah. 

throw.PST.3sg=3sg.PC with way 

So his wife prepared for his way and sent him on his way. 

 

piyā rah 

man go.PST.3sg 

 

tā rasi be jā=yey 

until  arrive.PST.3sg to place=INDF 

 

ke xers god-e bi. 

COMP bear say.PST.3sg-PRF be.AUX  

The man went until he got to the place that the bear had said. 

 

hoʋne=ne ze sohāʋ=es xeri o 

house=OBJ from owner=3sg.PC buy.PST.3sg and 

 

xaraʋ=es kerd o 

ruin=3sg.PC do.PST.3sg and 

 

haf=tā kize por ze telā vo norğe=ne 

seven=CLF jug full from gold and silver=OBJ 

 

ʋā xo=s bord be qasr. 

with self=3sg.PC take.PST.3sg to palace 

He bought the house from its owner and destroyed it and took with himself 

the seven jugs which were full of gold and silver to the palace. 
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čand sāl ke godašt, 

several year COMP pass.PST.3sg 

 

ya ru ʋābā zeyne=s men=e bāğ 

one day with wife=3sg.PC in=EZ garden 

 

e-torokest 

IPFV-walk.PST.3sg 

 

ke di 

COMP see.PST.3sg 

 

ya gadā=yey oʋay men=e bāğ o 

a beggar=INDF come.PST.3sg in=EZ garden and 

 

tange kaši, 

palm(hand) pull.PST.3sg 

After several years, one day when he was walking in the garden with his 

wife, he saw that a beggar came inside the garden and asked for money. 

 

piyā sāf o sādoq ho=ne ašnahd o 

man smooth and honest 3sg.DIST=OBJ recognize.PST.3sg and 

 

go 

say.PST.3sg 

 

hālu mo=ne e-yašn-i? 

buddy 1sg=OBJ IPFV-recognize.NPST-2sg 

The simple man recognized the beggar and said: “Do you know who I am, 

buddy?” 

 

gadā go nah! 

beggar say.PST.3sg no 

The beggar said: “No!” 

 

go 

say.PST.3sg 
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xoʋ be-niyar o 

well IMPV-look.NPST.2sg and 

 

be-ʋin 

IMPV-see.NPST.2sg 

 

yād=et e-yā yā na. 

memory=2sg.PC IPFV-come.NPST.3sg or no 

He said: “Look carefully and see if you can remember or not.” 

 

gadā xoʋ ke niyašt 

beggar well COMP look.PST.3sg 

 

ašnahd=es. 

recognize.PST.3sg=3sg.PC 

When the beggar looked carefully he recognized him. 

 

go gaʋu  setin=om! 

say.PST.3sg brother dear=1sg.PC 

He said: “My dear brother! 

 

to=ni? 

2sg=be.2sg 

Is that you? 

 

to ke hamqodar māl na-dāšt-i. 

2sg COMP this much wealth NEG-have.PST-2sg 

You did not have this much wealth. 

 

i hame serʋat=e ze koye aʋord-i? 

this much wealth=OBJ from where bring.PST-2sg 

Where did you gain this much wealth from?” 

 

gaʋu kočir=e hame či=ne si=s 

brother young=DEF all thing=OBJ for=3sg.PC 
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tahreyf kerd o 

explain do.PST.3sg and 

 

be=s go 

to=3sg.PC say.PST.3sg 

 

hamočo be-mahn-e 

right there SBJV-stay.NPST-3sg 

 

o ʋā āsāyešt zendei bo-kon-e. 

and with comfort life SBJV-do.NPST-3sg 

The younger brother explained everything to him and asked him to stay right 

there and have a comfortable life. 

 

gaʋu rend=e tamah bord=es 

brother crafty=DEF greed take.PST.3sg=3sg.PC 

 

ʋo go 

and say.PST.3sg 

 

na ʋā roʋ-om. 

no should go.NPST-1sg 

The crafty brother became greedy and said: “No, I should go. 

  

to taynā kār=ey ke e-kon-i 

2sg only work=INDF COMP IPFV-do.NPST-2sg 

 

yo=ne 

3sg.PROX=be.3sg 

 

ke nešoʋni u āsiyaʋ=ne be mo be-d-e. 

COMP address that mill=OBJ to 1sg SBJV-give.NPST-2sg 

The only thing that you need to do is to give me the location of that mill.” 

 

gaʋu sāde go 

brother simple say.PST.3sg  
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har čey māl o manāl e-xo-y 

every thing wealth and riches IPFV-want.NPST-2sg 

 

be=t e-d-om, 

to=2sg.PC IPFV-give.NPST-1sg 

 

be asiyaʋ mah-raʋ.  

to mill NEG.IMPV-go.NPST.2sg 

The simple brother said: “Whatever riches you want I’ll give you; do not go 

to the mill. 

 

hamičo be-mahn. 

right here IMPV-stay.NPST.2sg 

Stay right here.” 

 

amā ho guš=es be i harf-ā=ho 

but 3sg.DIST ear=3sg.PC to this word-PL=DEM 

 

bedādkār na-bi 

debtor NEG-be.PST.3sg 

 

o rahd. 

and go.PST.3sg 

However, the crafty brother would not let himself be held back by these 

words, and he left. 

 

rahd o rahd 

go.PST.3sg and go.PST.3sg 

 

tā rasi be hamo āsiyaʋ xarāʋe. 

until arrive.PST.3sg to that very mill ruined(adj.) 

He went and went until he got to the same ruined mill. 

  

rah ya guše=ey xef kerd. 

go.PST.3sg a corner=INDF hide do.PST.3sg 

He went and hid in a corner. 
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di ruʋā oʋay o 

see.PST.3sg fox come.PST.3sg and 

 

ʋā din=es āsiyaʋ=ne roft 

with tail=3sg.PC mill=OBJ sweep.PST.3sg 

He saw that the fox came and swept the mill with his tail. 

  

ʋo bahd=e ho šeyr o pelang o xers o 

and after=EZ 3sg.DIST lion and leopard and bear and 

 

gorg o bamr 

wolf and tiger 

 

yak=i yak=i ze rah rasid-en. 

one=INDF one=INDF from way arrive.PST-3pl 

After him, the lion and leopard and bear and wolf and tiger arrived one after 

another. 

  

šom ke xard-en 

dinner COMP eat.PST-3pl 

 

šeyr go 

lion say.PST.3sg 

 

gaʋ-yal dafe niyā-i 

brother-PL time before-ADJZR 

 

ke daʋr-e yak jam ābid-im bi 

COMP around-EZ one gathered become.PST-1pl be.AUX 

 

manesti ādomizād ičo bi o 

as if human here be.PST.3sg and 

 

harf-ā=moʋn=e ašni o 

word-PL=1pl.PC=OBJ hear.PST.3sg and 

  

rah hame seke-hā mošk o 

go.PST.3sg all coin-PL mouse and 
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kize-hā=ne aʋord be čang o 

jug-PL=OBJ bring.PST.3sg to paw and 

 

doʋdar=e pādešā=ne ham estay. 

daughter=EZ king=OBJ also obtain.PST.3sg 

After they ate dinner, the lion said; “Brothers! The previous time when we 

had gathered together, it seems a human was here and heard our conversa-

tion; he went and snatched all the mouse’s coins and the jugs and then mar-

ried the king’s daughter.”  

 

hame=soʋn god-en 

all=3pl.PC say.PST-3pl 

 

ayar b-eyl-i e-gard-im 

if SBJV-let.NPST-2sg IPFV-search.NPST-1pl 

 

be-ʋin-im na-kon-e amšaʋ ham 

SBJV-see.NPST-1pl NEG-do.SBJV.NPST-3sg tonight also 

 

ādom=ey ičo beydār ābid-e bu. 

person=INDF here hidden become.PST.3sg-PRF be.SBJV.3sg  

They all said: “If you let us, we will search to make sure that a person has 

not hidden here tonight as well.” 

 

šeyr be=soʋn ajāze dā. 

lion to=3pl.PC permission give.PST.3sg 

The lion gave them permission. 

 

hayʋen-oʋn ya šer ke gašt-en 

animal-PL a while COMP search.PST-3pl 

 

piyā rendal=e jost-en 

man crafty=OBJ find.PST-3pl 

 

o šere dāl=es kerd-en 

and  piece tearing=3sg.PC do.PST-3pl 
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xard-en=es. 

eat.PST-3pl=3sg.PC 

After the animals searched for a while, they found the crafty man, they tore 

him to pieces, and ate him. 
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4 Verb morphology 

The interconnected nature of various levels of the Bakhtiari language is clear 

from even a cursory examination of its verb morphology. A large number of 

morphophonological processes, which are discussed at length in Part 2 of the 

present volume, are attested in the verb conjugations in this section. The text 

presented in Part 3 has illustrated both form and function of Bakhtiari verbs 

in the context of discourse. Similarly, and in line with the more general dis-

cussion found in Part 5, the distinctive content of the Bakhtiari lexicon in 

relation to other Southwestern languages is manifest even from this short 

treatment of representative verbs. 

A fuller treatment of Bakhtiari verb morphology, with special attention to 

complex topics such as definiteness and tense/aspect/mode functions of the 

verb system, is being prepared elsewhere by Zolfaghari (forthcoming). In the 

present study, we limit ourselves to an illustration of major morphological 

tendencies and general comments on verbs in comparative perspective. 

 

This chapter comprises an overview of verb morphology based on an ex-

amination of 32 Bakhtiari verbs. It includes many of the most commonly 

used ones as well as several less common but morphologically more regular 

verbs. These verbs are as follows: 

 

1. illustration of a regular verb: xaʋsiden ‘to sleep’ 

2. ašnahden ‘to know, recognize’ 

3. ašniden ‘to hear’ 

4. biden ‘to be, exist’ 

5. dāden ‘to give’ 

6. daʋniden ‘to run’ 

7. deraʋorden ‘to remove’ 

8. diden ‘to see’ 

9. doʋnesten ‘to know (something)’ 

10. estayden ‘to get, obtain’ 

11. gereyden ‘to take, hold, catch’ 

12. goden ‘to say’ 

13. halmeniden ‘to gobble (food)’ 
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14. hešten ‘to leave, let’ 

15. kerden ‘to do’ 

16. nehāden ‘to put’ 

17. nešasten ‘to sit’ 

18. neyašten ‘to look’ 

19. (o)ʋayden ‘to come’ 

20. rahden ‘to go’ 

21. taresten ‘to be able’ 

22. torokesten ‘to walk, wander’ 

23. ʋanden ‘to throw’ 

24. ʋasten ‘to fall’ 

25. ʋābiden ‘to become’ 

26. ʋāstāden ‘to stand’ 

27. ʋoreystāden ‘to stand up’ 

28. ʋorčarden ‘to crawl’ 

29. ʋorğeližniden ‘to devour’ 

30. xarden ‘to eat’ 

31. xāsten ‘to want’ 

32. xonden ‘to read’ 

 

In the following sections, we discuss the place of verbs in the Bakhtiari lexi-

con ( 4.1), bring together highlights of Bakhtiari verb morphology ( 4.2), and 

present conjugation tables for the 32 verbs in the list above ( 4.3). Conjuga-

tions of past, present, subjunctive and imperative forms are given for each 

verb and accompanied by irregular negative conjugations whenever they are 

found; and a summary of patterns of morphological alternation – both regu-

lar and irregular – is provided for each verb. 

4.1 Verbs and the Bakhtiari lexicon 

Readers familiar with Iranian languages might note that in this short list of 

Bakhtiari verbs, about a third are very similar to their Persian counterparts, 

for example, kerden ‘to do’ (P. kardan), rahden ‘to go’ (P. raftan),  diden 

‘to see’ (P. didan) and xarden ‘to eat’ (P. xordan); about the same number 

are completely different. The rest are somewhat different from Persian but a 

correspondence can be established without difficulty. In some cases, one 

stem of a verb is similar to Persian but the other is distinctive: this is true of 

the past and non-past stems of ‘come’ ((o)ʋayd-/yā-; cf. P. āmad/yā-) and 

‘fall’ (ʋast-/uft-; cf. P. oftād/oft-). Even here, the stems may be related, but 

divergent phonological movements in Bakhtiari and Persian have obscured 

their affiliation. This spread in the degree of similarity between the two lan-

guages effectively provides a snapshot of the lexicon as a whole (Part 5). 
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A further aspect of this relationship that can be noted from the data here 

is that many of Bakhtiari verbs which are core lexical items diverge from 

their commonly used equivalents in Persian: this includes verbs such as 

estayden ‘to get, obtain’ (P. gereftan, be dast āʋordan), nehāden ‘to put’ 

(P. gozāštan; cf. B. godāšten ‘to pass through, forgive’), hešten ‘to leave, 

let’ (P. ʋel kardan, ejaze dādan) and ʋābiden ‘to become’ (P. šodan). For 

the first of these four basic verbs, Persian-like doublets are found in 

Bakhtiari: gereyden, gir aʋorden ‘to take’; and for the first three, cognates 

are identifiable in Persian but are no longer commonly used there: P. 

setāndan ‘to get, obtain’, P. nahādan ‘to put’ and P. heštan ‘to leave, let’. 

Cognates for the last two items (B. hešten and ʋābiden) are also current in 

Southwestern Iranian outside of Persian, for example, in the geographically 

distant language Kumzari (K. wāšt ‘become’, wābur ‘become’), which has 

evolved from Middle Persian essentially beyond the  influence of Persian 

and other Iranian varieties during the New Iranian period. This situation 

underscores the distinctiveness of Bakhtiari and its value in establishing a 

picture of the diversity that must have already existed among Southwestern 

Iranian languages during the Middle Iranian period. 

In many cases where Persian uses a combination of a light verb and a 

verbal predicate, Bakhtiari exhibits a full verb. Some occurrences of this in 

the present list are torokesten ‘to walk, wander’ (P. ğadam zadan, čarx 

zadan; cf. also P. tark kardan ‘to leave (place)’), ʋorğeližniden ‘to swal-

low’ (P. qurt dādan) and ʋāstāden ‘to stand up’ (P. boland šodan). Addi-

tional examples of this type of equivalence and historical reasons behind it 

are given in the introduction to the lexicon (Part 5). 

4.2 Highlights of verb morphology 

Before presenting the tables of verb conjugations ( 4.3), we bring together 

some of the major patterns, typological tendencies and distinctive structures 

of Bakhtiari verb morphology that are evident in this data. These are: 

 a primary past/non-past distinction with irregular correspondences 

between stems; 

 unmarked present forms; 

 occurrence of single consonants as a non-past stem; 

 verbal preforms; 

 identical 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 person imperative forms of some verbs; 

 identical conjugations for unrelated verbs 

 areally representative forms for subject inflection suffixes; 

 short and long forms of the 3
rd

 person past; 
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 irregular contracted negative forms; and 

 lexically determined omission of the subjunctive/imperative prefix 

be-. 

Two selected aspects of Bakhtiari phonology which have become clear dur-

ing our examination of verb morphology are also discussed here: 

 contrast between iy, ey and ay sequences with stressed verb prefixes; 

and  

 sensitivity of phonological processes to specific morphological con-

texts. 

A primary past/non-past distinction with irregular correspondences 

As in Persian, past, present, subjunctive and imperative verb forms constitute 

the core of the verbal morphology; and they can similarly be divided accord-

ing to past and non-past stems, with the formal alternations between them 

being frequently irregular. Past stems form the basis of past and infinitive 

forms, and non-past stems are used to conjugate present, subjunctive and 

imperative forms. While two recurrent correspondences involve the addition 

of -id or -est to a non-past stem to form a past stem (xaʋs-/xaʋsid- ‘sleep 

(non-past/past)’; tar-/tarest- ‘be able (non-past/past)’), a multiplicity of 

irregular alternations are also found: hed-/bid- ‘be, exist’, derar-/deraʋord- 

‘remove’, estoʋn-/estayd- ‘get, obtain’, and heyl-/hešt- ‘leave, let’, among 

many others. This irregularity is characteristic of Bakhtiari verb morphology 

in general. Of the 32 verbs illustrated in this section, few have identical pat-

terns of conjugation.  

Unmarked present forms 

In both Bakhtiari and Persian, two present forms are available: a morpholog-

ically unmarked present, and a progressive present marked with e- (B.) / mi- 

(P.). In Modern Persian, this distinction is unproductive, with the unmarked 

present for the most part limited to the non-action verbs budan ‘to be’ and 

dāštan ‘to have’. Progressive forms are also more common in Bakhtiari, but 

unmarked forms occur there with a wider range of verbs including 

doʋnesten ‘to know (something)’, ašnahden ‘to know, recognize’, 

daʋniden ‘to run’, hešten ‘to leave, let’ and ʋasten ‘to fall’. In the case of 

doʋnesten, progressive forms are not used, but for ašnahden, daʋniden and 

hešten as well as many other verbs, a morphological distinction is available 

(e.g., ašnom/eyašnom ‘I know’, daʋnom/edaʋnom ‘I run’, heylom/ 

eheylom ‘I let, I leave’, uftom/eʋuftom ‘I fall’). In the verb conjugation 

tables, we show both forms only when both are commonly used, even 
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though for a number of additional verbs from the list both options are possi-

ble. For verbs which show a formal dichotomy between unmarked and pro-

gressive present forms, it is unclear whether the co-existence of the two op-

tions is associated with a functional distinction or is simply an artifact of the 

diachronic transition from a verb system where the present is unmarked by 

default to one where – as in Persian – progressive affixation is the norm. 

Occurrence of single consonants as a non-past stem 

In three cases, a single consonant constitutes the entire non-past stem: d- for 

dāden‘to give’, n- for nehāden ‘to put’, and r- for rahden ‘to go’. This can 

be attributed to the diachronic weakness of glides word-internally (cf. cog-

nate Persian non-past stems dah- ‘give’ and raʋ- ‘go’). 

Verbal preforms 

Like the Persian preforms bar- and dar-, Bakhtiari has its own set of com-

mon derivational verbal preforms dar-, der-, ʋor- and ʋā-, and these have a 

similarly unpredictable semantic contribution. In the list above, they are 

illustrated by the verbs deraʋorden ‘remove’, ʋābiden ‘to become’ and 

ʋoreystāden ‘to stand up’. In contrast to Persian, verb prefixes are typically 

attached before rather than after the preform (naderaʋord ‘he/she did not 

remove’, ederare ‘he/she removing’, bederare ‘that he/she remove’). For a 

few verbs beginning with dar-, however, the verb prefixes intervene (dar 

narahd ‘he/she escaped’, cf. nadarahd ‘it (the sun) set’; see  2.6.4.3). 

Identical 2sg./3sg. imperative and 3sg. subjunctive forms of some verbs 

For a number of short verb stems, 2sg. and 3sg. imperative forms and 3sg. 

subjunctive forms are identical with one another. Examples of these verbs, 

which partially overlap with the single-consonant non-past stems given just 

above, are:  

bede ‘(you sg.) give!’/‘he/she must give’/‘that he/she give’;  

bogo ‘(you sg.) say!’/‘he/she must say’/‘that he/she say’;  

bene ‘(you sg.) put!’/‘he/she must put’/‘that he/she put’;  

boxo ‘(you sg.) want!’/‘he/she must want’/‘that he/she want’; and  

bu ‘(you sg.) be!’/‘he/she must be’/‘that he/she be’, although for this last 

verb the 3sg. forms have a possible alternative form bu(ʋ)e. 

Identical conjugations for unrelated verbs 

It is not only forms of the same verb for which contrast is neutralized, as 

shown in the preceding paragraph; there are also two pairs of common, unre-

lated verbs which, due to the application of historical processes of contrac-
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tion as well as synchronic patterns of morphophonology, share sets of identi-

cal conjugations. 

First, for all persons except for 3sg., the negative present conjugations of 

biden ‘to be’ and dāden ‘to give’ are the same: neydom ‘I am not’/‘he/she 

does not give’, neyden ‘they are not’/‘they do not give’, etc.; cf. the 3
rd

 per-

son forms ney(d) ‘he/she is not’ but neyde ‘he/she does not give’. 

In the second such pair of verbs, which pertains to ašnahden ‘to know, 

recognize’ and ašniden ‘to hear’, affirmative as well as negative present 

forms are identical: 

ašnom ‘I know’/‘I listen’ 

ašne ‘he/she knows’/‘he/she listens’ 

ašnim ‘we know’/‘we listen’  

niyašne ‘he/she does not know’/‘he/she does not listen’ 

niyašnin ‘you (pl.) do not know’/‘you (pl.) do not listen’ 

This ambiguity does not extend to forms with the progressive prefix e-, 

which is not used with ašniden.  

Subjunctive and imperative forms of ašnahden and ašniden are also 

identical: 

beašne ‘that he/she know’/‘that he/she listen’ 

beašnim ‘that we know’/‘that we listen’  

beašn ‘(you sg.) know!’/‘(you sg.) listen!’ 

naašn ‘(you sg.) do not know!’/‘(you sg.) do not listen!’ 

naašnin ‘(you pl.) do not know!’/‘(you pl.) do not listen!’ 

However, alternative forms with a y-initial stem are also available for all 

subjunctive and imperative forms of ašnahden, so these structures can be 

used to resolve the ambiguity:  

biyašne ‘that he/she know’ 

biyašnim ‘that we know’  

biyašn ‘(you sg.) know!’ 

nayašn ‘(you sg.) do not know!’ 

niyašnin ‘(you pl.) do not know!’ 

Areally representative subject inflection forms 

The 2pl. subject inflection is -in, a form shared with Tehrani Persian and 

numerous Northwestern Iranian languages such as Kurdish, but different 

from Standard written Persian -id. The 1sg. subject inflection is -om, slightly 

different from Standard Persian -am, and the 3pl. subject inflection is -en 
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(cf. P. -and) but these ending are reflected in many dialects of Persian and in 

many other Southwestern languages. 

Short and long forms of the 3
rd

 person singular 

All third person singular past forms of verb stems ending in V(G)d (where G 

is a glide; see  2.2.1), which account for more than half of the verbs discussed 

in this section and a similar proportion in the lexicon as a whole (Part 5), 

exhibit an alternative short form without d: examples from the present list of 

verbs include bi(d) ‘he/she was’, dā(d) ‘he/she gave’, estay(d) ‘he/she got’, 

gerey(d) ‘he/she took’, go(d) ‘he/she said’, rah(d) ‘he/she went’, and 

xaʋsi(d) ‘he/she slept’. It also occurs in one 3
rd

 person singular present form: 

hey(d) ‘he/she is’ (also from biden ‘to be’). This alternation, which is con-

trolled by syntactic context and discourse function, is discussed further in the 

context of the Bakhtiari text (Part 3), since it occurs frequently there and its 

patterning is systematic.  

Irregular contracted negative forms 

A number of verbs exhibit irregular contracted negative forms. For example, 

in the verb doʋnesten ‘to know’, the forms doʋnest ‘he/she knew’ and 

doʋne ‘he/she knows’ have corresponding negative forms naʋnest and 

naʋne; the negative of di(d) ‘he/she saw’ is nay(d) and the negative of hed 

‘he/she is’ is ney(d) (for the alternation of d in these items, see the preceding 

paragraph); and the negative of beyl ‘(you sg.) leave, let!’ is nahl.  

Lexically determined omission of subjunctive/imperative be- 

The subjunctive/imperative prefix be- is omitted on a number of verbs: 

reʋi/raʋ ‘that you (sg.) go’/‘(you sg.) go!’ (from rahden ‘to go’); buy/bu 

‘that you (sg.) be’/‘(you sg.) be!’ (from biden ‘to be’); and some stems with 

verbal preforms, including ʋābuy/ʋābu ‘that you (sg.) become’/‘(you sg.) 

become!’ (from ʋābiden ‘to become’), ʋāsti/ʋāst ‘that you (sg.) stand’/‘(you 

sg.) stand!’ (from ʋāstāden ‘to stand’), and ʋoreysti/ʋorey ‘that you (sg.) 

stand up’/‘(you sg.) stand up!’ (from ʋoreystāden ‘to stand up’). With other 

structurally analogous preform-initial verbs, be- is omitted on imperatives 

but retained on subjunctive forms: beʋorčari/ʋorčar ‘that you (sg.) 

crawl’/‘(you sg.) crawl!’ (from ʋorčarden ‘to crawl’); bederari/derar ‘that 

you (sg.) remove’/‘(you sg.) remove!’ (from deraʋorden ‘to remove’). 

Contrast between iy, ey and ay sequences with stressed verb prefixes 

A surprising distributional configuration attested in Bakhtiari, and one which 

sets it apart from Persian and other related languages, is an attested contrast 

between iy, ey and ay sequences across a syllable boundary. It is found only 
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with stressed verb prefixes ( 2.5.1,  2.6.1), as seen from the word set biyā 

‘that he/she come’, eyā ‘he/she is coming’ and nayā ‘that he/she not come’. 

This reinforces the plausibility of ey and ay sequences within a syllable, and 

contrast between them, as posited in  2.3.5. 

Sensitivity of phonological processes to specific morphological contexts 

Two major phonological processes which take place in Bakhtiari are the 

allophonic weakening of d to [ð̞] between vowels ( 2.2.1), and the weakening 

(diachronic as well as synchronic) of b to ʋ in the same position ( 2.2.2.4, 

 2.6.2.3). Both of these weakening processes occur when prefixes are added 

to stems, but their application is lexically determined: by the word to which 

the prefixes are attached as well as the particular form of the verb. 

For most d-initial verb stems, represented in the list by the verbs 

daʋniden ‘to run’ and deraʋorden ‘to remove’, stem-initial d stays hard on 

all forms. 

But as discussed in “Irregular contracted negative forms” above in the 

present section, the forms doʋnest ‘he/she knew’ and doʋne ‘he/she knows’ 

have the corresponding negative forms naʋnest and naʋne. For negative 

forms of the imperative, there is no morphophonemic alternation, but d is 

allophonically softened to [ð̞] at the morpheme boundary in na[ð̞]oʋn ‘(you 

sg.) don’t know!’; however, for affirmative imperative forms of the same 

verb, e.g., be[d]oʋn ‘(you sg.) know!’, d is not softened.  

With the verb dāden ‘to give’, stem-initial d is in contrast softened with 

negative present forms (for example, ney[ð̞]e ‘he/she does not give’) and for 

all subjunctive and imperative forms (be[ð̞]e ‘that he/she give’ and na[ð̞]e 

‘that he/she not give’), but not for present progressive or negative past forms 

(na[d]ād ‘he/she did not give’, e[d]e ‘he/she is giving’). 

A fourth pattern is found with the verb diden ‘to see’, whose affirmative 

imperative form beʋin ‘(you sg.) see!)’ undergoes weakening, but whose 

negative imperative form nabin ‘(you sg.) don’t see!)’ and present forms 

(both affirmative ebini ‘you see’ and negative neybini ‘you don’t see’) do 

not undergo weakening. (The same process of weakening applies to impera-

tive forms of other b-initial verb stems; see  2.6.2.3).  

This irregular application of weakening – whether allophonic or phone-

mic, and whether synchronic or historical – is therefore sensitive not only to 

particular verbs in the lexicon, but also to the underlying morphological 

structure associated with particular verb forms, even when the affixes are 

identical and the phonological context is analogous on the surface. 
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4.3 Tables of verb conjugations 

In this section, we provide conjugation tables for the 32 verbs listed above. 

Conjugations of past, present, subjunctive and imperative forms are given for 

each verb. A summary of patterns of morphological alternation, both regular 

and irregular, is provided for each verb. 

The first item, xaʋsiden ‘to sleep’, functions as an example of a morpho-

logically regular verb. As the conjugations for this verb show, the morpheme 

na- can be used for all negative verb forms. For the negative imperative, a 

prohibitive suffix mah- is also available, and this is the case every verb. In 

the conjugation tables of subsequent verbs, negative verb conjugations are 

only shown when they are irregular, and only with the prefix na-.  

The remaining verbs are presented according to the alphabetical order of 

the infinitives. 1sg., 3sg. and 3pl. imperative forms are provided for all verbs 

in order to complete the conjugation tables, but in reality their occurrence is 

restricted to specific discourse contexts such as the reporting of second-

person imperative commands or responses to them. 

As we compiled these verb paradigms, it became apparent to us that there 

is a great deal of variation in verb forms among speakers, dialects, and vari-

ous social contexts. Many of the verbal distinctions can only be properly 

understood within a fuller study of Bakhtiari discourse. The conjugation 

tables are therefore necessarily abstracted and represent the forms used by 

one speaker (the co-author, Asadi) speaking in a natural, rather than a formal, 

register. 

As a case in point, two common, systematic alternations which contribute 

to the richness of the Bakhtiari verb system, which we have already dis-

cussed in relation to the phonology but which we have not included in the 

(already complex) verb tables are as follows: 

 alternate emphatic forms occurring with vowel-final verb stems, 

where stem and person-marking suffixes are separated by h 

( 2.6.5.2.6); and 

 alternate long forms of i-initial verb suffixes, which after vowel-final 

verb stems are desyllabified in relaxed speech ( 2.6.6.2). 

1. xaʋsiden ‘to sleep’ (past xaʋsid-, non-past xaʋs-). This verb can be used 

as a model for regular verb morphology in Bakhtiari in all respects. It exhibits 

analogous non-past and past stems, the past being derived by the simple addi-

tion of -id. The only difference between the affirmative subjunctive and im-

perative forms is the retention of the 2
nd

 person singular prefix -i for the sub-

junctive. In keeping with other regular verbs, no morphological or morpho-

phonological alternations take place upon the addition of subjunc-
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tive/imperative and negative prefixes be- or na- (or prohibitive mah-) direct-

ly to the stem; however, when two of these prefixes are added, the subjunc-

tive/imperative prefix be- is displaced. As is characteristic of verbs in gen-

eral, the prohibitive prefix mah- is interchangeable with the subjunc-

tive/imperative prefix na- on negative imperative forms for all six persons. 

Also typical of regular verbs is that fact that its default present form is for-

mally marked for progressive aspect (e-), and the combination of e- with the 

negative prefix na- results in a fused prefix ney- ( 2.6.6.1). As with other past 

stems ending in V(h)d, there is an alternation in which the final d in 3
rd

 per-

son singular forms may be deleted; the application of this process, which is 

dependent on syntactic context and discourse function, is discussed in the 

introduction to the text (Part 3). 

 past negative past present  

(progressive) 

negative present 

1sg xaʋsidom naxaʋsidom exaʋsom neyxaʋsom 

2sg xaʋsidi naxaʋsidi exaʋsi neyxaʋsi 

3sg xaʋsi(d) naxaʋsi(d) exaʋse neyxaʋse 

1pl xaʋsidim naxaʋsidim exaʋsim neyxaʋsim 

2pl xaʋsidin naxaʋsidin exaʋsin neyxaʋsin 

3pl xaʋsiden naxaʋsiden exaʋsen neyxaʋsen 

 

 subjunctive negative  

subjunctive 

imperative negative imperative  

1sg bexaʋsom naxaʋsom bexaʋsom naxaʋsom / mahxaʋsom 

2sg bexaʋsi naxaʋsi bexaʋs naxaʋs / mahxaʋs 

3sg bexaʋse naxaʋse bexaʋse naxaʋse / mahxaʋse 

1pl bexaʋsim naxaʋsim bexaʋsim naxaʋsim / mahxaʋsim 

2pl bexaʋsin naxaʋsin bexaʋsin naxaʋsin / mahxaʋsin 

3pl bexaʋsen naxaʋsen bexaʋsen naxaʋsen / mahxaʋsen 

2. ašnahden ‘to know, recognize’ (past ašnahd-/yašnahd-, non-past 

ašn-/yašn-). The morphology of this verb is complicated by patterns in the 

appearance of y that cut across tense/aspect/mode distinctions in an irregular 

way: there is an obligatory use of a stem-initial y with some forms (negative 

past, present progressive and negative present); optional use of y with others 

(subjunctive and imperative); and no use of y with past and unmarked present 

forms. A distinction between unmarked present and present progressive is 

available for affirmative conjugations but negative present conjugations al-
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ways use a progressive-like structure. This verb exhibits overlapping non-past 

forms with ašniden ‘to hear’, which is shown immediately below. 

 past negative past present 

(unmarked) 

present 

(prog.) 

negative pres. 

(progressive) 

1sg ašnahdom nayašnahdom ašnom eyašnom niyašnom 

2sg ašnahdi nayašnahdi ašni eyašni niyašni 

3sg ašnah(d) nayašnah(d) ašne eyašne niyašne 

1pl ašnahdim nayašnahdim ašnim eyašnim niyašnim 

2pl ašnahdin nayašnahdin ašnin eyašnin niyašnin 

3pl ašnahden nayašnahden ašnen eyašnen niyašnen 

 

 subjunctive* negative  

subjunctive* 

imperative* negative  

imperative* 

1sg beašnom / 

biyašnom 

naašnom /  

nayašnom 

beašnom / 

biyašnom 

naašnom /  

nayašnom 

2sg beašni naašni beašn naašn 

3sg beašne naašne beašne naašne 

1pl beašnim naašnim beašnim naašnim 

2pl beašnin naašnin beašnin naašnin 

3pl beašnen naašnen beašnen naašnen 

*Subjunctive and imperative conjugations with y, as shown in the 1sg. row, 

are available for all six persons. 

3. ašniden ‘to hear’ (past ašnid-, non-past ašn-). Non-past conjugated forms 

are identical to those of ašnahden ‘to know, recognize’, but in contrast to it 

there are no alternative y-initial forms and there is no present progressive 

available alongside the unmarked present form. 

 past negative past present  

(unmarked) 

negative present 

1sg ašnidom naašnidom ašnom niyašnom 

2sg ašnidi naašnidi ašni niyašni 

3sg ašni(d) naašni(d) ašne niyašne 

1pl ašnidim naašnidim ašnim niyašnim 

2pl ašnidin naašnidin ašnin niyašnin 

3pl ašniden naašniden ašnen niyašnen 
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 subjunctive negative  

subjunctive 

imperative negative  

imperative  

1sg beašnom naašnom  beašnom naašnom 

2sg beašni naašni beašn naašn 

3sg beašne naašne beašne naašne 

1pl beašnim naašnim beašnim naašnim 

2pl beašnin naašnin beašnin naašnin 

3pl beašnen naašnen beašnen naašnen 

4. biden ‘to be, exist’ (past bid-, non-past hed-/bu-). An irregular verb with 

two non-past stems: present hed- and subjunctive/imperative bu-. When the 

negative prefix na- is added to the present stem hed-, the h of the stem drops 

out, resulting in the irregular negative stem neyd-. The imperative/ subjunc-

tive prefix be- does not appear with imperative/subjunctive verb forms. For 

present verb forms, only the unmarked present is found; there is no progres-

sive present form. The stem-final d in 3
rd

 person past and negative present 

forms can be dropped in specific syntactic and discourse contexts (see the 

discussion in the introductions to Part 3 and 4 above), but not in the 3
rd

 person 

affirmative present hed. Long endings, which are available to the vowel-final 

subjunctive and imperative stem bu- (see  2.6.4.8,  2.6.6.2), are used in careful 

speech. Negative present conjugations are identical to those of the verb 

dāden ‘to give’. 

 past negative past present  

(unmarked) 

negative present  

1sg bidom nabidom hedom neydom 

2sg bidi nabidi hedi neydi 

3sg bi(d) nabi(d) hed ney(d) 

1pl bidim nabidim hedim neydim 

2pl bidin  nabidin  hedin neydin 

3pl biden nabiden heden neyden 

 

 subjunctive negative  

subjunctive* 

imperative** negative  

imperative**  

1sg bum / buom / buʋom nabum bum nabum 

2sg buy / bui / buʋi  nabuy bu nabu 

3sg bu / bue / buʋe nabue bu nabu 

1pl buym / buim / buʋim nabuym buym nabuym 

2pl buyn / buin / buʋin  nabuyn buyn nabuyn 

3pl bun / buen / buʋen nabun bun nabun 
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*Additional long forms corresponding to those shown in the subjunctive col-

umn are available for all conjugations of this column. 

**Additional long forms are available for all conjugations of this column 

except for 2sg., which is marked with a null suffix.  

5. dāden ‘to give’ (past dād-, non-past d-). An irregular verb with a non-past 

stem made up of a single consonant. 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 person imperative forms are 

identical. The stem-initial d is realized as a voiced stop in past and affirma-

tive present forms, but softened to a dental approximant [ð̞] for other verb 

forms (negative present and subjunctive/imperative forms) (see  2.2.1 and the 

discussion at the beginning of this section). Negative present conjugations are 

identical to those of the verb biden ‘to be’. 

 past negative past present  

(progressive) 

negative present 

1sg dādom nadādom edom neydom 

2sg dādi nadādi edi neydi 

3sg dā(d) nadā(d) ede neyde 

1pl dādim nadādim edim neydim 

2pl dādin nadādin edin neydin 

3pl dāden nadāden eden neyden 

 

 subjunctive negative  

subjunctive 

imperative negative  

imperative  

1sg bedom nadom bedom nadom 

2sg bedi nadi bede nade 

3sg bede nade bede nade 

1pl bedim nadim bedim nadim 

2pl bedin nadin bedin nadin 

3pl beden naden beden naden 

6. daʋniden ‘to run’ (past daʋnid-, non-past daʋn-). A completely regular 

verb, with unmarked and progressive forms of the present both commonly 

used. Note that (in contrast to diden and doʋnesten below) the stem-initial d 

stays hard upon the addition of any verbal prefix. 
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 past negative past present 

(unmarked) 

present  

(progressive) 

negative 

present  

1sg daʋnidom nadaʋnidom daʋnom edaʋnom neydaʋnom 

2sg daʋnidi nadaʋnidi daʋni edaʋni neydaʋni 

3sg daʋni(d) nadaʋni(d) daʋne edaʋne neydaʋne 

1pl daʋnidim nadaʋnidim daʋnim edaʋnim neydaʋnim 

2pl daʋnidin nadaʋnidin daʋnin edaʋnin neydaʋnin 

3pl daʋniden nadaʋniden daʋnen edaʋnen neydaʋnen 

 

 subjunctive negative  

subjunctive 

imperative negative  

imperative  

1sg bedaʋnom nadaʋnom bedaʋnom nadaʋnom 

2sg bedaʋni nadaʋni bedaʋn nadaʋn 

3sg bedaʋne nadaʋne bedaʋne nadaʋne 

1pl bedaʋnim nadaʋnim bedaʋnim nadaʋnim 

2pl bedaʋnin nadaʋnin bedaʋnin nadaʋnin 

3pl bedaʋnen nadaʋnen bedaʋnen nadaʋnen 

7. deraʋorden ‘to remove’ (past deraʋord-, non-past derar-). This verb is 

composed of an integrated verbal preform der- and the verb aʋorden ‘to 

bring’. As the conjugations show, verb prefixes are attached before the pre-

form rather than after it. 

 past negative past  present  

(progressive) 

negative present  

1sg deraʋordom naderaʋordom ederarom neyderarom 

2sg deraʋordi naderaʋordi ederari neyderari 

3sg deraʋord naderaʋord ederare neyderare 

1pl deraʋordim naderaʋordim ederarim neyderarim 

2pl deraʋordin naderaʋordin ederarin neyederarin 

3pl deraʋorden naderaʋorden ederaren neyderaren 
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 subjunctive negative  

subjunctive 

imperative negative  

imperative 

1sg bederarom naderarom derarom naderarom 

2sg bederari naderari derar naderar 

3sg bederare naderare derare naderare 

1pl bederarim naderarim derarim naderarim 

2pl bederarin naderarin derarin naderarin 

3pl bederaren naderaren deraren naderaren 

8. diden ‘to see’ (past did-, non-past bin-). The negative past forms of this 

verb show interaction between the negative prefix na- and the past stem did-, 

resulting in an irregular fused negative past stem nayd-. Unlike doʋnesten 

‘to know’ below, no alternate regular past stem is attested. An additional idio-

syncratic feature of this verb is that the non-past stem bin- is weakened to 

ʋin- after the subjunctive/imperative prefix be-, but not after the progressive 

prefix e-, the negative prefix na- or the combination of these latter mor-

phemes in the fused prefix ney-. The imperative prefix can be dropped at 

least for the 1sg. imperative, and possibly other imperative forms, but not for 

the corresponding subjunctive forms. 

 past negative past 

(irregular) 

present  

(progressive) 

negative present  

1sg didom naydom  ebinom neybinom 

2sg didi naydi ebini neybini 

3sg di(d) nay(d) ebine neybine 

1pl didim naydim ebinim neybinim 

2pl didin naydin ebinin neybinin 

3pl diden nayden ebinen neybinen 

 

 subjunctive neg. subjunctive 

(irregular) 

imperative neg. imperative 

(irregular)  

1sg beʋinom nabinom beʋinom /  

binom 

nabinom 

2sg beʋini nabini beʋin nabin 

3sg beʋine nabine beʋine nabine 

1pl beʋinim nabinim beʋinim nabinim 

2pl beʋinin nabinin beʋinin nabinin 

3pl beʋinen nabinen beʋinen nabinen 
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9. doʋnesten ‘to know (something)’ (past doʋnest-, non-past doʋn-). The 

bare present stem doʋn- is the only attested form of this verb in the present; it 

is not possible to form a progressive present with e-. Affirmative forms of the 

subjunctive may be expressed directly (bedoʋnom) or periphrastically using 

a perfect participle and a conjugated form of biden ‘to be, exist’ (doʋneste 

bum ‘that I know’; lit. ‘that I be knowing’), but negative forms can only be 

expressed periphrastically (naʋneste bum ‘that I not know’). Similar to what 

happens with diden ‘to see’, the negative prefix na- and the past root doʋn- 

are combined in an irregular fused negative past stem naʋnest-. A longer, 

regular past form nadoʋnest- is also available but less common. Since the 

periphrastic negative subjunctive forms are based on a perfect stem, which is 

itself derived from the past root, this alternation (naʋneste/ nadoʋneste) ap-

plies to them as well. The negative imperative of this verb is, idiosyncratical-

ly, different from the negative subjunctive: it is expressed directly, rather than 

periphrastically. In opposition to the situation with diden ‘to see’, the initial d 

in the negative imperative root doʋn- is weakened to d after a negative prefix 

na-, but not after a subjunctive/imperative prefix be-. Since the phonological 

status d (as a phoneme vs. as an allophone of d) is unclear, and appears to be 

in transition, the question arises as to whether this should be viewed as a 

morphophonemic alternation (parallel to the bin-/ʋin- forms of diden ‘to 

see’) or as an allophonic alternation; in either case, as discussed in the intro-

duction to this section, the alternation is sensitive to the phonological status 

of the morpheme boundary. 

 past negative past* present 

(unmarked) 

negative present*  

1sg doʋnestom naʋnestom / 

nadoʋnestom  

doʋnom naʋnom / 

nadoʋnom 

2sg doʋnesti naʋnesti doʋni naʋni 

3sg doʋnest naʋnest doʋne naʋne 

1pl doʋnestim naʋnestim doʋnim naʋnim 

2pl doʋnestin naʋnestin doʋnin naʋnin 

3pl doʋnesten naʋnesten doʋnen naʋnen 
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 subjunctive* neg. subjunctive 

(periphrastic 

forms only)* 

imperative** negative 

imperative**  

1sg bedoʋnom / 

doʋneste bum  

naʋneste bum / 

nadoneste bum 

bedoʋnom  nadoʋnom 

2sg bedoʋni naʋneste buy bedoʋn  nadoʋn 

3sg bedoʋne naʋneste bu bedoʋne nadoʋne 

1pl bedoʋnim naʋneste buym bedoʋnim nadoʋnim 

2pl bedoʋnin naʋneste buyn bedoʋnin nadoʋnin 

3pl bedoʋnen naʋneste bun  bedoʋnen nadoʋnen 

* All persons in this column have both forms as shown with 1sg. Periphrastic 

forms, which are vowel-final, also have alternate long endings available; see 

biden ‘to be’, upon which the periphrastic forms are constructed. 

** No alternate forms are available for the items in this column. 

10. estayden ‘to get, obtain’ (past estayd-, non-past estoʋn-). A generally 

regular verb with divergent past and non-past stems. Any possible formal 

contrast available between unmarked and progressive present is neutralized 

by the eCC-initial form of the present stem, since initial CC clusters are not 

permitted ( 2.2.3.4). While this stem-initial e is used for the present form of 

this verb, it is absent when the negative prefix na- and subjunctive/imperative 

prefix be- are added. 

 past negative  

past 

present negative  

present  

1sg estaydom nastaydom estoʋnom neystoʋnom 

2sg estaydi nastaydi estoʋni neystoʋni 

3sg estay(d) nastay(d) estoʋne neystoʋne 

1pl estaydim nastaydim estoʋnim neystoʋnim 

2pl estaydin nastaydin estoʋnin neystoʋnin 

3pl estayden nastayden estoʋnen neystoʋnen 
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 subjunctive negative  

subjunctive 

imperative negative  

imperative  

1sg bestoʋnom nastoʋnom bestoʋnom nastoʋnom 

2sg bestoʋni nastoʋni bestoʋn nastoʋn 

3sg bestoʋne nastoʋne bestoʋne nastoʋne 

1pl bestoʋnim nastoʋnim bestoʋnim nastoʋnim 

2pl bestoʋnin nastoʋnin bestoʋnin nastoʋnin 

3pl bestoʋnen nastoʋnen bestoʋnen nastoʋnen 

11. gereyden ‘to take, hold, catch’ (past gereyd-, non-past ger-). A general-

ly regular verb with similar past and non-past stems. 

 past negative past present  

(progressive) 

negative present 

1sg gereydom nagereydom egerom neygerom 

2sg gereydi nagereydi egeri neygeri 

3sg gerey(d) nagerey(d) egere neygere 

1pl gereydim nagereydim egerim neygerim 

2pl gereydin nagereydin egerin neygerin 

3pl gereyden nagereyden egeren neygeren 

 

 subjunctive negative  

subjunctive 

imperative negative  

imperative  

1sg begerom nagerom begerom nagerom 

2sg begeri nageri beger nager 

3sg begere nagere begere nagere 

1pl begerim nagerim begerim nagerim 

2pl begerin nagerin begerin nagerin 

3pl begeren negeren begeren negeren 

12. goden ‘to say’ (past god-, non-past go-). The imperative/subjunctive 

prefix be- harmonizes to bo- with this stem (see  2.6.2.2). An interesting neu-

tralization has taken place with the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 person imperative forms and 3
rd

 

person subjunctive forms (all bogo/nago), because for this verb in particular 

each of them are marked with a zero suffix. Since the stem is vowel-final, 

alternate forms with longer endings are also available for all persons except 

for 1sg. (all forms) and 2sg. (imperative only) (see  2.6.4.8,   2.6.6.2). 
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 past negative past present  

(progressive)* 

negative present* 

1sg godom nagodom egom neygom 

2sg godi nagodi egoy neygoy 

3sg go(d) nago(d) ego neygo 

1pl godim nagodim egoym neygoym 

2pl godin nagodin egoyn neygoyn 

3pl goden nagoden egon neygon 

 

 subjunctive* negative  

subjunctive* 

imperative** negative  

imperative**  

1sg bogom nagom bogom nagom 

2sg bogoy nagoy bogo nago 

3sg bogo nago bogo nago  

1pl bogoym nagoym bogoym nagoym 

2pl bogoyn nagoyn bogoyn nagoyn 

3pl bogon  nagon bogon nagon 

* Alternate long forms are available for all forms in this column other than 

1sg. See biden ‘to be’ above,  2.6.4.8 and  2.6.6.2 for examples and explana-

tion. 

** Similar to the note above, alternate long forms are available to forms in 

this column other than 1sg. and 2sg. 

13. halmeniden ‘to gobble (food)’ (past halmenid-, non-past halmen-). A 

regular verb with similar past and non-past stems. Unlike the irregular h-

initial verbs below (hešten ‘to leave, let’ and biden ‘to be’, whose present 

stem is hed-), stem-initial h is retained in all forms of the verb. 

 past negative past present  

(progressive) 

negative present 

(progressive) 

1sg halmenidom nahalmenidom ehalmenom neyhalmenom 

2sg halmenidi nahalmenidi ehalmeni neyhalmeni 

3sg halmenid nahalmenid ehalmene neyhalmene 

1pl halmenidim nahalmenidim ehalmenim neyhalmenim 

2pl halmenidin nahalmenidin ehalmenin neyhalmenin 

3pl halmeniden nahalmeniden ehalmenen neyhalmenen 
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 subjunctive negative  

subjunctive 

imperative negative  

imperative  

1sg behalmenom nahalmenom behalmenom nahalmenom 

2sg behalmeni nahalmeni behalmen nahalmen 

3sg behalmene nahalmene behalmene nahalmene 

1pl behalmenim nahalmenim behalmenim nahalmenim 

2pl behalmenin nahalmenin behalmenin nahalmenin 

3pl behalmenen nahalmenen behalmenen nahalmenen 

14. hešten ‘to leave, let’ (past hešt-, non-past heyl-). A highly irregular verb 

with the affirmative past stem hešt-, but with divergent realizations of the 

non-past stem: the present form of the non-past stem is heyl-; he subjunc-

tive/imperative prefix be- combines with the non-past stem to produce beyl- 

for affirmative subjunctive/imperative forms; negative present forms, which 

contain the progressive prefix e- and the negative prefix na-, form a negative 

present progressive stem neyl-, and negative subjunctive/imperative forms 

use the fused stem nahl-. Both unmarked and progressive present forms are 

commonly used with this verb. 

 past negative 

past 

present 

(unmarked) 

present  

(progressive) 

negative  

present 

1sg heštom naštom heylom eheylom neylom 

2sg hešti našti heyli  eheyli  neyli 

3sg hešt našt heyle eheyle neyle 

1pl heštim naštim heylim eheylim neylim 

2pl heštin naštin heylin eheylin neylin 

3pl hešten našten heylen eheylen neylen 

 

 subjunctive negative  

subjunctive 

imperative negative  

imperative  

1sg beylom nahlom beylom nahlom 

2sg beyli nahli beyl nahl 

3sg beyle nahle beyle nahle 

1pl beylim nahlim beylim nahlim 

2pl beylin nahlin beylin nahlin 

3pl beylen nahlen beylen nahlen 

15. kerden ‘to do’ (past kerd-, non-past kon-). Apart from an irregular al-

ternation between past and non-past stems, a regular verb. For the subjunctive 
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but not the imperative, it is possible to drop the bo- prefix; this parallels the 

behaviour of the cognate verb kardan in Persian. 

 past negative past present  

(progressive) 

negative present 

1sg kerdom nakerdom ekonom neykonom 

2sg kerdi nakerdi ekoni neykoni 

3sg kerd nakerd ekone neykone 

1pl kerdim  nakerdim  ekonim neykonim 

2pl kerdin nakerdin ekonin neykonin 

3pl kerden nakerden ekonen neykonen 

 

 subjunctive* negative  

subjunctive 

imperative negative  

imperative  

1sg bokonom / 

konom 

nakonom bokonom nakonom 

2sg bokoni nakoni bokon nakon 

3sg bokone nakone bokone nakone 

1pl bokonim nakonim bokonim nakonim 

2pl bokonin nakonin bokonin nakonin 

3pl bokonen nakonen bokonen nakonen 

* Alternate short forms without the subjunctive prefix bo- are available for all 

forms in this column. 

16. nehāden ‘to put’ (past nehād-, non-past n-). An irregular verb with di-

vergent past and non-past stems. 2sg. and 3sg. imperative forms and 3sg. 

subjunctive forms are all identical. 

 past negative past present  

(progressive) 

negative present 

1sg nehādom nanehādom enom neynom 

2sg nehādi nanehādi eni neyni 

3sg nehā(d) nanehā(d) ene neyne 

1pl nehādim nanehādim enim neynim 

2pl nehādin nanehādin enin neynin 

3pl nehāden nanehāden enen neynen 
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 subjunctive negative  

subjunctive 

imperative negative  

imperative  

1sg benom nanom benom nanom 

2sg beni nani bene nane 

3sg bene nane bene nane 

1pl benim nanim benim nanim 

2pl benin nanin benin nanin 

3pl benen nanen benen nanen 

17. nešasten ‘to sit’ (past nešast-, non-past nešin-). Apart from an irregular 

alternation between past and non-past stems, a regular verb. In contrast to 

Persian, for which the subjunctive/imperative forms are contracted in this 

verb, in Bakhtiari the regularity of the non-past stem extends to the impera-

tive and subjunctive forms. 

 past negative past present  

(progressive) 

negative present 

1sg nešastom nanešastom enešinom neynešinom 

2sg nešasti nanešasti enešini neynešini 

3sg nešast nanešast enešine neynešine 

1pl nešastim nanešastim enešinim neynešinim 

2pl nešastin nanešastin enešinin neynešinin 

3pl nešasten nanešasten enešinen neynešinen 

 

 subjunctive negative  

subjunctive 

imperative negative  

imperative  

1sg benešinom nanešinom benešinom nanešinom 

2sg benešini nanešini benešin nanešin 

3sg benešine nanešine benešine nanešine 

1pl benešinim nanešinim benešinim nanešinim 

2pl benešinin nanešinin benešinin nanešinin 

3pl benešinen nanešinen benešinen nanešinen 

18. neyašten ‘to look’ (past neyašt-, non-past neyar-). A generally regular 

verb with similar past and non-past stems. In some dialects, the stems appear 

to be niyašt- and niyar-, although the distinction between the two sets could 

be a matter of phonological interpretation rather than a substantive phonolog-

ical difference. 
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 past negative past present  

(unmarked) 

negative present  

1sg neyaštom naneyaštom neyarom neyneyarom 

2sg neyašti naneyašti neyari neyneyari 

3sg neyašt naneyašt neyare neyneyare 

1pl neyaštim naneyaštim neyarim neyneyarim 

2pl neyaštin naneyaštin neyarin neyneyarin 

3pl neyašten naneyašten neyaren neyneyaren 

 

 subjunctive negative  

subjunctive 

imperative negative  

imperative  

1sg beneyarom naneyarom beneyarom naneyarom 

2sg beneyari naneyari beneyar naneyar 

3sg beneyare naneyare beneyare naneyare 

1pl beneyarim naneyarim beneyarim naneyarim 

2pl beneyarin naneyarin beneyarin naneyarin 

3pl beneyaren naneyaren beneyaren naneyaren 

19. (o)ʋayden ‘to come’ (past oʋayd-, non-past -ā). Variation in the first 

vowel at the beginning of the affirmative past stem does not affect the mean-

ing of the verb; rather, it reflect a dialectal difference: in addition to oʋayd-, 

the past stem is found as ʋayd-, eʋayd- and aʋod- in various Bakhtiari dia-

lects. The optional first vowel disappears with all other verb forms, all of 

which also contain prefixes. Similar to raften ‘to go’ (above), the more 

common form of the 2
nd

 person singular imperative biyaʋ is irregular, diverg-

ing from the yā- stem used for the other imperative forms.  

 past negative past present  

(progressive)* 

negative present*  

1sg (o)ʋaydom naʋaydom eyām  niyām 

2sg (o)ʋaydi naʋaydi eyāy niyāy 

3sg (o)ʋay(d) naʋay(d) eyā niyā 

1pl (o)ʋaydim naʋaydim eyāym niyāym 

2pl (o)ʋaydin naʋaydin eyāyn niyāyn 

3pl (o)ʋayden naʋayden eyān niyān 
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 subjunctive* negative  

subjunctive* 

imperative** negative  

imperative**  

1sg biyām nayām biyām nayām 

2sg biyāy nayāy biyaʋ / biyā nayaʋ / nayā  

3sg biyā nayā biyā nayā 

1pl biyāym nayāym biyāym nayāym 

2pl biyāyn nayāyn biyāyn nayāyn 

3pl biyān nayān biyān nayān 

* Alternate long forms are available for all forms in this column. See biden 

‘to be’ above,  2.6.4.8 and  2.6.6.2 for examples and explanation. 

** Similar to the note above, alternate long forms are available to forms in 

this column other than 2sg., which is marked with a null suffix. 

20. rahden ‘to go’(past rahd-, non-past r(eʋ)-). This verb has an irregular 

subjunctive conjugation without the subjunctive prefix be-. While the usual 

stem of the imperative and subjunctive is reʋ-, it is shortened to r- for singu-

lar negative subjunctive forms. First person singular forms of both subjunc-

tive and imperative have a harmonized longer form roʋom (not reʋom*) in 

free variation with the short form rom. The form of the 2
nd

 person singular 

imperative raʋ differs slightly from the r(eʋ)- stem used for the other impera-

tive forms. This is presumably due to its null person-marking suffix; in con-

trast to the other forms, the 2sg. imperative has not historically been in a con-

text where it could harmonize with a suffix vowel. 

 past negative past present  

(progressive) 

negative present 

1sg rahdom narahdom erom neyrom 

2sg rahdi narahdi eri neyri 

3sg rah(d) narah(d) ere neyre 

1pl rahdim narahdim erim neyrim 

2pl rahdin narahdin erin neyrin 

3pl rahden narahden eren neyren 
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 subjunctive neg. subjunctive 

(irregular) 

imperative negative  

imperative  

1sg (be)r(oʋ)om nar(oʋ)om r(oʋ)om nar(oʋ)om  

2sg (be)r(eʋ)i nar(eʋ)i raʋ naraʋ  

3sg (be)r(eʋ)e nar(eʋ)e r(eʋ)e nar(eʋ)e 

1pl (be)r(eʋ)im nar(eʋ)im r(eʋ)im nar(eʋ)im 

2pl (be)r(eʋ)in nar(eʋ)in r(eʋ)in nar(eʋ)in 

3pl (be)r(eʋ)en nar(eʋ)en r(eʋ)en nar(eʋ)en 

21. taresten ‘to be able’ (past tarest-, non-past tar-). A generally regular 

verb with similar past and non-past stems. Subjunctive and imperative forms 

are invariably periphrastic, formed (as are subjunctive forms of doʋnesten ‘to 

know’) by combining a perfect participle and a conjugated form of biden ‘to 

be, exist’ (tareste bum ‘that I be able’). 

 past negative past present  

(unmarked) 

negative present  

1sg tarestom natarestom tarom natarom 

2sg taresti nataresti tari natari 

3sg tarest natarest tare natare 

1pl tarestim natarestim tarim natarim 

2pl tarestin natarestin tarin natarin 

3pl taresten nataresten taren nataren 

 

 subjunctive 

(periphrastic 

only)* 

neg. subjunctive 

(periphrastic 

only)* 

imperative  

(periphrastic 

only)** 

neg. imperative  

(periphrastic 

only)** 

1sg tareste bum natareste bum tareste bum natareste bum 

2sg tareste buy natareste buy tareste bu natareste bu 

3sg tareste bu natareste bu tareste bu natareste bu 

1pl tareste buym natareste buym tareste buym natareste buym 

2pl tareste buyn natareste buyn tareste buyn natareste buyn 

3pl tareste bun natareste bun tareste bun natareste bun 

* All persons in this column have alternate long endings available; see biden 

‘to be’, upon which the periphrastic forms are constructed. 

** Alternate long endings are available for all forms except for 2sg., which is 

marked with a null suffix.  
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22. torokesten ‘to walk, wander’ (past torokest-, non-past torok-). A regu-

lar verb with similar past and non-past stems.  

 past negative past present  

(unmarked) 

negative present  

1sg torokestom natorokestom torokom neytorokom 

2sg torokesti natorokesti toroki neytoroki 

3sg torokest natorokest toroke neytoroke 

1pl torokestim natorokestim torokim neytorokim 

2pl torokestin natorokestin torokin neytorokin 

3pl torokesten natorokesten toroken neytoroken 

 

 subjunctive  negative  

subjunctive  

imperative  negative  

imperative   

1sg betorokom natorokom betorokom natorokom 

2sg betoroki natoroki betorok natorok 

3sg betoroke natoroke betoroke natoroke 

1pl betorokim natorokim betorokim natorokim 

2pl betorokin natorokin betorokin natorokin 

3pl betoroken natoroken betoroken natoroken 

23. ʋanden ‘to throw’ (past ʋand-, non-past ʋan-). A regular verb with sim-

ilar past and non-past stems. The present form uses the unmarked present 

form; there is no progressive present for this verb. 

 past negative past present  

(unmarked) 

negative present  

1sg ʋandom naʋandom ʋanom neyʋanom 

2sg ʋandi naʋandi ʋani neyʋani 

3sg ʋand naʋand ʋane neyʋane 

1pl ʋandim naʋandim ʋanim neyʋanim 

2pl ʋandin naʋandin ʋanin neyʋanin 

3pl ʋanden naʋanden ʋanen neyʋanen 
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 subjunctive negative  

subjunctive 

imperative negative  

imperative  

1sg beʋanom naʋanom beʋanom naʋanom 

2sg beʋani naʋani beʋan naʋan 

3sg beʋane naʋane beʋane naʋane 

1pl beʋanim naʋanim beʋanim naʋanim 

2pl beʋanin naʋanin beʋanin naʋanin 

3pl beʋanen naʋanen beʋanen naʋanen 

24. ʋasten ‘to fall’ (past ʋast-, non-past uft-). A somewhat irregular verb 

with differing past and non-past stems. Unmarked and progressive present 

conjugations are both available; for the progressive form ʋ is inserted be-

tween the progressive prefix e- and the u-initial stem. The subjunctive/ im-

perative prefix be- is reduced to b when joined with the non-past stem uft-. 

 past negative 

past 

present  

(unmarked) 

present 

(prog.) 

negative 

present  

1sg ʋastom naʋastom uftom eʋuftom niyuftom 

2sg ʋasti naʋasti ufti eʋufti niyufti 

3sg ʋast naʋast ufte eʋufte niyufte 

1pl ʋastim naʋastim uftim eʋuftim niyuftim 

2pl ʋastin naʋastin uftin eʋuftin niyuftin 

3pl ʋasten naʋasten uften eʋuften niyuften 

 

 subjunctive negative  

subjunctive 

imperative negative  

imperative  

1sg buftom nauftom buftom nauftom 

2sg bufti naufti buft nauft 

3sg bufte naufte bufte naufte 

1pl buftim nauftim buftim nauftim 

2pl buftin nauftin buftin nauftin 

3pl buften nauften buften nauften 

25. ʋābiden ‘to become’ (past ʋābid-, non-past ʋābu-/bu-). An irregular 

verb with past and non-past stems composed of the verbal preform ʋā- and 

some of the stems from biden ‘to be’ (see this verb above). 2sg. and 3sg. 

imperative forms and 3sg. subjunctive forms are all identical. One difference 

from most verbs, and related to the presence of the assimilated verbal preform 

ʋā-, is the absence of the prefix be- on imperative and subjunctive stems. In 

addition, ʋā- itself is absent from the present forms of this verb.  
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 past negative past present  

(progressive)* 

negative present* 

1sg ʋābidom naʋābidom ebum neybum 

2sg ʋābidi naʋābidi ebuy neybuy 

3sg ʋābi(d) naʋābi(d) ebu neybu 

1pl ʋābidim naʋābidim ebuym neybuym 

2pl ʋābidin naʋābidin ebuyn neybuyn 

3pl ʋābiden naʋābiden ebun neybun 

 

 subjunctive* negative  

subjunctive* 

imperative** negative  

imperative**  

1sg ʋābum naʋābum ʋābum naʋābum 

2sg ʋābuy naʋābuy ʋābu naʋābu 

3sg ʋābu naʋābu ʋābu naʋābu 

1pl ʋābuym naʋābuym ʋābuym naʋābuym 

2pl ʋābuyn naʋābuyn ʋābuyn naʋābuyn 

3pl ʋābun naʋābun ʋābun naʋābun 

* Alternate long forms are available for all forms in this column. See biden 

‘to be’ above,  2.6.4.8 and  2.6.6.2 for examples and explanation. 

** Similar to the note above, alternate long forms are available to forms in 

this column other than 2sg., which is marked with a null suffix. 

26. ʋāstāden ‘to stand’ (past ʋāstād-, non-past ʋāst-). A generally regular 

verb with similar past and non-past stems. One difference from most verbs, 

and related to the presence of the integrated verbal preform ʋā-, is the ab-

sence of the prefix be- on imperative and subjunctive stems. 

 past negative past present  

(progressive) 

negative present  

1sg ʋāstādom naʋāstādom eʋāstom neyʋāstom 

2sg ʋāstādi naʋāstādi eʋāsti neyʋāsti 

3sg ʋāstā(d) naʋāstā(d) eʋāste neyʋāste 

1pl ʋāstādim naʋāstādim eʋāstim neyʋāstim 

2pl ʋāstādin naʋāstādin eʋāstin neyʋāstin 

3pl ʋāstāden naʋāstāden eʋāsten neyʋāsten 
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 subjunctive negative  

subjunctive 

imperative negative  

imperative  

1sg ʋāstom naʋāstom ʋāstom naʋāstom 

2sg ʋāsti naʋāsti ʋāst naʋāst 

3sg ʋāste naʋāste ʋāste naʋāste 

1pl ʋāstim naʋāstim ʋāstim naʋāstim 

2pl ʋāstin naʋāstin ʋāstin naʋāstin 

3pl ʋāsten naʋāsten ʋāsten naʋāsten 

27. ʋoreystāden ‘to stand up’ (past ʋoreystād-, non-past ʋoreyst-). A gen-

erally regular verb with similar past and non-past stems. Similar to verbs with 

the assimilated verbal preform ʋā- (above) and in contrast to some other 

verbs with the preform ʋor- (below), the absence of the prefix be- applies to 

both subjunctive and imperative forms. In contrast to all other verbs, the 2
nd

 

person singular imperative ʋorey does not contain the full non-past stem 

ʋoreyst. 

 past negative past present  

(progressive) 

negative present  

1sg ʋoreystādom naʋoreystādom eʋoreystom neyʋoreystom 

2sg ʋoreystādi naʋoreystādi eʋoreysti neyʋoreysti 

3sg ʋoreystā(d) naʋoreystā(d) eʋoreyste neyʋoreyste 

1pl ʋoreystādim naʋoreystādim eʋoreystim neyʋoreystim 

2pl ʋoreystādin naʋoreystādin eʋoreystin neyʋoreystin 

3pl ʋoreystāden naʋoreystāden eʋoreysten neyʋoreysten 

 

 subjunctive negative  

subjunctive 

imperative negative  

imperative  

1sg ʋoreystom naʋoreystom ʋoreystom naʋoreystom 

2sg ʋoreysti naʋoreysti ʋorey naʋorey 

3sg ʋoreyste naʋoreyste ʋoreyste naʋoreyste 

1pl ʋoreystim naʋoreystim ʋoreystim naʋoreystim 

2pl ʋoreystin naʋoreystin ʋoreystin naʋoreystin 

3pl ʋoreysten neʋoreysten ʋoreysten naʋoreysten 

28. ʋorčarden ‘to crawl’ (past ʋorčard-, non-past ʋorčar-). A generally 

regular verb with similar past and non-past stems. The presence of the assimi-

lated verbal preform ʋor- is correlated here with the absence of the prefix be- 

on the imperative, even though it is still optionally retained with the subjunc-

tive.  
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 past negative past present  

(progressive) 

negative present  

1sg ʋorčardom naʋorčardom eʋorčarom neyʋorčarom 

2sg ʋorčardi naʋorčardi eʋorčari neyʋorčari 

3sg ʋorčard naʋorčard eʋorčare neyʋorčare 

1pl ʋorčardim naʋorčardim eʋorčarim neyʋorčarim 

2pl ʋorčardin naʋorčardin eʋorčarin neyʋorčarin 

3pl ʋorčarden naʋorčarden eʋorčaren neyʋorčaren 

 

 subjunctive* negative  

subjunctive 

imperative negative  

imperative  

1sg beʋorčarom /  

ʋorčarom 

naʋorčarom ʋorčarom naʋorčarom 

2sg beʋorčari naʋorčari ʋorčar naʋorčar 

3sg beʋorčare naʋorčare ʋorčare naʋorčare 

1pl beʋorčarim naʋorčarim ʋorčarim naʋorčarim 

2pl beʋorčarin naʋorčarin ʋorčarin naʋorčarin 

3pl beʋorčaren naʋorčaren ʋorčaren naʋorčaren 

* Alternate short forms without the subjunctive prefix bo- are available for all 

forms in this column. 

29. ʋorğeližniden ‘to devour’ (past ʋorğeližnid-, non-past ʋorğeližn-). A 

generally regular verb with similar past and non-past stems. As with 

ʋorčarden ‘to crawl’ (above), which also contains the verbal preform ʋor-, 

the prefix be- is optionally retained on subjunctive but not on imperative 

forms. 

 past negative past present  

(progressive) 

negative present  

1sg ʋorğeližnidom naʋorğeližnidom eʋorğeližnom neyʋorğeližnom 

2sg ʋorğeližnidi naʋorğeližnidi eʋorğeližni neyʋorğeližni 

3sg ʋorğeližni(d) naʋorğeližni(d) eʋorğeližne neyʋorğeližne 

1pl ʋorğeližnidim naʋorğeližnidim eʋorğeližnim neyʋorğeližnim 

2pl ʋorğeližnidin naʋorğeližnidin eʋorğeližnin neyʋorğeližnin 

3pl ʋorğeližniden naʋorğeližniden eʋorğeližnen neyʋorğeližnen 
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 subjunctive* negative  

subjunctive 

imperative negative  

imperative  

1sg beʋorğeližnom

/ ʋorğeližnom 

naʋorğeližnom ʋorğeližnom naʋorğeližnom 

2sg beʋorğeližni naʋorğeližni ʋorğeližn naʋorğeližn 

3sg beʋorğeližne naʋorğeližne ʋorğeližne naʋorğeližne 

1pl beʋorğeližnim naʋorğeližnim ʋorğeližnim naʋorğeližnim 

2pl beʋorğeližnin naʋorğeližnin ʋorğeližnin naʋorğeližnin 

3pl beʋorğeližnen neʋorğeližnen ʋorğeližnen neʋorğeližnen 

* Alternate short forms without the subjunctive prefix be- are available for all 

forms in this column. 

30. xarden ‘to eat’ (past xard-, non-past xor-). Apart from an irregular al-

ternation between past and non-past stems, a regular verb. The imperative/ 

subjunctive prefix be- harmonizes to bo- with this stem (see  2.6.2.2). 

 past negative past present  

(progressive) 

negative present  

1sg xardom naxardom exorom neyxorom 

2sg xardi naxardi exori neyxori 

3sg xard naxard exore neyxore 

1pl xardim naxardim exorim neyxorim 

2pl xardin naxardin exorin neyxorin 

3pl xaren naxaren exoren neyxoren 

 

 subjunctive negative  

subjunctive 

imperative negative  

imperative  

1sg boxorom naxorom boxorom naxorom 

2sg boxori naxori boxor naxor 

3sg boxore naxore boxore naxore 

1pl boxorim naxorim boxorim naxorim 

2pl boxorin naxorin boxorin naxorin 

3pl boxoren naxoren boxoren naxoren 

31. xāsten ‘to want’ (past xāst-, non-past xo-). An irregular verb with diver-

gent past and non-past stems. Both unmarked and progressive forms of the 

present are commonly used. The imperative/subjunctive prefix be- harmoniz-

es to bo- with this stem (see  2.6.2.2). 2sg. and 3sg. imperative forms and 3sg. 

subjunctive forms are all identical. 
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 past negative 

past 

present 

(unmarked)* 

present  

(progressive)* 

negative  

present*  

1sg xāstom naxāstom xom exom neyxom 

2sg xāsti naxāsti xoy exoy neyxoy 

3sg xāst naxāst xo exo neyxo 

1pl xāstim naxāstim xoym exoym neyxoym 

2pl xāstin naxāstin xoyn exoyn neyxoyn 

3pl xāsten naxāsten xon exon neyxon 

 

 subjunctive* negative  

subjunctive* 

imperative** negative  

imperative**  

1sg boxom naxom boxom naxom 

2sg boxoy naxoy boxo naxo 

3sg boxo naxo boxo naxo 

1pl boxoym naxoym boxoym naxoym 

2pl boxoyn naxoyn boxoyn naxoyn 

3pl boxon naxon boxon naxon 

* Alternate long forms are available for all forms in this column other than 

1sg. See biden ‘to be’ above,  2.6.4.8 and  2.6.6.2 for examples and explana-

tion. 

** Similar to the note above, alternate long forms are available to forms in 

this column other than 1sg. and 2sg. 

32. xonden ‘to read’ (past xond-, non-past xoʋn-). A generally regular verb, 

but note the shortening of the oʋ in the non-past stem to o in the past stem 

xond-, in line with Bakhtiari syllable structure which generally avoids conso-

nant clusters with three elements ( 2.2.3.4). 

 past negative past present  

(progressive) 

negative present  

1sg xondom naxondom exoʋnom neyxoʋnom 

2sg xondi naxondi exoʋni neyxoʋni 

3sg xond naxond exoʋne neyxoʋne 

1pl xondim naxondim exoʋnim neyxoʋnim 

2pl xondin naxondin exoʋnin neyxoʋnin 

3pl xonden naxonden exoʋnen neyxoʋnen 
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 subjunctive negative  

subjunctive 

imperative negative  

imperative  

1sg boxoʋnom naxoʋnom boxoʋnom naxoʋnom 

2sg boxoʋni naxoʋni boxoʋn naxoʋn 

3sg boxoʋne naxoʋne boxoʋne naxoʋne 

1pl boxoʋnim naxoʋnim boxoʋnim naxoʋnim 

2pl boxoʋnin naxoʋnin boxoʋnin naxoʋnin 

3pl boxoʋnen naxoʋnen boxoʋnen naxoʋnen 
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5 Bakhtiari lexicon 

The final section of this book consists of a semantically organized Bakhtiari 

wordlist of 1500 items. We have based this list on Snider and Roberts’ 

(2004) comparative word list, and we have adapted it for Iranian languages. 

Our adaptation has involved a different selection of vocabulary. We have 

also added a list of Persian equivalents, and specialized Persian vocabulary 

has been checked by several multilingual speakers and verified using a num-

ber of dictionaries, especially those of Aryanpour Kashani (1986) and Haim 

(1992). 

 

The word list is organized according to twelve general categories: 

 

1. Human physical being 

2. Human non-physical being 

3. Persons 

4. Personal interaction 

5. Human civilisation 

6. Animals 

7. Plants 

8. Environment 

9. Events and actions 

10. Quality 

11. Quantity 

12. Grammatical items 

 

The lexicon gives a hint of the uniqueness and diversity of the Bakhtiari 

lexicon in all of these domains. Most Bakhtiari words in the list are different 

from their Standard Persian counterparts; some of these distinctive words are 

cognates, but an equal number is based on completely different stems. 

One area of particular structural variety in the list which is worth high-

lighting here is that of verbs, a subset of which have been examined in Part 4 

above. It is clear that, like Persian and other Southwestern varieties, 

Bakhtiari has been affected by an areal pattern of drift away from the use of 

full verbs and toward the use of light verb + predicate constructions. Some 
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of the many cases of parallel light verb + predicate constructions in the 

Bakhtiari and Persian include kars kerden ‘to subtract’ (P. kam kardan), 

niyā zayden ‘to overtake’ (P. sabğat gereftan), qil kerden ‘to deepen’ (P. 

gawd kardan) and šal kerden ‘to wound’ (P. zaxm zadan). However, es-

pecially in light of this regional context, the richness of the Bakhtiari verb 

inventory is surprising. Examples of the many Bakhtiari full verbs that are 

represented by light verb + predicate constructions in contemporary Persian 

are gorusesten ‘to escape’ (P. farār kardan), gošiden ‘to open (tr.)’ (P. bāz 

kardan), pokesten ‘to burst’ (P. monfajer šodan), and šeyʋniden ‘to stir’ 

(P. be ham zadan). Reasons for this difference in the expression of verbal 

semantics include the more extensive (in terms of both intensity and histori-

cal duration) lexical accommodation of Arabic by Persian and, in Bakhtiari, 

the moderately productive derivation of verbs from other parts of speech: 

this latter possibility is evident in noun-verb pairs such as ārd ‘flour’ / arden 

‘to grind’, barq ‘shine (n.), lightning’ / bereğniden ‘to shine’, hār ‘thorn’ / 

hārniden ‘to scrape’,  peyt ‘twisting’ / peyžniden ‘to twist’, and  taʋ ‘fe-

ver’ / taʋniden ‘to melt’ (tr.), taʋhesten ‘to melt (intr.)’. 

Whereas verbal inflection has been addressed in Part 4 of this book, deri-

vational possibilities for verbs and other word classes are well-represented in 

the word list. In addition, and central to the present study, the list provides a 

wealth of data from which the behaviour and combinatorial possibilities of 

the Bakhtiari phonological system (Part 2) have been established. 
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1500-item English – Bakhtiari – Persian word list 

 

 

Ref. # English Bakhtiari  

(phonological  

transcription) 

Persian  

(phonological 

transcription) 

1. Human physical 

being 

  

1.1 Body parts   

1 0 body lāš badan 

2 0 skin (of person) pust, mart pust 

1.1.1 Head   

3 0 head sar sar 

4 0 forehead tig pišāni 

5 0 face ri surat 

6 0 eye tey češm / čašm 

7 0 eyebrow borg abru 

8 0 eyelid perend-e ti pelk 

9 0 eyelash merzeng može 

10 0 pupil (of eye) binak, biʋinak mardomak 

11 0 nose noft bini, damāğ  

12 0 bridge (of nose) bārike noft tiğe-ye bini, bārike-

ye bini 

13 0 ear guš guš 

14 0 cheek golop gune 

15 0 mouth dohoʋn dahān / dahan 

16 0 lip laʋ lab 

17 0 tongue zoʋn zabān 

18 0 tooth dendoʋn dandān 

19 0 molar tooth kākeli dandān-e āsiyāb 

20 0 palate melāz sağf-e dahān, kām 

21 0 jaw eyleʋār fak 

22 0 chin kače čāne 

23 0 neck garden gardan 
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24 0 nape of neck pas-e garden pas-e gardan, pošt-

e gardan 

25 0 throat geli galu / gelu 

26 0 voice box, larynx, 

Adam’s apple 

tešni hanjere / hanjare 

27 0 hair (of head) mi mu 

28 0 beard riš riš 

29 0 hair (of body) mel mu 

30 0 tuft, lock (of hair) torne gisu, kākol, fokol 

1.1.2 Trunk   

31 0 shoulder šoʋn šāne, ketf 

32 0 shoulder blade hast-e čambar ostoxān-e ketf 

33 0 chest sine sine 

34 0 breast pestoʋn, mame pestān 

35 0 side (of body) pahli pahlu 

36 0 waist kad kamar 

37 0 navel nāf nāf 

38 0 umbilical cord band-e nāf band-e nāf 

39 0 abdomen (external) eškam, kom šekam 

40 0 stomach (internal) gade me’de 

41 0 womb bačedoʋn rahem 

42 0 back gorde pošt 

43 0 small of back kad kamar 

44 0 buttock pase, lombe bāsan, kapal, lom-

bar 

1.1.3 Limbs   

45 0 arm čel dast 

46 0 armpit zeyr-e  čel zirbağal 

47 0 upper arm bāi bāzu 

48 0 elbow merk ārenj / āranj  

49 0 wrist moč moč 

50 0 hand dast dast 

51 0 fist most mošt 

52 0 palm (of hand) tange kaf-e dast 
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53 0 finger angost angošt 

54 0 thumb kelek šast 

55 0 knuckle gerey angost band-e angošt 

56 0 fingernail nexoʋn nāxon 

57 0 leg leng pā 

58 0 thigh roʋn rān 

59 0 knee zuni zānu 

60 0 shin čaft ğalam-e pā 

61 0 ankle guzak moč-e pā 

62 0 foot pā pā 

63 0 heel kače pāšne 

64 0 sole tange pā kaf-e pā 

65 0 toe angost-e pā angošt-e pā 

1.1.4 Internal parts and 

products 

  

66 0 bone hast, ostoxoʋn ostoxān 

67 0 bone marrow mazg-e ostoxoʋn mağz-e ostoxān 

68 0 skeleton koʋār eskelet 

69 0 skull kale, kalāse jomjome 

70 0 breastbone jenāq-e sine ostoxān-e sine 

71 0 spine, backbone der o mohre-hā, 

māze 

sotun-e fağarāt 

72 0 rib dende dande 

73 0 brain mazg-e sar mağz 

74 0 heart del, qalb ğalb 

75 0 liver jiyar kabed, jegar 

76 0 kidney gordāle koliye 

77 0 lung pof šoš 

78 0 intestines rude rude 

79 0 bladder mestedoʋn masāne 

80 0 gall bladder zahle kisesafrā 

81 0 tendon kaškak zardpay 

1.1.5 Bodily products   

82 0 breath nafas nafas 
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83  saliva aʋ-e dohoʋn āb-e dahān, bozāğ 

84 0 blood hin xun 

85  bile, gall zardaʋ zardāb 

86 0 tears (n.) hars ašk 

1.2 Body processes, 

functions 

  

87 0 blink (v.) tey be yak zayden češm be (/ bar) ham 

zadan, pelk zadan 

88 0 wink (eye) (v.) tey jomniden češmak zadan 

89 0 breathe nafas kašiden nafas kešidan 

90 0 yawn  (v.) kablāke kanden, 

halq payniden 

xamiyāze kešidan 

91 0 cough (v.) kofniden sorfe kardan 

92 0 hiccough (n.) sike sekseke 

93 0 sneeze (v.) ʋašxesten atse kardan 

94 0 shiver, tremble dak zayden larzidan 

95 0 perspire, sweat arax kerden arağ kardan 

96 0 (be) dizzy geyz ābiden  sargije dāštan 

97 0 faint ğaš kerden ğaš kardan 

98 0 sleep (v.) xaʋsesten xābidan 

99 0 dream (n.) xaʋ xāb, royā 

100 0 wake up (intr.) biyār ābiden bidār šodan 

1.2.1 Senses   

101 0 see diden didan 

102 0 notice (v.) moltafed ābiden moltafet šodan 

103 0 look at, watch niyašten, sayl 

kerden 

negāh kardan 

104 0 hear ašniden šenidan 

105 0 listen guš gereyden guš dādan, guš 

kardan 

106 0 smell (v.) bu nehāden buyidan, bu kardan 

107 0 touch, feel (active) dast nehāden kad-e lams kardan 

108 0 taste tom gereyden maze kardan, češi-

dan 
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1.2.2 Ingestion   

109 0 eat xarden xordan 

110 0 bite (v.) gam zayden gāz zadan be ..., 

gāz gereftan 

111 0 chew hāiden jaʋidan 

112 0 swallow xardan, 

ʋorğeležniden  

ğurt dādan, 

bal’idan 

113 0 choke tāsniden xafe kardan 

114 0 lick lesten zabān zadan, lis 

zadan 

115 0 suck mekeniden makidan, mek za-

dan 

116 0 drink xarden xordan, nušidan 

1.3 Body movement   

117 0 sit nešasten nešastan 

118 0 rise up, stand up 

(intr.) 

ʋoreystāden boland šodan, 

barxāstan 

119 0 lie down derāz ābiden derāz kešidan 

120 0 turn round (intr.) der xarden čarxidan 

121 0 walk be rah rahden ğadam zadan 

122 0 footstep gom ğadam, gām 

123 0 stumble ʋorkoluhesten lağzidan, telaʋtelaʋ 

xordan 

124 0 limp šalesten langidan 

125 0 crawl ʋorčarden xazidan 

126 0 run daʋniden daʋidan 

127 0 swim dastmalah zayden šenā kardan 

128 0 jump (v.) gom zayden paridan 

129 0 kick pāleğa zayden lagad zadan  

130 0 stamp (with foot) lağa zayden be gel, 

pā koften be zemin 

pā be zamin ku-

bidan 

131 0 wave (hand as a 

greeting) (v.) 

das(t) takoʋn dāden dast tekān (/ takān) 

dādan 

132 0 indicate, point (as 

with the finger) 

angost kašiden ter-

af-e ... 

nešān dādan, 

ešāre kardan 
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133 0 clap (hands) tange zayden kaf zadan, dast 

zadan 

134 0 slap (v.) šalāq koften men-e 

guš 

kešide zadan, sili 

zadan 

1.4 Body states and 

conditions 

  

1.4.1 Body positions   

135 0 stand ʋāstāden istādan 

136 0 lean against (intr.) tekey dāden tekye dādan 

137 0 bend down, stoop kot ābiden xam šodan 

138 0 bow (as in greet-

ing) (n.) 

sar kot kerden ta’zim kardan 

139 0 seated nešaste nešaste 

140 0 squat (n.) dogorzoʋni čombātme 

141 0 kneel zuni zayden zānu zadan 

142 0 lying down (adj.) šelāl xābide 

1.4.2 Body conditions   

143 0 hot (of person) garm garm 

144 0 hungry gosne gorosne 

145 0 sated seyr sir 

146 0 thirsty tešne tešne 

147 0 drunk mast mast 

148 0 tired ājez xaste 

149 0 sleepy xaʋālu xābālud 

150 0 rest (n.) zamandi esterāhat 

151 0 awake, alert ʋāxo, biyār hušyār 

1.5 Health and disease   

152 0 healthy, well tanderest sālem 

153 0 sick, ill nāxoš, nabedeze bimār, mariz 

154 0 heal (tr.), cure (v.) xoʋ kerden, afāqe 

kerden, halāj 

kerden 

darmān kardan, 

šafā dādan 

155 0 medicine daʋā dāru 

156 0 get well, recover xoʋ ābiden xub šodan, behbud 

yāftan 
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157 0 illness, disease nāxoši maraz, bimāri, 

marizi 

158 0 fever taʋ tab 

159 0 pain (n.) dard dard 

160 0 vomit (v.) bālā aʋorden, hoq 

zayden, šokofte 

kerden 

estefrāğ kardan, 

bālā āʋordan 

161 0 stomachache, upset 

stomach 

eškamdard, deldard deldard 

162 0 headache sardard sardard 

163 0 diarrhea eškamraʋ eshāl 

164 0 itch (v.)  hāresten xāridan, xāreš 

dāštan 

1.6.3 Life and death   

165 0 life zendei zendegi 

166 0 alive zende zende 

167 0 pregnant bače be eškam  hāmele,  bārdār 

168 0 labour (n.), birth 

pains 

bā, dard-e zā dard-e zāyemān 

169 0 bear (child), give 

birth 

zāiden 

 

 

zāyidan, zāyemān 

kardan 

170 0 born zemār ābide motaʋaled / 

moteʋaled 

171 0 young kočir, jaʋoʋn jaʋān 

172 0 grow up gap ābiden rošd kardan 

173 0 old (not young) pir pir 

174 0 die morden mordan 

175 0 death marg marg 

176 0 dead mayed, morde morde 

2. Human non-

physical being 

  

2.1 Know, believe, 

teach 

  

177 0 think ferg kerden fekr kardan 
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178 0 believe bāʋar kerden bāʋar kardan, 

bāʋar dāštan, 

e’teğād dāštan 

179 0 hope (v.) omeyd dāšten omid dāštan, 

omidʋār budan 

180 0 know (someone) ašnahden šenāxtan 

181  know (something) doʋnesten dānestan 

182 0 knowledge doʋnādi dāneš 

183 0 wise āqel āğel, dānā 

184 0 intelligent doʋnād, zel  bāhuš 

185 0 stupid supal ahmağ 

186 0 confused geyz gij 

187 0 learn āmohden yād gereftan 

188 0 teach ʋānom nehāden yad dādan, āmuzeš 

dādan 

189 0 show nešoʋn dāden nešān dādan 

190 0 remember ʋā xayāl aʋorden be xāter āʋordan, 

be yād dāštan 

191 0 forget ze xayāl rahden farāmuš kardan, az 

yād bordan 

2.2 Emotions   

192 0 happy, joyful šād xošhāl 

193 0 rejoice šādi kerden šādi kardan 

194 0 laugh (v.) handesten xandidan 

195 0 smile (v.) laʋhande zayden, 

laʋxand zayden  

labxand zadan 

196 0 sad nārāhat, ker ğamgin, nārāhat 

197 0 cry, weep gereyʋesten / gereh-

ʋesten 

gerye kardan 

198 0 sorrow (n.) ğose ğam, anduh, ğosse 

199 0 shame (n.) xejālat xejālat 

200 0 fear (n.) tars, xaʋf tars, xaʋf 

201 0 frighten aʋrāi kerden tarsāndan 

202 0 startle, surprise hake xardan ğāfelgir kardan 

203 0 angry taši, aʋqāt tahl asabāni 
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204 0 calm down ʋālaʋniden ārām kardan 

205 0 proud ğare, takabbori mǎğrur 

206 0 respect (v.), honour 

(v.) 

ezat nehāden, 

ehterām nehāden 

ehterām gozāštan, 

maʋred-e ehterām 

ğarār dādan 

207 0 love (v.) ğalʋe xāsten dust dāštan 

208 0 hate (v.) tey diden nadāšten motanafer /  

motenafer budan, 

nefrat dāštan 

209 0 despise, disdain be hesāʋ naʋorden hağir šemordan, 

tahğir kardan  

2.3 Human will   

210 0 want, desire (v.) āremoʋn dāšten xāstan 

211 0 decide del dāšten tasmim gereftan 

212 0 choose, pick entexāʋ kerden, tir 

be ger kerden 

entexāb kardan 

213 0 hesitate do be šak biden šak dāštan, šak 

kardan 

214 0 abstain pahreyz kerden xoddāri kardan, 

pahriz kardan 

215 0 allow, permit hešten ejāze dādan 

216 0 forbid našten man’ kardan, 

mamnu’ kardan 

217 0 prevent māne ʋābiden / 

māne ābiden 

jelaʋgiri kardan 

218 0 plan (n.) našxe nağše, barnāme 

219 0 try taqelā kerden sa’y kardan, talāš 

kardan 

220 0 succeed fāyoq ābiden moʋafağ šodan 

221 0 fail šekast xarden šekast xordan 

222 0 pretend xo-ne be ... zayden ʋānemud kardan, 

tazāhor kardan 

2.4 Human character   

223 0 kind mehreʋoʋn mehrbān 
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224 0 generous dast-e delʋāz baxšande, dast-e 

delbāz, šexāʋat-

mand 

225 0 honest rāstgo sādeğ  

226 0 corrupt gand fāsed 

227 0 wicked šarrāk, šarr badjens, šarur 

228 0 fierce taši tondxu 

229 0 jealous hasid hasud 

230 0 shy kamri xejālati 

231 0 courageous, brave natars šojā’ 

232 0 coward kamzahle, 

kamjoryat, tarsu 

tarsu, bozdel 

233 0 curious zel konjkāʋ 

234 0 zealous ğirati ğayrati 

235 0 lazy makāru tambal 

236 0 patient saʋir sabur, bordbār 

237 0 impatient kamhaʋsele bisabr 

238 0 restless, unsettled nāārom biğarār 

239 0 stubborn yadende sarsaxt, lajuj, 

yedande 

240 0 reputation esm o rasm šohrat 

2.5 Difficulty   

241 0 hardship, distress zalālati ranj, saxti 

242 0 difficult saxt moškel, saxt 

243 0 suffer marārat kašiden ranj bordan, ranj 

kešidan 

244 0 obstruct māne ʋābiden / 

māne ābiden, rah-

ne basten 

māne’ šodan, bast-

an, masdud kardan 

245 0 stumbling block, 

obstruction 

māne māne’ 

246 0 danger xatar xatar 

247 0 problem, trouble dard-e sar moškel, dard-e sar 
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3. Persons   

248 0 human being, per-

son 

ādom, ādomizād, 

šasx, ensoʋn 

ensān, šaxs, ādam, 

ādamizād 

249 0 self xo xod, xiš 

250 0 man (male) piyā mard, āğā  

251 0 woman zeyne zan, xānom  

3.1 Stages of life   

252 0 baby tolf naʋzād, tefl 

253 0 twin jomelu doğolu 

254 0 child bače bače 

255 0 boy kor pesar 

256 0 girl doʋdar / dohdar doxtar 

257 0 adult gap bozorgsāl 

258 0 young man piyā jāhel mard-e jaʋān 

259 0 virgin doʋdar ši nakerde bākere 

3.2 Blood relation   

260 0 relative (by blood) kas o kār xišāʋand, qaʋm o 

xiš 

261 0 ancestor jadd jadd 

262 0 grandparent nane ʋo bāʋā pedarbozorg, 

mādarbozorg 

263 0 father baʋu pedar 

264 0 mother dā mādar 

265 0 brother gaʋu barādar 

266 0 sister dadu xāhar 

267 0 father’s brother 

(uncle) 

āğā amu 

268 0 mother’s brother 

(uncle) 

hālu dāyi 

269 0 mother’s sister 

(aunt) 

botey xāle 

270 0 father’s sister 

(aunt) 

keči ame 
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271 0 cousin tātezā 

xorzemār 

hāluzāde 

kečizāde 

pesaramu, doxtar-

amu, pesardāyi, 

doxtardāyi, pe-

sarame, doxtarame, 

pesarxāle, dox-

tarxāle 

272 0 firstborn nuri noxostzāde 

273 0 son kor (farzand-e) pesar 

274 0 daughter doʋdar / dohdar (farzand-e) doxtar 

275 0 grandchild naʋe naʋe 

276 0 nephew kor-e dadu, 

kor-e gaʋu 

pesarxāhar, pe-

sarbarādar 

277  niece doʋdar-e dadu, 

doʋdar-e gaʋu 

doxtarxāhar, dox-

tarbarādar 

278 0 name esm, nom esm, nām 

279 0 namesake homesm hamnām, hamesm 

3.3 Marriage relation   

280 0 husband meyre šaʋhar 

281 0 wife zeyne zan, xānom 

282 0 co-wife haʋu haʋu 

283 0 father-in-law xosi pedaršaʋhar, pe-

darzan 

284 0 mother-in-law xosi mādaršaʋhar, 

mādarzan 

285 0 brother-in-law berāšʋar, 

berārzan, 

meyre dadu, 

homriš, 

barādaršaʋhar, 

barādarzan, 

šaʋharxāhar, 

bājenāğ (šaʋhar-e 

xāharzan) 

286 0 sister-in-law xošiyar, 

dadu zeyne, 

zeyne gaʋu, 

homarus 

xāharšohar, xāhar-

zan, zanbarādar, 

hamarus (jāri, 

xānom-e 

barādaršaʋhar) 

287 0 son-in-law doʋā dāmād 

288 0 daughter-in-law baig arus 
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289 0 orphan yatim yatim 

290 0 fiancé (betrothed 

boyfriend) 

nomzad nāmzad 

291 0 fiancée (betrothed 

girlfriend) 

nomzad nāmzad 

3.4 Relations, extend-

ed and social 

  

292 0 tribe eyl il, ğabile 

293 0 clan tāfe tāyefe 

294 0 family hoʋnedoʋn xāneʋāde 

295 0 friend rafiq dust 

296 0 neighbour homsā hamsāye 

297 0 acquaintance šenaxt āšna 

298 0 host sāʋhoʋne mizbān 

299 0 guest, visitor mehmoʋn mehmān 

300 0 stranger (unknown 

person) 

ğariʋe ğaribe 

301 0 enemy dešmen došman 

302 0 traitor xayoʋnatkār xā’en 

303 0 thief  doz dozd 

3.5 Professions   

304 0 farmer zarākāl kešāʋarz, dehğān 

305 0 fisherman māiger māhigir 

306 0 hunter šekālči, seyād šekārči 

307 0 blacksmith āhengar āhangar 

308 0 potter kizegar kuzegar 

309 0 butcher (n.) qasāʋ ğasāb 

310 0 trader māmelgar tājer 

311 0 soldier sarbāz sarbāz 

312 0 midwife māmāče māmā 

313 0 traditional healer taʋiʋ hakim 

314 0 sorcerer (male) jādigar jādugar 

315 0 witch (female) jādigar (zan-e) jādugar 
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316 0 fortune-teller, di-

viner 

tālebin, fālger fālgir 

4. Personal interac-

tion 

  

4.1 Association of per-

sons 

  

317 0 meet (v.), encoun-

ter (v.) 

yekdiye-ne diden molāğat kardan, 

barxord kardan, ru 

be ru šodan 

318 0 accompany hompā ʋābiden hamrāh budan, 

hamrāhi kardan 

319 0 together ʋāyak bā hamdigar, bā 

yakdigar 

320 0 assemble, meet 

together 

yageri kerden, jam 

ābiden 

(daʋr-e ham) jam’ 

šodan 

321 0 invite mokešt kerden, 

dahʋat kerden 

da’ʋat kardan 

322 0 alone taynā tanhā 

323 0 abandon ʋel kerden, be jā 

hešten 

tark kardan 

324 0 flee, run away from gorusesten farār kardan, go-

rixtan 

325 0 drive away (tr.) rai yeki-ne zayden  rāndan 

326 0 avoid pahreyz kerden duri kardan,  

ejtenāb kardan, 

parhiz kardan 

327 0 same jur-e yak yaksān 

328 0 different jur o ʋājur moxtalef, motafāʋet 

329 0 resemble ʋā ... borden, 

jur ... biden 

mānand budan, 

šabih budan 

330 0 imitate zarb gereyden tağlid kardan 

331 0 befit, suit bāʋ biden monāseb budan, 

darxor budan, 

andāze budan 

4.2 Speech, language   

332 0 language zoʋn zabān 
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333 0 word kalom loğat, kalame 

334 0 meaning (n.) mahnid māni, ma’nā 

335 0 say goden goftan 

336 0 voice sedā sedā 

337 0 speak, talk harf zayden sohbat kardan, harf 

zadan, soxan goftan 

338 0 whisper (v.) pečpeč kerden pečpeč kardan 

339 0 shout (v.), cry out ğārniden dād zadan 

340 0 stutter lote loknat dāštan 

341 0 eloquent xoš tahreyf fasih, soxanʋar 

342 0 silent beydong sāket 

4.2.1 Greeting    

343 0 greet (v.) salām kerden salām kardan, 

salāmalayk kardan 

344 0 call (someone) bang kerden sedā kardan, sedā 

zadan 

345 0 say goodbye, take 

leave of 

xodāfezi estayden xodāhāfezi kardan 

4.2.2 Information and 

questions 

  

346 0 announce xaʋar kerden xabar dādan, e’lān 

kardan, e’lām kard-

an 

347 0 announcement xaʋar xabar, e’lān, 

e’lāmiye 

348 0 news xaʋar xabar, axbār 

349 0 explain ʋā šahr o kašāf 

goden 

taʋzih dādan 

350 0 advise nasiyat kerden pand dādan, na-

sihat kardan  

351 0 gossip (v.) čekečaʋ kerden ğaybat kardan 

352 0 lie (n.) (falsehood) doro doruğ 

353 0 ask, request darxāst kerden tağāzā kardan, 

xāstan, darxāst 

kardan 
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354 0 plead, implore eltemās kerden, 

daxeyl aʋorden 

eltemās kardan 

355 0 request (n.) darxāst tağāzā, darxāst 

356 0 answer, reply (v.) jaʋāʋ dāden jaʋāb dādan, pāsox 

dādan  

357 0 thank be ... goden mam-

noʋn 

tašakkor kardan 

4.2.3 Promise   

358 0 promise (n.) qaʋl ğaʋl 

359 0 oath qasom ğasam, saʋgand 

360 0 swear qasom xarden ğasam xordan, 

saʋgand xordan 

4.2.4 Strife and praise   

361 0 insult (v.) dešnoʋn nehāden taʋhin kardan 

362 0 insult (n.) dešnoʋn taʋhin 

363 0 slander (v.) bohtoʋn zayden tohmat zadan 

364 0 threaten sahm ʋanden tahdid kardan 

365 0 grumble, complain šakāat kerden šekāyat kardan 

366 0 accuse etehām zayden motaham kardan 

367 0 deny hāšā kerden enkār kardan  

368 0 admit (to a wrong) be garde gereyden eğrār kardan 

369 0 agree qaʋul dāšten moʋāfeğ budan, 

moʋāfeğat kardan 

370 0 agreement qaʋul moʋāfeğat, taʋāfoğ 

371 0 persuade ʋādāšt kerden ʋādār kardan, 

ğāne’ kardan 

372 0 praise (n.) tahreyf tahsin, setāyeš, 

ta’rif 

373 0 congratulate moʋāreki dāden tabrik goftan 

374 0 boast, brag ğurt kanden lāf zadan, ğoloʋ 

kardan, bolof zadan 

4.2.5 Discourse genres   

375 0 tell, recount (story) tahreyf kerden bāzgoftan, ta’rif 

kardan 

376 0 story (tale) matal, hakāat dāstān, ğese 
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377 0 proverb masal masal, zarbolmasal 

378 0 speech, discourse soxanrāni soxanrāni,  soxan, 

goftār 

379 0 account (report) 

(n.) 

gozārešt gozāreš, šarh 

4.3 Interpersonal con-

tact 

  

380 0 embrace, hug (v.) beğal kerden bağal kardan, dar 

āğuš gereftan 

381 0 caress (v.) dast ʋoraʋorden naʋāzeš kardan 

382 0 kiss (v.) busiden busidan 

383 0 nurse, suckle (ba-

by) (tr.) 

šir dāden šir dādan 

384 0 tickle (v.) doğoli kerden ğelğelak dādan 

385 0 whip (n.) šalāq šallāğ  

4.4 Help and care   

386 0 help  (v.)  komak dāden komak kardan 

387 0 protect, defend heyz gereyden hemāyat kardan, 

defā’ kardan, 

mohāfezat kardan 

388 0 look after zahf kerden morāğebat kardan, 

moʋāzebat kardan 

389 0 bring up (a child) gap kerden bozorg kardan 

4.5 Dominion and con-

trol 

  

390 0 rule over, dominate hokumat kerden hokumat kardan 

391 0 order (someone to 

do something) 

fermoʋn dāden dastur dādan, 

farmān dādan, amr 

kardan 

392 0 command (n.) fermoʋn, hoym dastur, amr, 

farmān 

393 0 duty, obligation ʋazife ʋazife 

394 0 send (someone to 

do something) 

fešnāden ferestādan, raʋāne 

kardan 

395 0 serve xezmat kerden xedmat kardan (be) 

396 0 lead, guide (v.) rah nešoʋn dāden hedāyat kardan 
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397 0 follow payraʋi kerden payraʋi kardan (az) 

398 0 obey fermoʋn borden etā’at kardan (az) 

4.6 Conflict and reso-

lution 

  

399 0 please, satisfy rāzi kerden xošnud kardan, rāzi 

kardan 

400 0 disturb mozāom ābiden mozāhem šodan 

401 0 deceive gul zayden gul zadan, farib 

dādan 

402 0 quarrel (v.) jar kašiden da’ʋā kardan 

403 0 fight (v.) peyresten be yak jangidan, da’ʋā 

kardan 

404 0 stab čaqoʋn zayden  čāğu zadan 

405 0 kill, murder košten be ğatl resāndan, 

koštan 

406 0 take revenge taqās estayden enteğām gereftan 

407 0 resolve, settle (dis-

pute) 

jar boriden hall kardan, hall o 

fasl kardan 

408 0 intercede, mediate bahr kerden ʋesātat kardan 

409 0 appease, pacify sohl dāden ārām kardan 

4.7 Crime and justice   

410 0 steal dozi kerden dozdidan 

411 0 judge (v.) hoym boriden dāʋari kardan, 

ğezāʋat kardan 

412 0 law qānoʋn ğānun 

413  justice ensāf ensāf, adl, edālat 

414 0 guilty tasxeyrkār gonāhkār, 

tağsirkār, moğaser 

415 0 innocent beytasxeyr bigonāh 

416 0 punish mojāzāt kerden, 

adaʋ kerden 

tambih kardan 

417 0 penalty, punish-

ment 

jarime jarime, tambih 
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5. Human civilisation   

5.1 Settlement   

418 0 dwell, inhabit mondegār ābiden sāken šodan 

419 0 inhabitant, resident ahl sāken, ahl 

420 0 move away, mi-

grate 

bār kerden mohājerat kardan 

421 0 country, ethnic ar-

ea 

ʋolāt mamlekat, ʋatan, 

kešʋar, ʋelāyat 

422 0 frontier (of ethnic 

area) 

telāye marz 

423 0 town, city šahr šahr 

424 0 village māl deh, rustā 

425 0 camp, encampment ʋārge ordugāh 

426 0 market (n.) bāzār bāzār 

5.2 Clothing and 

adornment of body 

  

5.2.1 Clothing   

427 0 article of clothing, 

clothes 

raxt lebās 

428 0 wear clothes raxt kerden be ʋar lebās pušidan 

429 0 dress (v.), get 

dressed 

šāl qaʋā kerden lebās pušidan 

430 0 undress raxt kanden lebās kandan, lebās 

(az tan) darāʋor-

dan 

431 0 naked lohd loxt, berahne 

432 0 hat kolah kolāh 

433 0 shirt joʋe pirāhan / pirhan 

434 0 trousers šaʋlār, tomboʋn šalʋār 

435 0 robe (man’s gown) qaʋā radā, ğabā 

436 0 dress (woman’s 

gown) 

joʋe pirāhan / pirhan 

437 0 woman’s head 

covering 

dasmāl(-e sar), 

lačak 

rusari, hejāb  

438 0 shoe, sandal kaʋš, paʋzār kafš 
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5.2.2 Adornment and 

accessories 

  

439 0 bead mohre dāne-ye tasbih, 

mohre 

440 0 string, thread 

(beads) (v.) 

kerden be daške / 

tāl / band  

band kardan, nax 

kardan 

441 0 bracelet destine dastband, alangu 

442 0 necklace nāʋande gardanband  

443 0 ankle ring, bangle milpā xalxāl 

444 0 ring (finger) halken halğe 

445 0 earring gušāre gušʋāre 

446 0 pierce (ears) silā kerden surāx kardan-e guš 

447 0 plait, braid (hair) lurniden bāftan (-e mu) 

448 0 tattoo(s) xālkuʋi xālkubi 

449 0 cane, walking stick kalāk čubdasti, asā 

5.2.3 Care for body   

450 0 bathe, wash oneself malah kerden hamām kardan, duš 

gereftan 

451 0 apply (ointment), 

besmear 

ʋorsāiden mālidan, zadan (-e 

pomād) 

452 0 cut (hair) ʋorčiden kutāh kardan-e mu 

453 0 shave (v.) tāšiden tarāšidan 

454 0 razor teyx tiğ-e surattarāši 

455 0 comb (n.) šoʋne šāne 

456 0 tooth stick, tooth-

brush 

mesʋāk mesʋāk 

5.3 Food and drink   

457 0 food xorāk ğazā, xorāk 

458 0 meat gušt gušt 

459 0 fat peh čarbi 

460 0 oil ruqen raʋğan 

461 0 soup, broth āš sup, āš 

462 0 bread noʋn nān 

463 0 flour ārd ārd 
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464 0 salt nemek namak 

465 0 breakfast nāštā, zahfqayloʋn sobhāne 

466 0 evening meal šom šām 

467 0 feast mehmuni mehmāni 

468 0 leftovers pasxuni ğazā-ye ezāfe 

469 0 spoil (food) (intr.) xarāʋ ābiden fāsed šodan 

470 0 mould (n.) kefe kapak 

5.3.1 Drink   

471 0 milk (n.) šir šir 

472 0 buttermilk du duğ 

473 0 alcohol (general) alkol alkol 

474 0 beer aʋjo ābjo 

475 0 wine šarāʋ šarāb 

5.4 Food preparation   

5.4.1 Kitchen prepara-

tion 

  

476 0 prepare (food to 

cook) 

amāde kerden āmāde kardan, 

dorost kardan 

477 0 cut (tr.) boriden boridan 

478 0 cut open ʋāz kerden šekaftan 

479 0 slice (v.) ğāč kerden ğāč kardan 

480 0 peel (v.) tu kanden pust kandan 

481 0 mix (v.) rehden men-e yak maxlut kardan 

482 0 stir šeyʋniden be ham zadan 

483 0 strain (food) (v.) pālniden ābkeš kardan 

484 0 pound koften kubidan 

485 0 grind arden āsiyāb kardan 

486 0 knead šešten xamir kardan 

487 0 pluck (chicken) par o pit kerden par kandan 

5.4.2 Cooking   

488 0 cook (v.) pohden / poden poxtan 

489 0 roast bereyzniden beriyān kardan 

490 0 fry sohr kerden sorx kardan 
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491 0 bake (in oven or 

ashes) 

holpaz kerden tanuri kardan 

492 0 smoked dinide dudi 

493 0 boil (water), bub-

ble up 

qol zayden juš āmadan 

5.5 Domestic utensils 

and containment 

  

5.5.1 Kitchen utensils   

494 0 cooking pot (earth-

enware) 

deyg, bāde geli zoruf-e geli, dig, 

ğāblame 

495 0 metal pot komāč, deči ğāblame-ye felezi 

496 0 pot (for water) bāde ğāblame / ğābleme 

497 0 ladle kamče malāğe 

498 0 grinding stone bardar sang-e āsiyāb 

499 0 upper grinding 

stone 

bard-e sari sang-e bālāyi  

500 0 lower grinding 

stone 

bard-e zeyri sang-e pāyini 

501 0 pestle, pounding 

stick 

daste haʋang daste-ye hāʋan 

502 0 mortar, pounding 

pot 

haʋang hāʋan 

5.5.2 Eating utensils   

503 0 plate daʋri bošğāb 

504 0 bowl pāle kāse 

505 0 cup kop fenjān 

506 0 spoon ğāšoğ ğāšoğ 

5.5.3 Containers and 

containment 

  

507 0 bag kisen, kif sāk, kif 

508 0 box sandoq ja’be, sanduğ 

509 0 basket salah sabad 

510 0 bucket, pail dale satl 

511 0 goatskin mašk mašk 

512 0 bottle boteri botri, šiše 
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513 0 handle daste daste 

514 0 pour reyden / rehden rixtan 

515 0 spill reysesten rixtan 

516 0 take out (from con-

tainer) 

deraʋorden birun āʋordan 

517 0 fill por kerden por kardan 

518 0 full por por 

519 0 empty pati  xāli 

520 0 open  (adj.) ʋāz bāz 

521 0 open (tr.) gošiden, ʋāz kerden bāz kardan 

522 0 close, shut (tr.) basten bastan 

523 0 stop up, plug (v.) basten, band avor-

den 

band āʋordan 

524 0 cover (v.) ri nehāden, 

pušniden 

pušāndan 

525 0 store (up) ambār kerden ambār kardan 

526 0 bundle (n.) daste daste, baste 

527 0 heap (n.) kope  kope 

528 0 heap up kope kerden tude kardan 

529 0 wrap up peyžniden pičidan 

530 0 unwrap ʋāz kerden bāz kardan-e baste 

531 0 pack (v.) petel peyč kerden bastebandi kardan 

532 0 strap (n.) tasme tasme, band-e 

čarmi 

533 0 string (n.) band nax 

534 0 rope tanāf, ʋoreys tanāb 

535 0 knot gerey gere 

536 0 fasten, bind (load) basten bastan 

537 0 tie (knot) gerey zayden gere zadan 

538 0 untie gošiden bāz kardan 

539 0 tighten (tr.) qoyom kerden mohkam kardan 

540 0 tight qoyom mohkam 

541 0 loosen šol kerden šol kardan 

542 0 loose, slack šol šol 
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5.6 Habitation   

5.6.1 Parts of a house   

543 0 house hoʋne xāne 

544 0 inner part of house men-e hoʋne andarun 

545 0 wall diʋār diʋār 

546 0 door dar dar  

547 0 doorway rahraʋ rāhro 

548 0 window nimdari panjere 

549 0 roof saxʋ / saxf / safx sağf 

550 0 beam, rafter čigār tir-e sağf 

551 0 floor kaf kaf-e zamin 

552 0 room tu otāğ 

553 0 kitchen āšpazxoʋne āšpazxāne 

554 0 shelf, niche, alcove rafaki tāğče 

555 0 courtyard haʋš hayāt 

556 0 fence (n.) hasār hesār 

557 0 fence in (v.) hasār kašiden hesār kešidan 

558 0 storeroom ambāri ambār 

559 0 well (n.) čah čāh 

560 0 bathing place hamom hamām 

561 0 latrine, toilet mostarāʋ tuʋālet, dastšuyi 

562 0 garbage dump sargudoʋn zobāledāni 

563 0 garden bāğ bāğče 

564 0 shelter (n.) sarpanāh sarpanāh 

5.6.2 Construction   

565 0 build rāst kerden sāxtan 

566 0 mark out, peg out 

(ground) 

kele nehāden alāmatgozāri kard-

an (-e zamin) 

567 0 mud block, mud 

brick 

xešt ājor, xešt 

568 0 mud with chaff kahgel kāhgel 

569 0 plaster (n.) gač gač 

570 0 lime, whitewash āhak āhak 

571 0 paint (n.) rang rang 
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572 0 ladder nardeʋoʋn nardebān 

5.6.3 Furniture   

573 0 chair sandali sandali 

574 0 stool čārpāye čārpāye 

575 0 wickerwork hasirbafi hasirsāzi 

576 0 bed taxt taxt-e xāb 

577 0 mat pādari pādari 

578 0 lamp, torch čerālampā čerāğdasti 

579 0 fan (n.) bādbezan panke, badbezan 

580 0 bell zang zang 

581 0 ring (bell) (v.) zang zayden zang zadan  

5.7 Professions and 

work 

  

582 0 act, do kār kerden kār kardan 

583 0 work (n.) kār kār 

584 0 mend, repair rāst kerden ta’mir kardan 

5.7.1 Smithing   

585 0 forge (n.) kure kure-ye āhangari 

586 0 hammer čakoš čakoš 

5.7.2 Pottery   

587 0 mould (pottery) qāloʋ ğāleb 

588 0 potter’s kiln kure kure 

5.7.3 Wood work   

589 0 wood ču čub 

590 0 cut down (tree) boriden boridan 

591 0 log kandelu konde-ye čub 

592 0 hollow out (log) kandekāri kerden xāli kardan, puk 

kardan 

593 0 axe teyše tabar 

594 0 chop into pieces qalqal kerden, 

tiketike kerden, 

anjeniden 

teketeke kardan 

595 0 saw (n.) arre arre 

596 0 saw (wood) (v.) arre kerden arre kardan 
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597 0 plank (n.) alʋār alʋār 

598 0 splinter, sliver (n.) tilāše tarāše-ye čub 

599 0 chisel (n.) qalam ğalam 

600 0 nail (n.) meyx mix 

5.7.4 Tailoring and 

weaving 

  

601 0 sew dohden / doden duxtan 

602 0 needle sizen suzan 

603 0 thread (n.) tāl, daške nax 

604 0 pocket jeyʋ jib 

605 0 torn derde pāre 

606 0 weave baften bāftan 

607 0 loom pārčebafi nassāji, kārgāh-e 

bāfandegi 

608 0 carpet, rug qāli farš, ğāli 

609 0 woven mat gelim gelim 

610 0 cloth pārče pārče 

5.7.5 Domestic work   

611 0 rag lete late, lebās-e kohne 

/ lebāskohne 

612 0 broom jāru jāru 

613 0 sweep roften jāru kardan 

614 0 polish barğ ʋanden barāğ kardan 

615 0 wash (clothes, 

utensils) 

šošten šostan 

616 0 draw water aʋ dargarniden āb kešidan, ābkeši 

kardan 

617 0 dig zemin kanden hafr kardan 

618 0 rubbish āšxāl āšğāl 

5.8 Agriculture   

5.8.1 Cultivation   

619 0 cultivate, farm (v.) zarāat kerden, ğale 

kešten 

zerā’at kardan 

620 0 field ğale, zemin mazra’e 
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621 0 boundary (of field) telāye marz (-e mazra’e) 

622 0 fertile soil hāk-e xoʋ xāk-e hāselxiz 

623 0 barren (of land) makāl bisamar 

624 0 sow, plant tohm rehden kāštan 

625 0 transplant tulak kerden nešā kardan 

626 0 hoe (v.) beylče zayden kajbil zadan 

627 0 hoe (n.) beylče, beyl kajbil 

628 0 sickle dās dās 

629 0 machete, cutlass ğame kārd-e bozorg o 

sangin, ğame 

5.8.2 Harvest   

630 0 harvest season maʋed-e deraʋ fasl-e deraʋ 

631 0 harvest (grain) (v.) deraʋ kerden deraʋ kardan 

632 0 harvest, dig up (po-

tatoes) 

čiden jam’āʋari kardan 

633 0 pick, pluck (fruit) čiden čidan 

634 0 harvest, collect 

(honey from hive) 

gonjloʋn reteniden jam’āʋari kardan 

(-e asal az kandu) 

635 0 threshing-floor xarmen zamin-e xarmanku-

bi 

636 0 thresh, beat (grain) koften kubidan 

637 0 winnow (n.) ārbeyz ğarbāl 

638 0 winnow, throw in 

air (grain) (v.) 

bād dāden bādafšān kardan 

639 0 shell (peanuts) (v.) doʋn kerden mağz kardan 

640 0 shuck, husk (corn) 

(v.) 

pust gereyden pust kandan (-e 

zorat) 

5.8.3 Animal husbandry   

641 0 domesticate, tame 

(v.) 

ahli kerden ahli kardan 

642 0 herd (cattle, sheep) 

(n.) 

gale galle 

643 0 herd, tend (cattle, 

sheep) (v.) 

jam kerden jam’ kardan 

644 0 cattle pen tu gāyal āğol-e gāʋ 
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645 0 tether (sheep, 

goats) (v.) 

arak kerden bastan-e hayʋānāt 

bā tanāb 

646 0 feed (animals) čārniden čarāndan 

647 0 milk (cows, goats) 

(v.) 

doden dušidan 

648 0 castrate axte kerden axte kardan 

5.9 Hunting and fish-

ing 

  

5.9.1 Hunting   

649 0 hunt (v.) šekāl kerden šekār kardan 

650 0 stalk (v.) xef kerden kamin kardan 

651 0 chase (v.) nehāden ādin dombāl kardan 

652 0 track (animal) (n.) jāpā radd-e pā 

653 0 footprint (human) jāpā radd-e pā 

654 0 bow (hunting) kamoʋn kamān 

655 0 arrow tir tir 

656 0 poison (on arrow) zahr samm 

657 0 head of arrow nok-e tir nok-e tir 

658 0 quiver (n.) tirdoʋn tirdān 

659 0 lance (spear) (n.) nayze nayze 

660 0 knife čaqoʋn čāğu 

661 0 club, cudgel gorz čomāğ 

662 0 hunting net tur tur-e šekār 

663 0 trap (n.) tale tale 

664 0 set (trap) tale nehāden tale gozāštan 

665 0 trap (animal) (v.) be tale ʋanden tale andāxtan 

666 0 evade xoʋne be u rah 

zayden, tafre 

rahden 

goriz zadan az 

667 0 escape gorusesten farār kardan 

668 0 wound (animal) šal kerden zaxm zadan, zaxmi 

kardan 

669 0 slaughter, kill (an-

imal for butcher-

ing) 

sar boriden koštan 
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670 0 skin (animal) (v.) pust kanden pust kandan 

5.9.2 Fishing   

671 0 fish (v.) māi gereyden māhi gereftan, 

māhigiri kardan 

672 0 fish trap tale māi qafas-e māhigiri 

673 0 fishing net tur-e māi tur-e māhigiri 

674 0 fishing line resmoʋn māi rismān-e māhigiri 

675 0 fishhook qolāʋ-e māi ğolāb-e māhigiri 

5.10 Possessions and 

commerce 

  

676 0 have, possess dāšten dāštan, dārā budan 

677 0 need (v.) lang biden ehtiyāj dāštan, 

niyāz dāštan 

678 0 get, obtain estayden, gir aʋor-

den 

be dast āʋordan 

679 0 give dāden dādan 

680 0 return (tr.), give 

back 

borden āpošt  pas dādan, 

bāzgardāndan 

681 0 belongings dārāi māl, dārāyi 

682 0 owner sohāʋ sāheb 

683 0 rich person ādom-e daʋlemand ādam-e serʋatmand 

684 0 poor person ādom-e faqeyr, 

nadār 

ādam-e fağir 

685 0 rich daʋlemand serʋatmand 

 

686 0 poor faqeyr, nadār fağir 

5.10.1 Money exchange, 

finances 

  

687 0 money pil pul 

688 0 bill, receipt, tab rasid, surathesāʋ surathesāb, ğabz, 

resid 

689 0 barter, exchange 

(of goods) (n.) 

māmele, bede 

bestoʋn 

mo’āmele 

690 0 buy xeriden, estayden xaridan 

691 0 sell forohden / foroden foruxtan 
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692 0 scarce nāyāft kamyāb 

693 0 expensive geroʋn gerān 

694 0 inexpensive arzoʋn arzān 

695 0 price ğimat ğaymat 

696 0 haggle, negotiate a 

price 

čoʋne zayden čāne zadan 

697 0 payment, install-

ment 

qest pardāxt, ğest  

698 0 pay (for goods, 

services, etc.) 

pil dāden pardāxtan 

699 0 gift peyškaši hediye / hadiye 

700 0 rent (v.) kerāye kerden  kerāye kardan 

701 0 beg (for money) gadāi kerden gedāyi kardan 

702 0 borrow qarz estayden ğarz kardan 

703 0 lend qarz dāden ğarz dādan 

704 0 debt qarz ğarz, bedehi, 

bedehkāri 

705 0 offer (v.) tārof  kerden pišnahād kardan, 

pišnahād dādan 

706 0 accept, receive ğaʋul kerden paziroftan, daryāft 

kardan 

707 0 refuse ğaʋul nakerden napaziroftan, rad 

kardan 

708 0 tax (n.) xarāj māliyāt 

709 0 tribute xarāj  bāj, xarāj 

710 0 inheritance ers ers 

711 0 inherit ers gašten ers bordan 

5.11 Travel and trans-

portation 

  

712 0 journey, trip (n.) safar safar, mosāferat 

713 0 travel, go on a trip 

(v.) 

safar rahden safar kardan, (be) 

mosāferat raftan 

714 0 traveler mostāfer mosāfer 

715 0 wander ʋaylun ābiden sargardān budan 

716 0 lost balā ʋābide gomšode 
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717 0 path, road rah, jahde jādde, rāh, masir 

718 0 fork (in path) dorahi dorāhi, došāxe 

719 0 crossroads, inter-

section 

čārrahoʋn tağāto’, čahārrāh 

720 0 cross (river) zayden zuʋāle aʋ az rudxāne obur 

kardan 

721 0 canoe balam ğāyeğ 

722 0 paddle (n.) pāru pāru 

723 0 capsize dargašten bargaštan-e ğāyeğ 

724 0 bring aʋorden āʋordan / āʋardan 

725 0 take (away), carry 

away 

borden bordan, bardāštan 

726 0 send (something to 

someone) 

fešnāden ferestādan 

727 0 carry (in arms) men-e beğal borden haml kardan 

728 0 carry (child) on 

back 

kul kerden bar pošt haml kard-

an, kul kardan 

729 0 carry on head men-e sar borden ru-ye sar haml 

kardan / bordan 

730 0 load, burden (n.) bār bār 

731 0 load (v.) bār kerden bār kardan 

732 0 unload bār deraʋorden xāli kardan (-e bār) 

5.12 War   

733 0 war jang jang 

734 0 peace sohl solh 

735 0 army ordi arteš 

736 0 spy (n.) čaʋraʋ jāsus 

737 0 spy (v.), spy on čaʋraʋi kerden jāsusi kardan 

738 0 sword šomšeyr šamšir 

739 0 gun tofang tofang 

740 0 shield (n.) separ separ 

741 0 conquer, defeat zur gereyden ğalabe kardan 

742 0 defeated nākom, ʋorgel 

xarde 

šekastxorde 

743 0 prisoner, captive zendoʋni zendāni 
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744 0 plunder (a town) lohd kerden ğārat kardan 

5.13 Arts and leisure   

5.13.1 Music and dance   

745 0 music sāz o āʋāz musiği 

746 0 song soru, bayt āhang, tarāne, 

sorud 

747 0 sing xonden xāndan 

748 0 hum (v.) zeyr-e laʋ xonden zemzeme kardan 

749 0 whistle (v.) šit zayden sut zadan 

750 0 dance (n.) rasx rağs 

751 0 dance (v.) bāzesten, rasxesten rağsidan 

5.13.2 Musical instru-

ments 

  

752 0 big(gest) drum dohol tabl 

753 0 small(est) drum tombak tombak 

754 0 bagpipe nay hamboʋn nay 

755 0 flute nayn folut 

756 0 piano, dulcimer  mezğoʋn piyāno, santur 

757 0 horn (musical in-

strument) 

karnā šaypur, kornā 

758 0 rattle (musical in-

strument) 

jeğjeğe jeğjeğe 

759 0 play instrument sāz zayden naʋāxtan-e ālat-e 

musiği 

760 0 blow (horn) hof kerden damidan 

5.13.3 Arts   

761 0 draw (picture) kašiden nağāši kešidan, 

tarāhi kardan 

762 0 decorate ʋārāzniden taz’in kardan 

763 0 carve našx kanden hak kardan 

5.13.4 Leisure   

764 0 play (child) (intr.) bāzi kerden bāzi kardan 

765 0 game bāzi bāzi 

766 0 tobacco pipe čapoq čopoğ-e tambāku, 

pip 
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767 0 pipe-stem qayloʋn čub-e čopoğ 

768  water-pipe (hook-

ah) 

qayloʋn ğalyun 

769 0 tobacco tamāku tambāku 

5.14 Religion and the 

supernatural 

  

5.14.1 Supernatural be-

ings 

  

770 0 God (supreme be-

ing) 

xodā xodā 

771 0 demon, evil spirit āl, deyʋ, jend ruh-e palid, diʋ 

772 0 ghost (visible ap-

parition) 

šaʋah šabah 

773 0 soul, spirit (of liv-

ing person) 

joʋn, ruh raʋān, ruh o jān, 

nafs 

774 0 spirit (of dead per-

son) (invisible) 

ruh ruh 

5.14.2 Religion and 

witchcraft 

  

775 0 pray doā kerden do’ā kardan, namāz 

xāndan 

776 0 blessing barekat, xayr barekat / barkat, 

do’ā-ye xayr 

777 0 divine, prophesy 

(v.) 

ğayʋ goden ğaybguyi kardan 

778 0 prophecy (n.) ğayʋ goden ğaybguyi 

779 0 vision (supernatu-

ral) 

xayāl royā 

780 0 omen nešoʋn, monjez nešāne, āye / āyat, 

fāl 

781 0 witchcraft jādigari jādugari 

782 0 bewitch, cast spell jādi kerden afsun kardan, 

telesm kardan, jādu 

kardan 

783 0 curse (v.) norfi kerden nefrin kardan 

784 0 curse (n.) norfi nefrin, la’nat 
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785 0 poison (n.) sahm, zahr zahr, samm 

786 0 poison (a person) 

(v.) 

sahm dāden masmum kardan 

787 0 amulet, charm, fet-

ish 

usi telesm 

788 0 protect by charm kuf kašiden telesm kardan 

789 0 mask (n.) neqāʋ neğāb 

790 0 sacrifice (v.) ğorbuni ğorbāni kardan 

791 0 dwelling place of 

the dead (spiritual: 

Hell, Hades, etc.) 

donyā mordeyal, 

jandom 

jahanam, donyā-ye 

mordegān 

5.15 Ceremonies   

792 0 tradition, custom rasm sonat, rasm 

793 0 feast (n.) ayd jašn 

794 0 naming ceremony 

(baby) 

esm nehāden marāsem-e 

nāmgozāri (-e 

naʋzād) 

795 0 circumcision 

(male) 

sonat xatne 

796 0 coming-of-age bāloq ābiden bāleğ šodan, be 

senn-e boluğ resid-

an 

5.15.1 Marriage   

797 0 marry arusi kerden ezdeʋāj kardan, 

arusi kardan 

798 0 marriage (state of 

wedlock) 

arusi ezdeʋāj 

799 0 engaged, betrothed nomzad nāmzad, nāmza-

dšode 

800 0 brideprice (for 

bride’s family) 

širbāi širbahā 

801 0 wedding (ceremo-

ny) 

arusi arusi 

802 0 bride arus, baig arus 

803 0 groom doʋā dāmād 

804 0 polygamy čandzeyne čandhamsari 
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805 0 adultery zenā zenā 

806 0 divorce (v.) telāq estayden talāğ gereftan 

5.15.2 Funeral   

807 0 funeral (at occasion 

of death) 

taši jenāze (marāsem-e) 

xāksepāri, dafn 

808 0 mourning fāte xuni sugʋāri, azādāri 

809 0 wail, ululate (at 

funeral) (v.) 

bang-e baʋu kerden šiʋan kardan 

810 0 console, comfort 

(v.) 

sarsalāmati dāden tasliyat goftan, 

tasliyat dādan 

811 0 corpse mayed jasad,  jenāze 

812 0 bury xāk kerden dafn kardan, xāk 

kardan 

813 0 grave xāk ğabr 

814 0 cemetery xākestoʋn ğabrestān 

6. Animals   

815 0 animal hayʋoʋn hayʋān 

6.1 Domestic animals   

6.1.1 Bovines   

816 0 ox (general term), 

bovine 

ʋorzā gāʋ 

817 0 bull ʋorzā gāʋ-e nar 

818 0 cow (female) māgā gāʋ-e māde 

819 0 heifer guʋar gusāle-ye māde 

820 0 steer šangol-e tir gusāle-ye parʋāri 

821 0 calf nuʋar gusāle 

822 0 herd (of cattle) gale galle 

6.1.2 Ovines   

823 0 goat boz boz 

824 0 he-goat, billy goat bahde boz-e nar 

825 0 she-goat, nanny 

goat 

boz-e mā boz-e māde 

826 0 kid big bozğāle 

827 0 sheep gusend gusfand 
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828 0 ram narmeyš gusfand-e nar 

829 0 ewe meyš miš, gusfand-e 

māde 

830 0 lamb kaʋe, bare barre 

831 0 flock (of sheep, 

goats) 

gale galle 

6.1.3 Poultry   

832 0 chicken ʋāruk juje 

833 0 rooster (cock) xorus / xurus xorus 

834 0 hen morğ morğ 

835 0 chick til juje 

836 0 turkey buqalamun buğalamun 

837 0 duck bat ordak 

6.1.4 Beasts of burden   

838 0 camel šotor šotor 

839 0 horse asp asb 

840 0 mare (female 

horse) 

māyoʋn mādde, asb-e 

mādiyān 

841 0 colt nuzdin korre 

842 0 donkey har xar, olāğ 

843 0 mule qāter ğāter 

6.1.5 Other   

844 0 pig gorāz xuk 

845 0 dog say sag 

846 0 pup tile say tulesag 

847 0 cat gorbe gorbe 

848 0 kitten tile gorbe bačegorbe 

6.2 Mammals   

849 0 elephant fil fil 

850 0 camel šotor šotor 

851 0 bear xers xers 

852 0 fox ruʋā rubāh 

853 0 monkey antar maymun 

854 0 wolf gorg gorg 
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855 0 hyena kaftār kaftār 

856 0 jackal ture šoğāl 

857 0 antelope, gazelle āhi āhu 

858 0 deer gaʋazn gaʋazn 

859 0 ibex pāzen marāl 

6.2.1 Rodents   

860 0 mouse mošk muš 

861 0 rat gerze muš-e sahrāyi 

862 0 marten samur samur 

863 0 hedgehog čule xārpošt 

864 0 mole mošk-e šaʋkur muš-e kur 

865 0 hare harguš xarguš-e sahrāyi 

866 0 squirrel dārdoʋn mušxormā 

867 0 porcupine čule jujetiği 

868 0 bat šaʋkure xofāš 

6.2.2 Cats   

869 0 wild cat gorbe kohi gorbe-ye ʋahši 

870 0 leopard, panther pelang, bamr palang 

871 0 lion šeyr šir 

6.2.3 Mammal parts   

872 0 hide (of animal) pust-e hayʋoʋn  pust-e xām 

873 0 fur mel xaz 

874 0 horn šāx šāx 

875 0 hump (of cow) kok kuhān 

876 0 udder gun pestān 

877 0 tail din dom 

878 0 hoof somb som 

879 0 mane yāl yāl 

880 0 den, lair, hole loʋne lāne, āšiyāne 

6.2.4 Mammal actions   

881 0 bark (as dog) (v.) pās kerden ʋāğʋāğ kardan, 

pārs kardan 

882 0 ruminate, chew cud hāšt kanden nošxār kardan 
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6.3 Birds   

883 0 bird bālende parande 

884  sparrow bengešt gonješk 

885  swallow peleštuk parastu 

886 0 starling šahtap sār 

887 0 pigeon, dove kamutar kabutar 

888 0 chukar quail kaʋg kabk 

889 0 heron māiderār haʋāsil 

890 0 kingfisher māiderār māhixār 

891 0 woodpecker dārdom, dārku dārkub 

892 0 crow kalā kalāğ 

893 0 raven kalā ğorāb 

894 0 hoopoe morq-e solaymoʋn hodhod 

895 0 owl šuk, šaʋgard, ko-

koʋang 

joğd 

896 0 eagle, hawk hāšo oğāb 

897 0 falcon šābim šāhin 

898 0 vulture dāl lāšxor 

6.3.1 Bird parts and 

things 

  

899 0 feather par par 

900 0 wing bāl bāl 

901 0 beak, bill nok nok 

902 0 crest (of bird) kākol kākol 

903 0 comb (of rooster) tāj tāj 

904 0 crop (of bird) čineğār činedān 

905 0 gizzard sandak sangdān 

906 0 claw pangāl čangāl 

907 0 egg hāye toxm 

908 0 eggshell tu hāye pust-e toxm 

909 0 yolk (of egg) zarde zarde-ye toxm 

910 0 nest loʋne lāne, āšiyāne 

6.3.2 Bird actions   

911 0 fly (v.) fer dāden parʋāz kardan 
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912 0 land (v.), alight nešasten be zamin nešastan 

913 0 flap the wings bāl zayden par zadan 

914 0 cackle (as of 

chicken) 

ğotğot kerden ğodğod kardan 

915 0 crow (as a rooster) 

(v.) 

(xorusxoʋn)  

xoʋnden 

bāng zadan 

916 0 peck (tr.) nok zayden nok zadan 

917 0 lay (eggs) toxm nehāden toxm gozāštan 

918 0 incubate, set (on 

eggs) 

xaʋsiden sar-e 

toxm-ā 

ru-ye toxm xābidan 

919 0 hatch bedar zayden ze 

toxm 

birun āmadan (-e 

juje) 

6.4 Fish   

920 0 fish māi māhi 

921 0 eel mārmāi mārmāhi 

6.4.1 Fish parts   

922 0 fish bone hast-e māi ostoxān-e māhi 

923 0 fish-scale pilak fals-e māhi, pulak 

924 0 gill pof ābšoš 

925 0 fin bālmāi paremāhi 

6.4.2 Shellfish and mol-

lusks 

  

926 0 crab kerzeleng xarčang 

927 0 shrimp kox maygu 

928 0 clam, mussel gušmāi sadaf-e 

xorāki 

6.5 Reptiles and am-

phibians 

  

929 0 snake mār mār 

930 0 lizard susmār susmār 

931 0 chameleon gargerāk susmār-e kučak 

932 0 gecko lelek mārmulak-e xānegi 

933 0 crocodile susmār temsāh 

934 0 frog baq ğurbāğe 

935 0 tortoise (land) kāsepošt lākpošt 
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936 0 turtle (water) kāsepošt-e aʋi lākpošt-e ābi 

6.5.1 Reptile parts   

937 0 fang (of snake) nešt niš 

938 0 venom (of snake) zahr, sahm zahr, samm 

939 0 shell (of turtle) kāse lāk 

6.5.2 Reptile actions   

940 0 slither (snake) ser xarden xazidan 

941 0 bite (snake) (v.) gašten niš zadan 

942 0 crawl (lizard) ʋorčarden xazidan 

943 0 hiss (v.) xešxeš kerden his kardan 

6.6 Insects   

944 0 insect jakejoʋneʋar / jak o 

joʋneʋar 

hašare 

945 0 flea kayk kak 

946 0 louse šeš šepeš 

947 0 bedbug sās sās 

948 0 maggot (in rotten 

meat) 

kerm-e gušt xarmagas 

949 0 cockroach botol susk 

950 0 ant (small) mur murče 

951 0 ant (large) mur murče 

952 0 flying ant mur-e bāldār murče-ye bāldār 

953 0 termite reʋeyz muriyāne 

954 0 spider šaytoʋn ankabut 

955 0 tarantula gondgaz rotayl 

956 0 scorpion gaždin ağrab 

957 0 dung beetle botol susk-e sarginxor, 

susk-e sargin 

958 0 grasshopper kolo malax 

959 0 cricket jirjirak jirjirak 

960 0 locust kolo malax 

961 0 praying mantis kolo āxundak 

962 0 leech zahle zālu 

963 0 centipede taštaš sadpā 
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964 0 millipede gušraʋ hezārpā 

965 0 earthworm kerm-e zemin kerm-e xāki 

6.6.1 Flying insects   

966 0 fly (n.) pašxe magas 

967 0 mosquito pašxe kure paše 

968 0 bee gonj zambur 

969 0 butterfly pāperuk parʋāne 

970 0 moth beyd bid 

6.6.2 Insect things   

971 0 antenna šāxak šāxak 

972 0 sting (v.) gašten gazidan 

973 0 stinger nešt niš-e hašare 

974 0 spider’s web loʋne šaytoʋn tār-e ankabut, 

tarankabut 

975 0 anthill, ant nest murjeloʋn lāne-ye murče 

976 0 beehive loʋne gonj kandu-ye asal 

977 0 beeswax, bee-bread kār mum 

978 0 honey āsal asal 

7. Plants   

7.1 Types of plants   

7.1.1 Trees   

979 0 tree dār deraxt 

980 0 oak balit balut 

981 0 poplar kabude, espeydār deraxt-e tabrizi, 

sepidār 

982 0 willow beyd deraxt-e bid 

983 0 juniper saʋl sarʋ-e kuhi 

984 0 pine kāj kāj 

985 0 wild fig tree dār-e anjir-e kohi deraxt-e anjir-e 

ʋahši 

986 0 thorn tree, acacia hārparzin ağāğiyā 

987 0 date palm deraxt-e hormā deraxt-e xormā, 

naxl 

988 0 bush bote bute 
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7.1.2 Grasses   

989 0 grass alaf alaf 

990 0 bamboo qayzeroʋn xizrān 

991 0 reed nayn nay 

992 0 weeds alaf-e harz alafharze / alaf-e 

harz  

7.2 Plant parts   

993 0 leaf par barg 

994 0 branch (of tree) lešk šāxe 

995 0 trunk (of tree) tir-e deraxt tane 

996 0 bark (of tree) pust-e deraxt pust-e deraxt 

997 0 sap zedey / zede šire-ye giyāhi 

998 0 stump konde konde 

999 0 root riše riše 

1000 0 bulb, tuber piyāz-e gol piyāz-e gol 

1001 0 stem, stalk (of 

maize, etc.) 

sāqe sāğe 

1002 0 blade (of grass) bārike alaf pahnā-ye barg 

1003 0 flower gol gol 

1004 0 bud sok jaʋāne 

1005 0 shoot (new plant) parak jaʋāne 

1006 0 vine mo deraxt-e mo 

1007 0 tendril peyčak riše-ye pičak 

1008 0 thorn hār xār 

7.3 Plant products   

7.3.1 Plant product parts   

1009 0 juice šire ābmiʋe  

1010 0 stone, pit haste, mazg haste 

1011 0 cluster (grapes) huše xuše 

1012 0 kernel (of maize) doʋnezorat, doʋne 

balāl 

dāne-ye zorat 

1013 0 seed tohm, doʋne toxm, dāne 

1014 0 skin (of fruit) tu / to pust 

1015 0 shell (of peanut) pust pust 
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1016 0 corn husk (n.) suse sabus 

1017 0 chaff kah sabus, kāh 

7.3.2 Fruits   

1018 0 fruit samar, miʋe miʋe 

1019 0 banana maʋz maʋz 

1020 0 apple seyʋ sib 

1021 0 lemon nemul limu 

1022 0 orange portağāl porteğāl 

1023 0 pear hermu golābi 

1024 0 peach holu holu 

1025 0 pomegranate anār anār 

1026 0 quince beh beh 

1027 0 berry (mulberry) tid tut 

1028 0 fig anjir anjir 

1029 0 date hormā xormā 

7.3.3 Vegetables   

1030 0 tomato tamāte gaʋjefarangi 

1031 0 onion piyāz piyāz 

1032 0 garlic sir sir 

1033 0 pepper (green) felfelsaʋz felfelsabz, fel-

feldolme’i 

1034 0 red pepper, hot 

pepper 

felfelsohr felfel(-e) ğermez 

1035 0 okra bāmiye bāmiye 

1036 0 eggplant bādenjoʋn bādemjān 

1037 0 mushroom ğārč ğarč 

7.3.4 Tubers   

1038 0 carrot haʋij haʋij 

1039 0 potato seyʋzemini sibzamini 

7.3.5 Cereals   

1040 0 maize, corn zorat balāl, zorat 

1041 0 wheat gandom gandom 

1042 0 barley jo jaʋ 

1043 0 rice berenj berenj 
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7.3.6 Other plant pro-

ducts 

  

1044 0 peanut bāyomzemini bādāmzamini 

1045 0 sesame seed konjet konjed 

1046 0 walnut gerdu gerdu 

1047 0 acorn balit balut 

1048 0 squash seed toxm-e kedi toxm-e kadu, tox-

mesefid 

1049 0 coffee qahʋe ğahʋe 

1050 0 tea čāi čāy 

1051 0 cotton pambe pambe 

7.4 Plant processes   

1052 0 grow (of plants) 

(intr.) 

gap ābiden rošd kardan 

1053 0 sprout (v.) tif kerden jaʋāne zadan 

1054 0 ripe raside reside 

1055 0 ripen, become ripe rasiden residan 

1056 0 unripe naraside nāras 

1057 0 ruined, spoiled, 

rotten 

xarāʋ xarāb 

1058 0 shrivelled, wrin-

kled (fruit) 

pelāheste čorukšode 

1059 0 wither (plant) mulāhesten pajmorde šodan 

1060 0 blight (n.) lemār āfat 

8. Environment   

8.1 Nature   

8.1.1 Areas, regions   

1061 0 world donyā / doynā donyā, jahān 

1062 0 place jā jā, makān 

1063 0 desert biyāʋoʋn, sahrā sahrā, biyābān 

1064 0 grassland saʋzeloʋn, marğ, 

maʋr 

alafzār 

1065 0 forest ler jangal 

1066 0 open place, clear-

ing 

sahrā dašt, sahrā 
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1067 0 bush country, rural 

area 

biyāʋoʋn, māl o 

ʋelāt 

manāteğ-e rustāyi 

8.1.2 Physical features   

1068 0 ground, land zemin zamin 

1069 0 mountain koh kuh 

1070 0 summit, highest 

point 

nofte nok, ğolle 

1071 0 cliff borge, koʋn, tele partgāh 

1072 0 valley dare darre 

1073 0 ditch kandāl xandağ 

1074 0 pit čāl gaʋdāl 

1075 0 hole silā surāx 

1076 0 crevice eškaft, terak darz 

1077 0 cave ğār ğār 

8.1.3 Natural things 

(minerals, etc.) 

  

1078 0 rock (large) gar, rāk, tāš saxre 

1079 0 stone (small) bard, kočok sang 

1080 0 gravel reyz šen 

1081 0 sand māse māse 

1082 0 dust gart o ğovār gard o xāk 

1083 0 dirt, soil hāk xāk 

1084 0 clay hāk-e nak xāk-e ros 

1085 0 mud gel gel 

1086 0 iron āhen āhan 

1087 0 gold telā talā 

1088 0 silver norğe noğre 

1089 0 copper mers mes 

1090 0 rust (n.) zang zang 

8.1.4 Water related   

1091 0 water aʋ āb 

1092 0 ocean, sea deryā oğyānus, daryā 

1093 0 lake deryāče daryāče 

1094 0 pool haʋz, gaʋr estaxr 
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1095 0 waterhole aʋger gaʋdāl-e āb 

1096 0 marsh mandaʋ bātlāğ, mordāb 

1097 0 spring čašme češme 

1098 0 waterfall beduf ābšār 

1099 0 brook, stream ju juybār 

1100 0 river aʋ-e ru rudxāne 

1101 0 current (river, 

stream) 

jaryān jaryān 

1102 0 riverbed (dry) galāl baster- / bastar-e 

rudxāne 

1103 0 river bank bāl-e ru sāhel-e rudxāne 

1104 0 ford (n.) godār pāyāb 

1105 0 bridge pol pol 

1106 0 island jezire jazire 

1107 0 beach bāl-e aʋ sahel 

1108 0 wave maʋj maʋj 

1109 0 bubble hobāʋ hobāb 

1110 0 foam kaf kaf 

1111 0 slime (organic) nehel lajan 

8.1.5 Fire related   

1112 0 fire taš ātaš / āteš 

1113 0 flame gor, alo šo’le 

1114 0 spark tašfiče jarağe 

1115 0 smoke di dud 

1116 0 fireplace tašdoʋn, čāle šumine 

1117 0 firewood hiʋe hizom 

1118 0 charcoal zoğāl zoğāl-e čub 

1119 0 ashes hol, hākeštar xākestar 

8.1.6 Sky   

1120 0 sky āšemoʋn āsemān 

1121 0 air (breathed) haʋā haʋā 

1122 0 cloud aʋr abr 

1123 0 rainbow saʋz-e sir ranginkamān 

1124 0 sun aftaʋ xoršid 
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1125 0 moon mah māh 

1126 0 full moon mahtamom māh-e kāmel 

1127 0 new moon mahnu mah-e naʋ 

1128 0 eclipse (moon) mahgere, mah 

gereydei / mah 

gerehdei 

māhgereftegi 

1129 0 star āstāre setāre 

8.1.7 Other   

1130 0 noise, sound (n.) sedā sedā 

1131 0 rustle (leaves) (v.) šefšef kerden xešxeš kardan 

1132 0 squeak (wheel) (v.) jirešt kerden jirjir kardan 

8.2 Weather    

1133 0 wind (n.) bād bād 

1134 0 dust storm gart-e lile tufān-e xāk 

1135 0 storm tufoʋn tufān 

1136 0 thunder ğoromterāq ra’d 

1137 0 lightning taš o barğ barğ 

1138 0 rain bāroʋn bārān 

1139 0 drizzle teʋisteʋis namnam-e bārān 

1140 0 hail tederg tagarg 

1141 0 dew čom, šaʋnam sabnam 

1142 0 flood (n.) saylaʋ, tufaʋ sayl 

1143 0 dry up, evaporate ʋorčihesten tabxir šodan 

1144 0 drought, famine biāʋi, tangsāli xošksāli 

8.2.1 Seasons   

1145 0 season maʋed fasl 

1146 0 spring bohār bahār 

1147 0 summer taʋestoʋn tābestān 

1148 0 autumn, fall pāiz pāyiz 

1149 0 winter zemestoʋn zemestān 

8.2.2 Ambient condi-

tions 

  

1150 0 light rušnāi nur 

1151 0 sunshine rušnāi aftaʋ nur-e xoršid 
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1152 0 moonlight rušnāi mah nur-e māh 

1153 0 shadow sā sāye 

1154 0 darkness zolmenāt tāriki 

8.3 Time   

1155 0 time maʋed ʋağt, zamān 

1156 0 now hamālā hālā, aknun 

1157 0 before niyātar ğabl, piš az 

1158 0 after bahd ba’d, pas az 

1159 0 early zi zud 

1160 0 late deyr dir 

1161 0 once yamarte yekbār, yekbāre 

1162 0 again zenu, duʋārte dobāre, bāz 

1163 0 sometimes gātāʋaxtey ba’zi aʋğāt 

1164 0 often dobištar-e ʋaxt-ā ağlab 

1165 0 usually bištar ma’mulan 

1166 0 always hay, hamiše ʋaxt hamiše 

1167 0 never harjek, bedonyā 

(... na) 

hargez, hičʋağt  

1168 0 spend time, pass 

time 

ʋaxtgozaruni 

kerden 

ʋağt gozarāndan 

1169 0 wait mandir biden entezār kešidan, 

montazer budan 

8.3.1 Time periods   

1170 0 day ruz ruz 

1171 0 month māh māh 

1172 0 year sāl sāl 

1173 0 today amru emruz 

1174 0 yesterday duš diruz 

1175 0 day before yester-

day 

parey pariruz 

1176 0 tomorrow soʋah fardā 

1177 0 day after tomorrow pasoʋah pasfardā 

1178 0 olden times ayom-e niyā zamān-e ğadim 
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8.3.2 Times of the day   

1179 0 dawn (before sun-

rise) 

tārik-e sohʋ sepidedam 

1180 0 sunrise aftaʋzanoʋn tolu’-e āftāb, tolu’-

e xoršid 

1181 0 morning sohʋ sobh 

1182 0 noon čāst zohr 

1183 0 afternoon pasin ba’dazzohr, asr 

1184 0 sunset aftaʋdaraʋ ğorub-e āftāb, 

ğorub-e xoršid 

1185 0 dusk, twilight (af-

ter sunset) 

ğoru ba’d az ğorub, 

haʋā-ye gorg o miš 

1186 0 daytime ruz ruzhengām 

1187 0 night šaʋ šab 

8.4 Space and objects   

1188 0 thing či čiz, šay’ 

1189 0 piece qal, tike tekke, ğet’e 

1190 0 top ʋāro bālā 

1191 0 bottom belam pāyin 

 

1192 0 front (of some-

thing) 

peyš jelaʋ / jolo 

1193 0 back (of some-

thing) 

pas pošt, ağab 

1194 0 side (of something) kel, pahli kenār 

1195 0 middle menjā ʋasat, miyān 

1196 0 edge (n.) ro labe 

1197 0 point (n.) nok nok 

1198 0 bump (n.), protu-

berance 

peki barāmadegi 

1199 0 spot (n.) noxte noğte, noğte ʋa jā-

ye mošaxas 
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9. Events and actions   

9.1 Movement (mostly 

intransitive) 

  

1200 0 move (intr.) jom xarden harkat / harekat 

kardan, takān xord-

an 

1201 0 movement johmešt harkat / harekat 

1202 0 come oʋayden / eʋayden  / 

ʋayden 

āmadan 

1203 0 go rahden raftan 

1204 0 approach (v.) neheng ābiden nazdik šodan 

1205 0 arrive rasiden residan 

1206 0 remain, stay manden māndan 

1207 0 leave (place) rahden tark kardan 

1208 0 return, go back ʋorgašten, ʋayden 

āpošt 

bargaštan, 

bāzgaštan 

1209 0 enter, go in ʋayden āibā ʋāred šodan 

1210 0 come (or go) out, 

exit (v.) 

zayden bedar xārej šodan, birun 

raftan 

1211 0 ascend, go up rahden āro bālā raftan 

1212 0 descend, go down rahden belam pāyin āmadan 

1213 0 fall (intr.) ʋasten oftādan 

1214 0 swing (v.), go back 

and forth 

pas o peyš rahden tāb xordan 

1215 0 slide ser xarden sor xordan, 

lağzidan 

1216 0 roll gelu xarden ğaltidan 

1217 0 spread (disease, 

fire) (intr.) 

hameger ābiden, 

pašx ābiden 

paxš šodan 

1218 0 burst pokesten monfajer šodan, 

tarakidan 

1219 0 disappear ğayʋ ābiden nāpadid šodan 

1220 0 speed (n.) tondi sor’at 

1221 0 fast tond tond, sari’ 

1222 0 slow yaʋāš, hoʋār āheste, yaʋāš 
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1223 0 hurry (intr.) bejeste rahden, jald 

rahden, tahjil 

kerden 

ajale kardan 

9.2 Actions, events 

affecting matter 

  

9.2.1 General   

1224 0 take ʋordāšten, borden, 

gereyden / gerehden 

bardāštan, gereftan 

1225 0 snatch, seize ʋoryānden robudan, ğāpzani 

kardan, dastbord 

zadan 

1226 0 catch (object in air) ğāpniden, gereyden 

/ gerehden 

gereftan 

1227 0 pick up ʋordāšten, ʋorčiden bardāstan 

1228 0 hold ʋādāšten negah / negāh 

dāštan 

1229 0 raise, lift ʋordāšten, borden 

āro 

boland kardan, 

bālā bordan 

1230 0 lower (tr.) aʋorden belam pāyin āʋordan 

1231 0 drop (tr.) ʋanden andāxtan 

1232 0 throw perd kerden, ʋer 

dāden 

partāb kardan 

1233 0 shoot (v.) tir ʋanden tir zadan, šelik 

kardan 

1234 0 knock down, knock 

over 

zayden be gel be zamin kubidan 

1235 0 turn over (tr.) dargašten bargaštan 

1236 0 pull kašiden kešidan 

1237 0 drag kaš o tor kerden kešāndan, ru-ye 

zamin kešidan 

1238 0 push holok  dāden hol dādan, fešār 

dādan 

1239 0 steer (v.) ronden rāndan 

1240 0 overtake, pass (tr.) niyā zayden sebğat gereftan, 

rad kardan, jelaʋ / 

jolo zadan 
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1241 0 surround hateger kerden, 

beyrah kerden 

ehāte kardan 

1242 0 twist peyžniden pičidan, pičāndan, 

pič o tāb xordan 

1243 0 fold (v.) ʋālurniden tā kardan 

1244 0 coil (rope) (v.) kalāte kerden halğe zadan 

1245 0 hang up zayden bedār āʋizān kardan 

1246 0 spread out (maize) 

(tr.)  

pašx kerden paxš kardan 

1247 0 stretch (tr.) kahš aʋorden kešidan 

9.2.2 Percussion   

1248  hit, strike koften, xarden, 

zayden 

kubidan, zadan, 

zarbe zadan 

1249 0 beat (someone) koft-e-ku kerden kotak zadan 

1250  bump (v.), knock 

against 

xarden kad-e, koft-

en be 

xordan be 

1251 0 rub ʋorsāiden mālidan 

1252 0 scrape (v.) hārniden xārāšāndan, 

tarāšidan, xārān-

dan 

1253 0 scratch (v.) rekeniden xārāndan, xarāši-

dan, xarāš dādan 

1254 0 pierce silā kerden surax kardan 

1255 0 tear (tr.) derden pāre kardan 

1256 0 strip off (bark) tu / to kanden pust kandan 

1257 0 shake (tr.) jomniden tekān dādan 

1258 0 squeeze tamniden, 

možgeniden 

fešār dādan, fešor-

dan, fešorde nešas-

tan 

1259 0 crush (tr.) telniden leh kardan, xord 

kardan 

9.2.3 Creation and de-

struction 

  

1260 0 create, make rāst kerden sāxtan, ijād kardan 

1261 0 alter, change (tr.) ālešt kerden tağyir dādan, aʋaz 

kardan 
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1262 0 break (tr.) eškanden šekastan, xarāb 

kardan 

1263 0 destroy, spoil xarāʋ  kerden xarāb kardan, 

nābud kardan, az 

bayn bordan, zāye’ 

kardan 

1264 0 ruined, spoiled xarāʋ xarāb, fāsed, 

ʋirānšode, 

tabāhšode 

9.2.4 Association of 

things 

  

1265 0 join, put together disniden kad-e yak payʋastan, ʋasl 

kardan 

1266 0 accumulate sar-e yak jam 

kerden, kope 

kerden, koh kerden 

ruy-e ham 

gozāštan, ambāštan 

1267 0 gather jam kerden jam’ kardan 

1268 0 divide, separate 

(tr.) 

bahr kerden, jedā 

kerden 

tağsim kardan, jedā 

/ jodā kardan 

1269 0 scatter (tr.) pahš o perā kerden paxš kardan, 

parākande kardan, 

afšāndan 

1270 0 throw away, get rid 

of 

perd kerden dur andāxtan 

9.2.5 Placement   

1271 0 put, place, set nehāden / nohāden / 

nāden 

ğarār dādan, 

jāygozāri kardan, 

gozāštan 

1272 0 leave (something 

somewhere) 

ʋordāden jā gozāštan 

1273 0 keep, save ʋādāšten, zahf 

kerden 

negah / negāh 

dāštan, zaxire kard-

an, bāği gozāštan 

1274 0 hide (tr.) beydār kerden penhān kardan, 

ğāyem kardan 

1275 0 lose (tr.) balā kerden gom kardan, az 

dast dādan 
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1276 0 look for gašten bedin-e... dombāl-e čizi (yā 

kasi) gaštan, josteju 

kardan 

1277 0 find josten paydā kardan 

9.2.6 Action of wind   

1278 0 blow (of wind) (v.) bād kanden ʋazidan 

1279 0 blow down bād ʋanden parāndan 

1280 0 blow away bād borden parāndan 

1281 0 fan (v.) bād zayden bād zadan 

9.2.7 Action with liquids   

1282 0 flow rah ʋasten, raʋoūn 

ābiden, kanden 

jāri šodan, jāri 

budan 

1283 0 drip tok kerden čekke kardan 

1284 0 leak (v.) telaʋe kerden, lik 

kerden 

našt kardan 

1285 0 sprinkle peškeniden pāšidan 

1286 0 smear (tr.) ālide kerden, parčal 

kerden 

āğeštan 

1287 0 dip zayden men-e ... foru bordan 

1288 0 soak xisniden xisāndan 

1289 0 wring out možgeniden čelāndan, fešordan  

1290 0 dry out (clothes) hošk kerden xoškāndan, xošk 

kardan 

1291 0 float ʋasten āri aʋ šenāʋar budan 

1292 0 sink (v.) tah geriden ğarğ šodan, tahne-

šin šodan 

1293 0 drown (intr.) aʋ borden ğarğ šodan 

9.2.8 Action of light   

1294 0 shine berč zayden, 

bereğniden 

deraxšidan 

1295 0 fade kur ābiden, tār 

ābiden 

mahʋ šodan 

1296 0 bright rušen raʋšan 

1297 0 dim (v.) kamsu ʋābiden tire šodan, kamnur 

šodan 
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9.2.9 Action of heat, fire   

1298 v light (fire) (v.) (taš) gerniden raʋšan kardan 

1299 0 quench, extinguish kur kerden xāmuš kardan, foru 

nešāndan 

1300 0 burn (intr.), blaze sohden suxtan, šo’leʋar 

šodan 

1301 0 melt (intr.) taʋhesten zaʋb šodan 

9.3 Aspect   

1302 0 begin oʋayden / eʋayden / 

ʋayden / ʋeyden 

be ..., šeru kerden 

šoru’ kardan / šod-

an, āğāz kardan / 

šodan 

1303 0 beginning aʋal ebtedā, āğāz 

1304 0 continue, resume pay gereyden edāme dādan 

1305 0 end (n.) āxer pāyān 

1306 0 cease, stop ist kerden, dast 

kašiden 

taʋağğof kardan 

1307 0 finish, complete 

(v.) 

tamom kerden tamām kardan / 

šodan, kāmel kard-

an / šodan 

10. Quality   

10.1 Dimension, shape   

1308 0 big gap bozorg 

1309 0 enlarge gap kerden bozorg kardan 

1310 0 small kočir kučak / kuček 

1311 0 diminish (tr.) kam kerden kam kardan 

1312 0 high ʋāro bālā 

1313 0 low belam pāyin 

1314 0 long derāz derāz 

1315 0 lengthen derāz kerden derāz kardan 

1316 0 short kutāl  kutāh 

1317 0 shorten kutāl kerden kutāh kardan 

1318 0 fat, thick koloft, čāq koloft 

1319 0 thin lar lāğar, bārik  

1320 0 wide pahn, ferāq pahn, ariz 
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1321 0 widen pahn kerden, ze yak 

borden, ferāq 

kerden 

pahn kardan, gošād 

kardan, ariz kardan 

1322 0 narrow bārik, tang bārik, tang 

1323 0 deep qil amiğ, omğdār, žarf, 

gaʋd 

1324 0 deepen qil kerden gaʋd kardan 

1325 0 shallow tonok kamomğ 

1326 0 flat taxt sāf, hamʋār  

1327 0 flatten taxt kerden mosattah kardan, 

sāf kardan 

1328 0 hollow (adj.) pik gaʋdāl, gaʋdi, 

miyāntohi, tuxāli 

1329 0 swell (intr.) pandaʋ kerden bād kardan 

1330 0 round ğerāti, gerdaki, 

gerdāli 

gerd, modaʋar 

1331 0 straight rāst mostağim, rāst 

1332 0 straighten rāst kerden rāst kardan 

1333 0 crooked xal kaj 

1334 0 bend, crook, curve 

(n.) 

xali xam, kaji 

1335 0 heavy sangin sangin 

1336 0 weight sangini ʋazn 

1337 0 light (not heavy) seʋek sabok 

10.2 Feel   

1338 0 sharp teyz tiz 

1339 0 sharpen (knife) teyz kerden tiz kardan 

1340 0 sharpen, bring to 

point (arrow) 

nok teyz kerden noktiz kardan 

1341 0 blunt, dull kol kond, binok 

1342 0 rough derb, derderin zebr 

1343 0 smooth narm, hoʋār narm, molāyem, 

raʋān, hamʋār 
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1344 0 make smooth narm kerden, hoʋār 

kerden 

narm kardan, sāf 

kardan, hamʋār 

kardan 

1345 0 hard seft saxt 

1346 0 harden seft kerden saxt kardan 

1347 0 soft narm narm 

1348 0 soften narm kerden narm kardan 

1349 0 dry hošk xošk 

1350 0 wet tar martub, xis, 

namdar, tar 

1351 0 slippery ser sor, liz 

1352 0 sticky muč časbande, časbnāk 

1353 0 hot (objects) dāğ, juš dāğ 

1354 0 cold (objects) sard sard 

10.3 Colour   

1355 0 colour rang rang 

1356 0 white espeyd sefid 

1357 0 black šah siyāh 

1358 0 red sohr ğermez, sorx 

1359 0 blue kaʋu ābi 

1360 0 green saʋz sabz 

1361 0 brown bur ğahʋe’i 

1362 0 yellow zard zard 

1363 0 dark (colour) tārik tire, porrang 

1364 0 light (colour) rušen raʋšan 

10.4 Taste and smell   

1365 0 taste (n.) tom maze, ta’m 

1366 0 sweet širin širin 

1367 0 sour toroš torš 

1368 0 bitter tahl talx 

1369 0 odour, smell (n.) bu bu 

1370 0 stink, smell (bad) 

(n.) 

bu liš bu-ye bad 
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10.5 Ability   

1371 0 can, be able (to) taresten taʋānestan 

1372 0 strong (physically) porzur ğaʋi 

1373 0 strength zur ğoʋʋat, ğodrat 

1374 0 weak kamzur za’if 

1375 0 great, powerful porzur, qaʋin nirumand, 

ğodratmand, 

moğtader  

1376 0 splendour, glory jalāl šokuh, jalāl 

10.6 Value   

1377 0 good xoʋ xub 

1378 0 bad liš bad 

1379 0 right, correct rāst dorost, sahih 

1380 0 truth zerāsti, haqeyqat rāsti, hağiğat 

1381 0 perfect beynosx kāmel 

1382 0 wrong ešteʋā ğalat, nādorost, 

eštebāh 

1383 0 beautiful ğašang, našmin zibā, ğašang 

1384 0 ugly liš, badgel zešt 

1385 0 clean tamis, pāk tamiz, pāk  

1386 0 dirty parčal kasif 

1387 0 important mohom mohem, bāaham-

miyat 

1388 0 amusing, funny handedār xandedār, bāmaze 

10.7 Maturity   

1389 0 new nu jadid, naʋ 

1390 0 old (not new) kohne, qadimi kohne, ğadimi  

11. Quantity   

11.1 Cardinal numbers   

1391 0 one (1) yak yek 

1392 0 two (2) do do 

1393 0 three (3) se se 

1394 0 four (4) čār čahār 

1395 0 five (5) panj panj 
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1396 0 six (6) šaš, šiš šeš 

1397 0 seven (7) haft haft 

1398 0 eight (8) hašt hašt 

1399 0 nine (9) noh noh 

1400 0 ten (10) dah dah 

1401 0 eleven (11) yāzdah yāzdah 

1402 0 twelve (12) duʋāzdah daʋāzdah 

1403 0 thirteen (13) seyzdah sizdah 

1404 0 fourteen (14) čārdah čahārdah 

1405 0 fifteen (15) poʋnzdah pānzdah 

1406 0 sixteen (16) šoʋnzdah šānzdah 

1407 0 seventeen (17) habdah hefdah 

1408 0 eighteen (18) haždah hejdah 

1409 0 nineteen (19) nuzdah nuzdah 

1410 0 twenty (20) bist bist 

1411 0 twenty-one (21) bist o yak bist o yek 

1412 0 twenty-two (22) bist o do bist o do 

1413 0 thirty (30) ši si 

1414 0 forty (40) čel čehel 

1415 0 fifty (50) panjā panjāh 

1416 0 sixty (60) šast šast 

1417 0 seventy (70) hafdād haftād 

1418 0 eighty (80) hašdād haštād 

1419 0 ninety (90) naʋad naʋad 

1420 0 hundred (100) sad / sadd sad 

1421 0 two hundred (200) doʋist deʋist  

1422 0 five hundred (500) poʋnsad pānsad 

1423 0 thousand (1000) hezār hezār 

11.2 Ordinal numbers   

1424 0 first aʋal aʋʋal 

1425 0 second doyom doʋʋom 

1426 0 third seyom seʋʋom 

1427 0 last axeyr āxar / āxer 
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11.3 Order   

1428 0 add jam zayden jam’ kardan,  jam’ 

zadan 

1429 0 subtract, take away kars kerden kam kardan, tafriğ 

kardan 

1430 0 increase (intr.) ğalʋe ʋābiden afzāyeš paydā  

kardan, ziyād šo-

dan 

1431 0 decrease (intr.) kam ābiden kāheš paydā  

kardan, kam šodan 

1432 0 count (v.) ešmārden šemordan / šo-

mordan, hesāb 

kardan 

1433 0 arrange darčiden moratab kardan 

1434 0 equal (adj.) čand-e yak barābar, yaksān, 

mosāʋi 

11.4 Relative quantity   

1435 0 abundant ğalʋe farāʋān 

1436 0 enough rasā, bas kāfi 

1437 0 lack (v.) karsi dāšten kam dāštan 

1438 0 used up tamom ābiden masraf šode, tahlil 

rafte, maʋred-

e estefāde ğarār 

gerefte 

11.5 Quantifiers and 

negation 

  

1439 0 all zedam, pāy hame 

1440 0 many xayley ziyād, xayli 

1441 0 few yati kam 

1442 0 half nesm, nim nesf 

1443 0 whole kol tamām 

1444 0 everybody harkey harkas, hame 

1445 0 everything hameči harčiz, hamečiz 

1446 0 everywhere hamejā 

 

harjā, hamejā 

1447 0 nobody heškey hičkas 
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1448 0 nothing hiči hiččiz 

12. Grammatical items   

12.1 Pronouns   

1449 0 I mo man 

1450 0 you (masc., sing.) to to 

1451 0 he, she (human) ho u 

1452 0 we (incl.) imā mā 

1453 0 you (pl.) isā šomā 

1454 0 they (human) ono, hono ānhā, išān 

12.2 Relationals   

1455 0 here ičo injā 

1456 0 there očo ānjā 

1457 0 far dir dur 

1458 0 near neheng nazdik 

1459 0 north šomāl šomāl 

1460 0 south jonu jonub 

1461 0 east mašreğ šarğ 

1462 0 west mağreʋ ğarb 

1463 0 up bālā bālā 

1464 0 down dohoʋn pāyin 

1465 0 forward (direction) ʋāniyā, ʋāpeyš piš, jelaʋ / jolo  

1466 0 backward (direc-

tion) 

ʋāpas ağab 

1467 0 right (direction) rāst rāst 

1468 0 left (direction) čap čap 

1469 0 over, above ri bālā 

1470 0 under, below zeyr pāyin, dar zir-e 

1471 0 in front of, before peyš jelaʋ-e, ruberu-ye 

1472 0 behind pas pošt, ağab 

1473 0 beside kel kenār 

1474 0 inside men dāxel 

1475 0 outside beyrin birun 

1476 0 between menjā darbayn  

1477 0 towards teraf be su-ye 
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1478 0 away from dir ze dur az 

1479 0 with ʋā, ʋābā bā 

12.3 Demonstratives, 

articles 

  

1480 0 this (person) yo in 

1481 0 that (person) ho ān 

1482 0 some (people) ya pāre ba’zi, barxi 

1483 0 other (people) diyari digar 

12.4 Question words   

1484 0 who? key če kasi? ki? 

1485 0 what? če? čen? či? 

1486 0 which (one)? ko, koyaki kodām? 

1487 0 where? koye kojā? 

1488 0 when? kay kay? če ʋağt? 

1489 0 why? siče čerā? 

1490 0 how? četaw četaʋr? 

1491 0 how many? čantā čandta?  

12.5 Conjunctions, ad-

verbials, etc. 

  

1492 0 and (ʋ)o ʋa / o 

1493 0 if ayar agar 

1494 0 because si yo ke zirā, čun ke 

1495 0 perhaps balākom šāyad 

1496 0 really, truly zerāsti ʋāğe’an, hağiğatan 

1497 0 well (adv.) xoʋ xub 

1498 0 only taynā fağat, tanhā 

1499 0 yes harey bale, āre, hā  

1500 0 no na na, xayr, naxayr 
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